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Dissertation supervised by Jeffrey Evanseck 
 This work focused on “greening” catalytic processes, atom transfer radical 
addition (ATRA), which adds an alkyl halide across and alkene, and transfer 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation, which reduces a carbonyl without needing direct H2 gas. 
Part of “greening” of these processes is through using abundant first row metals, Cu and 
Ni for catalysis. One aim was to design new ligands which would be more active in these 
systems; the second was investigation of additives for catalyst regeneration to reduce the 
catalyst loading necessary for high yields.  
 The TPMA* family was investigated in ATRA. Rate constants followed the 
expected trend, which increased with increasing electron-donation, but ATRA reactions 
yielded the opposite. Expected trends were yielded utilizing acetone, showing 
halidophilicity was an important factor. [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] was investigated using 
 
 v 
ascorbic acid ATRA, and found catalyst protonation. Adding small amounts of base 
improved yields by >80%. Coordination studies concluded base was not displacing the 
inner sphere halogen essential for radical deactivation. 
 Photo-initiated ATRA methods were studied, and conditions utilized to synthesize 
sequence-regular macromonomers for step-growth polymerization. Degrees of 
polymerization were less than 10. XRD analysis of crystals grown from a crude reaction 
mixture found a cyclized dimer.  
 Cascade ATRC was explored as a way to synthesize -lactones. Having geminal-
dialkyl substituents was necessary due to the Thorpe Ingold effect. Computational studies 
agreed well with experiment.  
 Conformational studies found 3˚ amides preferred the cis conformation over trans 
mostly due to steric strain between the -substituent N-Me, and rotation out of plane is 
due to sterics and unfavorable electrostatic interactions.  
 Unique pyridyl-monoprotic aminophosphines (MAPs) were synthesized with 
phenyl or tert-butyl phosphines and coordinated to nickel. Computationally, P-bound 
complexes were more stable than N-bound by ~12 kcal/mol, and nickel preferred to be 
low spin. 
 This work provided a significant contribution to several fields: ATRA/ATRC, 
amide synthesis, and transfer hydrogenation. Ligand development and reaction 
optimization provided greener methods by lowering catalyst loading necessary for 
product formation, and fundamental understanding of structure and function relationships 
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SGP step-growth polymerization 
SOMO singly occupied molecular orbital 
TBAPF6 tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
TDAPA Tris(2-(dimethylamino)phenyl)amine 
TEMPO 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl 




THFA tetrahydrofurfuryl acrylate 







TPMA*3 tris((4-methoxy-3,5-dimethylpyridin-2-yl)methyl)amine  
TS transition state 
UV/Vis ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy 
V-70 2,2’ -azobis(4-methoxy-2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile  








Chapter 1  
An introduction to ATRA systems 
1.1.1 History and Development of atom transfer radical addition 
 Atom transfer radical addition (ATRA) continues to be a topic of interest since 
the discovery of the peroxide effect in 1937 by Kharasch and coworkers.1 The initiation 
step of what is now called the Kharasch addition begins either with a radical initiator or 
light. The radical propagates by first homolytically cleaving an R-X bond, which then 
adds across the alkene in an anti-Markovnikov fashion. Termination occurs when radical-
radical coupling outnumbers the amount of adduct, or alkene, left in solution.1-2 Scheme 
1.1 shows the mechanism for the Kharasch addition. While many halogenated functional 
groups have successfully yielded the addition of HBr across the alkene (monoadduct), the 
topic of Kharasch’s focus was polyhalogenated alkanes, such as CBr4, CCl4, CHBr3, and 
CHCl3. With these substrates, the Kharasch addition yielded monoadduct in α-olefins, 
such as 1-hexene and 1-octene. However, in the case of alkenes that were more reactive, 
like acrylonitrile and styrene, formation of polymers predominated. This is a reaction 





 In 1956, Minisci et al. attempted a free-radical polymerization with acrylonitrile 
in a steel autoclave; this reaction yielded over 50% monoadduct.5 The reason for 
monoadduct formation was not elucidated until a few years later, when the same group 
found that iron chloride compounds increased the chain transfer constant. Minisci’s group 
proposed that corrosion of steel in the autoclave resulted in free Fe3+ atoms in solution, 
which catalytically assisted in the formation of monoadduct.6 The discovery initiated 
interest in transition metal catalyzed (TMC) ATRA as a facile way to add an alkyl halide 
across an alkene, but required high catalyst loadings for successful monoadduct 
formation. It was found that iron was not the only metal that was able to catalyze ATRA; 
other metals active in TMC ATRA were copper,7-9 ruthenium10-12 and nickel,13-14 but the 
focus of this work will utilize copper. The general reaction scheme for copper-catalyzed 
ATRA can be found in Scheme 1.2. 
1.1.2 Reactions related to ATRA: ATRP and ATRC 
 Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is a living radical polymerization 
technique, meaning polymers grow in a uniform manner with minimal undesirable  
 
 





Scheme 1.2 Proposed mechanism for copper-catalyzed ATRA. 
termination reactions; ATRP has been used for many synthetic and industrial 
processes.15-18 For example, the synthesis of polymeric high internal phase emulsions 
(pHIPE) are synthesized by ATRP and are found in aerosols, ion-exchange resins, and as 
a means to sequester heavy metals.19 Mechanistically, ATRP is nearly identical to ATRA, 
but after the first addition of alkene to alkyl halide, the monoadduct becomes reactivated, 
and alkenes are able to continue to add to the product, producing polymers with narrow 
molecular weight distributions (under 1.5 polydispersity index), which is desirable for 
industrial applications.20 This is accomplished by adjusting the ratio of alkene to alkyl 
halide from a 1:1 ratio to a system where alkene is in excess, where the excess will be 
equal to the targeted degree of polymerization, versus alkyl halide.21 Because ATRP is 
nearly identical to ATRA mechanistically, much of the knowledge pertaining to both the 
catalytic cycle and kinetic factors of ATRA are derived from ATRP studies.22-24 The 




Another synthetically analogous reaction to ATRA is atom transfer radical 
cyclization, which forms a cyclized product by using a substrate that contains both the 
alkene and halide on the same molecule (Scheme 1.4).25-27 ATRC has been utilized for 
the synthesis of several pharmaceutical targets.25-26, 28 This reaction will be explained in 
more depth in Chapter 4, but it is important to note that in general, identical reaction 
conditions to ATRA can be utilized for ATRC reactions. Clark et al. performed extensive 
work to optimize reaction conditions for successful ATRC processes, and was able to 
synthesize pharmaceutical targets by using ATRC.25-27 
 
Scheme 1.3 Proposed mechanism for copper-catalyzed ATRP. 
 




1.2 Mechanistic and thermodynamic aspects of ATRA 
 As mentioned previously, the overall catalytic mechanism for ATRA can be 
found in Scheme 1.2.7 The cycle begins with [CuILX] (activator) homolytically cleaving 
the alkyl halide (RX) bond, forming an alkyl radical (R•) and [CuIILX][X], which is the 
product of a one-electron oxidative addition. The alkyl radical can then add to the 
terminal side of an olefin to form the more stable secondary radical, which can then 
become deactivated by [CuIILX][X] (deactivator) in a one-electron reductive elimination 
to form the activator again and generate the ATRA product, also called monoadduct.  
There are three factors which lead to successful ATRA. The first is that the rate of 
activation (ka) has to be much lower than the rate of deactivation (kd) in order to have a 
minimal amount of radicals in solution. This will decrease the likelihood of radical-
radical coupling, which would preemptively terminate the reaction. The second factor is 
that the alkene should be activated only once in order to yield the desired monoadduct 
(ka1>>ka2, ideally ka2≈0). The third factor is that the rate of propagation (kp) should be 
much smaller than the rate of deactivation, kd to reduce the oligomers formed in 
solution.15, 21-22 
The equilibrium constant for ATRA (KATRA) is defined as ka/kd, and can be 
broken down into four elementary reactions, which are shown in Figure 1.1.29 The first 
reaction, KET, is the oxidation of Cu
I to CuII.  This reaction can be correlated to the half-
cell potential for the catalyst. Halidophilicity, or Kx, is the affinity of the halide for the 
copper center, and a large halidophilicity is essential for the reaction to progress, since it 
is an integral part of the deactivation of the radical.17 KEA, or electron affinity, is solely 




dissociation, or KBD, refers to the homolytic cleavage of the alkyl halide bond, which is 
also only dependent upon choice of alkyl halide. A weaker R-X bond will correlate to a 
higher KBD. There is a direct correlation between the reduction potential of the catalyst 
and the equilibrium constant for ATRA (KATRA), provided that halidophilicity remains 
constant.29-31 More negative values for half-cell potentials (E1/2) correlate  
to higher activities in ATRA systems.30  
 
1.3 Effect of olefin and alkyl halide 
The structure and functional groups found on olefins can have a substantial effect 
on the success of ATRA reactions. The activation of alkenes is assisted by electron-
withdrawing groups that can provide resonance stabilization of a radical after addition of 
R•, such as phenylic and ester moieties.31 The most commonly used olefins for testing 
ATRA reactions are methyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate, vinyl acetate, styrene, and 1-
hexene.7 As mentioned previously, selectivity is partially governed by the relative rates of 
deactivation (kd) versus rate of propagation (kp) of the radical.
17, 29, 31 The radical 
 




deactivation rate constant (kd) for copper species is diffusion controlled, and is 1.1x10
7 
M-1s-1.32 The rates of propagation of several olefins at 60 ˚C are found in Table 1.1, and 
all are well below kd. The rate of propagation is highest for methyl acrylate, which is used 
widely in ATRP, and lowest for 1-hexene, which cannot be readily activated for 
polymerization reactions.  
Table 1.1 Rates of propagation for several monomers.7 
Alkene kp (M-1s-1) 
Methyl acrylate 2.8 x 104 
Methyl methacrylate 8.2 x 102 
Vinyl acetate 7.9 x 103 
Styrene 3.6 x 103 
1-Hexene 22 
Alkyl halides used are generally chlorides and bromides, but pseudo-halides have 
also been utilized in many instances, such as thiocyanates and sulfonates.33-34 Iodides are 
generally not used due to their low halidophilicities (KX). There are many factors which 
influence the rates of activation (ka) of a halide. The first is the bond dissociation energy 
(BDE) of a substrate; bromides are 5-8 times more active than their chloride 
counterparts.30 The degree of substitution at the site of initiation also plays an important 
role, since the degree of substitution influences the stability of the radical, where 
3˚>2˚>1˚. This can increase ka by up to two orders of magnitude.
30 Finally, as with 
olefins, it is important that the halide contains a radical stabilizing group, such as a nitrile 
or an aryl substituent.30 
1.4 Efficiency in ATR processes 
1.4.1 Improving efficiency for ATR processes through ligand design 
 While it has been shown that ATRA reactions can form monoadduct in high 




indicated the system is inefficient.21 The development of more efficient ATRA systems 
has been a topic of great interest to make these systems more active.11, 13, 15-16, 30, 35-42 One 
of the most prevalent means of making a more effective system is by making a more 
active catalyst to achieve lower catalyst loadings. This is mostly accomplished through 
ligand development, which has improved activities by four orders of magnitude.30 As 
mentioned previously, metals that have been used in ATRA systems are ruthenium, 
nickel, and iron, but the most prevalent metal for ATRA has been copper.7-9, 16, 23-24, 36 
Copper has been utilized not only for its high prevalence and low cost, but it also has 
been demonstrated to have a reliable CuI/CuII oxidation/reduction cycle, and from which 
it generally does not deviate.  
Development of novel ligands for ATRA systems is by far one of the most 
important aspects for improving efficiency. One of the main roles that these ligands play 
for copper is improving the reduction potential by adding more electron density onto the 
metal center.7-8, 43-44 A vast majority of the ligands developed for ATRA systems contain 
nitrogen, which has lone pairs for chelation to the metal. Examples of nitrogen-based 
ligands can be found in Figure 1.2.   
 Nitrogen-based ligands are an excellent choice because they are well known for 
their -donor capabilities,45 which will can more easily donate electron density to the 
 




copper. The most common and effective ligands are multidentate, which serves three 
purposes: the binding strength of the ligand overall is increased,46 more electron density 
is able to be donated,30 and it is able to open a coordination site without complete 
dissociation of the ligand.22 This coordinatively unsaturated state is essential in the 
reaction when oxidative addition occurs,22, 30 which will be discussed more in depth later. 
In fact, when a more rigid ligand is used, such as TDAPA (tris(2-
(dimethylamino)phenyl)amine), the activity of the system diminishes.22  
Tetradentate tripodal ligands, such as Me6TREN (tris[2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine) and TPMA (tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine), work exceedingly 
well for ATRA, due in part to their ability to adapt to the geometric alterations when 
copper changes oxidation states.24, 47 Bidendate ligands such as bpy (2,2’-bipyridine) and 
tridentate ligands such as PMDETA (N,N,N′,N′′,N′′-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine) are 
also successfully used, but their activities are roughly 3-4 orders of magnitude less active 
in comparison to TPMA and Me6TREN. A ligand such as Me6TREN or TPMA 
coordinated to copper (II) will adopt a trigonal bipyramidal geometry, with the central 
nitrogen in the axial position trans to the inner sphere halide, and each arm coordinated 
equatorial, roughly 120˚ away from one another,24, 47 which is easily accomplished due to 
copper (II) having five open coordination sites. However, when copper (II) is reduced to 
copper (I), it contains one fewer coordination sites. This makes the ligands adopt a 
tetrahedral geometry, where the halide and equatorial arms are still coordinated, but the 






1.4.2 Improving efficiency for ATR processes through catalyst regeneration 
 As mentioned previously, radical-radical termination can occur both after 
homolytic cleavage of the alkyl halide or after the alkyl radical adds to an alkene. If this 
occurs, the catalytic cycle becomes interrupted when the deactivation step cannot occur 
to regenerate CuI, which leads to an accumulation of CuII over time. For this reason, the 
reaction was inefficient, and usually required 5-30 mol%.26 In the last 15 years, ATRA 
has made a resurgence due to the discovery that adding reducing agents restored the 
catalytic cycle after radical terminations occur. The addition of reducing agents decreased 
the catalyst loading necessary for a successful reaction to parts per million for simple -
olefins.21  
There are many different methods for catalyst regeneration, shown in Figure 1.3. 
One of the most prevalent reducing agent methods was ICAR, or initiators for continuous 
activator regeneration, which utilized radical initiators to reduce the copper(II).15, 48-50 
The most common additives for ICAR ATRA are AIBN and V-70, which are both 
usually activated by heat.23-24, 27, 51 This method is effective since the radical initiators 
will become deactivated by CuII to reform CuI. However, a serious drawback to ICAR 
ATRA is product selectivity tends to suffer due to an increase in the concentration of 
radicals in solution. A less common method is SARA, or supplemental activator and 
reducing agent, which uses Cu0 or inorganic sulfites to both act as a reducing agent 
through comproportionation with CuII and as an activator of the alkyl halide, although the 
latter is slow.52-55 Other metals have been used, such as Mg and Zn,56 but a drawback of 
this is while the catalyst loading can be lowered, additional metal would be added to the 




method for catalyst regeneration15, 57-61  Activators ReGenerated by Electron transfer 
(ARGET) utilizes non-metal, non-radical initiating reducing agents to regenerate 
activator. Some of the most common reducing agents used are ascorbic acid44, 58 and 
glucose,62-63 both of which are effective for these systems and are also environmentally 
benign. Finally, photoATRA has been gaining considerable attention in the last ten years 
after the discovery of its effectiveness for ATRP systems.14, 40, 64-68 There are several 
contributing reactions to photoATRA that do not involve reducing the metal center, 
including homolysis of the alkyl halide bond and excitation of the ligand.66-67 There has 
been substantial work into the development of ligands for effective photoATRA, and the 
most popular is a polyaromatic compound called dap (2,9-di-anisyl-1,10-phenanthroline), 
which can efficiently assist in copper reduction through ligand excitation.40, 68 
 








1.5 Current challenges, outlook for ATRA, and motivation for this work 
 While there has been substantive work to make ATRA processes greener through 
the design of more efficient catalysts and regeneration methods to lower catalyst 
loadings, most of the work has been completed with polyhalogenated compounds, which 
are not as synthetically relevant as their monohalogenated counterparts, and often 
dehalogenation requires harsh conditions.69 Additionally, work utilizing 
monohalogenated substrates often produces lower yields despite higher catalyst loadings. 
The motivation of the three subsequent chapters in this work is to make these processes 
greener by utilizing monohalogenated substrates at low catalyst loadings. This will be 
accomplished through ligand development (chapter 2), reaction optimization (chapter 3), 
and investigating new catalyst regeneration methods (chapter 4). 
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Chapter 2  
Exploration of TPMA* ligands in ATRA systems 
2.1 Motivation 
One of the most successful catalysts for atom transfer radical addition is TPMA (tris(2-
pyridylmethyl)amine) coordinated to CuBr2.
1-3 However, with current methods, high 
yields with low catalyst loadings are only accomplished using highly active alkyl halides, 
such as CBr4 or CHBr3.
1 These halides are toxic,4 and the monoadduct formed has few 
uses pertaining to direct pharmaceutical synthesis.5 Finding more active ligands is an 
expanding topic, as ligands greatly affect the activity in ATRA. A new class of ligands 
(TPMA* family, Figure 2.1) has the potential to be 1000 times more active in ATRA than 
TPMA,6 but there have been no studies demonstrating this improved efficacy. It is our 
intention to find reaction conditions that illustrate this increase in activity. 
2.2 Research goals and aims 
1. Determine activation (ka), deactivation (kd), and equilibrium constants (KATRA) for the 
TPMA* family. 
2. Compare results of TPMA* family using conventional ATRA methods with 
polyhalogenated alkyl halide. 
 




3. Explore the effect of several conditions with monohalogenated alkyl halides, including 
increased reaction times, added base, photo-initiated methods, and solvent studies. 
2.3 Introduction to TPMA* family of ligands 
 
 One of the most widely used and effective ligands for ATRA and ATRP has been 
TPMA (tris-(2-pyridylmethyl)amine, Scheme 2.1).2, 6-7 It is a tripodal ligand which can 
bind to metals in a tetradentate fashion.8-9 It is capable of being a -donor though the 
nitrogen lone pairs, as well as a π-acceptor through the pyridyl rings, which makes it an 
excellent chelator. In addition to the tight binding of TPMA, when complexed to copper, 
it is stable down to a pH of 1.10  
 The electronic environment around the metal center for ATR reactions has a great 
influence on the effectiveness of the catalyst, where systems that are more reducing have 
higher rates of activity.6, 11-14 A correlation has been made between the two, where for 
every 50 mV decrease in the half-cell potential, the activity theoretically increases by a 
factor of 10.15 Consequently, it was proposed by Kaur et al.6 that adding electron 
donating groups to the pyridyl arms of TPMA would increase the activity of the systems 
while retaining the stability characteristics of the parent ligand.   
 Substitution of the pyridyl rings of TPMA and a similar bidentate ligand, bpy 
(2,2’-bipyridine), have been studied.6, 13 Bpy was substituted in the para position with Cl, 
Me, nonyl, methoxy, and dimethylaminyl. Electrochemically, the trend followed as 
expected, with more negative Hammett parameters corresponding to lower half cell 
potentials. These ligands were also tested for ATRP systems, and found the 
dimethylaminyl and methoxy ligands to be slightly more effective.13 For the TPMA 




rates of oxygenation reactions, and found that the most reducing (-NMe2) was far less 
soluble than the rest of the substrates, but regardless exhibited a significant increase in 
the rate of the reaction.16  Additionally, as expected, half-cell potentials decreased as 
more electron-donating capability was added. 
 The TPMA* family of ligands include a p-methoxy and two m-methyl 
substitutions, where TPMA*1 contains one modified ring, TPMA*2 contains two, and 
TPMA*3 includes substitutions on all three rings. Kaur et al.6 published work outlining 
the structural and electrochemical information about each of the systems. These ligands 
can be found in Figure 2.1. 
Electrochemically, each substitution to the ring decreased the half-cell potential 
by roughly 50 mV, with values of 310, 360, and 420 mV for TPMA*1, TPMA*2, and 
TPMA*3, respectively relative to SCE. All of these complexes were more reducing than 
Me6TREN, which was one of the most reducing and active ligands to date. They all 
behaved quasi-reversibly as one-electron processes.  
The study by Kaur et al. provided extensive solid and solution state 
characterization of the entire TPMA* family.6 The solid-state structures in both CuII and 
CuI complexes exhibit interesting structural characteristics. For [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br],17 the 
crystal structure showed a  value of 1.0,9 indicating perfect trigonal bipyramidal 
geometry with C3v symmetry, as indicated by the space group P21 3. When the symmetry 
was broken by the ligand, [Cu(TPMA*1)Br][Br] loses all symmetry functions, exhibiting 
C1 symmetry with a  = 0.92. The same can be seen for [Cu(TPMA
*2)Br][Br], except the 
 value decreases to 0.72. Interestingly, even though the TPMA*3 ligand is perfectly 




lengths did not change systematically, though there was a slight axial elongation. The 
coordination number of the copper complexes is reduced from 5 to 4 when copper (II) is 
reduced to copper (I), but coordination is altered in different manners. For Cu(TPMA)Br, 
Cu(TPMA*2)Br, and Cu(TPMA*3)Br, the differences in bond lengths between them were 
very slight (within a few hundredths of an angstrom), but there was an axial elongation, 
exhibited by the Cu-Br and the Cu-Nax bond lengths. For Cu(TPMA
*1)Br, however, one 
of the unsubstituted pyridyl rings became uncoordinated (Cu-N length was 3.494 A), and 
the axial N became slightly coordinated (Cu-Nax = 2.316 A). Solution state studies were 
performed with variable temperature NMR, and were in agreement with solid state 
studies. They found that arms were fluxionally coordinated to copper. Schröder et al.18 
investigated the activity of the TPMA*3 ligand for ATRP, and while activity improved, it 
was not 1000 times more active as was previously predicted. 
This work outlines the differences in activity between the TPMA* family for 
ATRA systems, as this has not been explored, and could provide a substantive impact to 
making ATRA processes “greener”. Activation studies were first determined, and ka, kd, 
and KATRA values were calculated. ARGET ATRA was explored first with various olefins 
using the polyhalogenated alkyl halide, CBr4. Monohalogenated compounds were then 
investigated, and various additives were studied. Finally, photochemical catalyst 
regeneration methods were explored, as well as experiments into the effect of polar 







2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Determination of rate and equilibrium constants for TPMA* family 
 While electrochemical reactions have been studied to determine KATRA, but these 
calculations are based on approximations which correlate KET to KATRA. However, this 
can be directly calculated by monitoring the initial step, which is the 
activation/deactivation of the alkyl halide. Because this is a second order reaction, pseudo 
first-order reaction conditions were employed, where an excess of alkyl halide was used. 
Additionally, as pseudo halide (benzyl thiocyanate, which acts like an alkyl halide) was 
chosen so that monitoring of the CuII complex by UV/vis could be performed on an 
appropriate time scale. The equilibrium between activation and deactivation of pseudo 
alkyl halide benzyl thiocyanate (BzSCN) by copper complexes was observed at the max 
for each respective complex. The calculation to determine equilibrium constants was a 
method from Tang et al,19-20 following the equation: 




















Where I0 was initial concentration of initiator (BzSCN), Co was initial concentration of 
CuI, and Y was concentration of CuII at time t. A plot of F(Y) versus time1/3 in seconds1/3 
should produce a straight line, where the 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = 𝐾𝐴𝑇𝑅𝐴
2⁡𝑥⁡2𝑘𝑡, where kt = 2x10
9.  The 
rates determined (Table 2.1), follow the same trend as previously calculated; however, 
amount by which the constant increased was not an order of magnitude, which was 





Table 2.1 Equilibrium, activation, and deactivation rate constants for several 
Cu(Ligand)Br complexes at room temperature, monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy. 
Ligand KATRA (M-1s-1) ka (M-1s-1) kd (M-1s-1) 
TPMA 1.3x10-8 2.5x10-4 2.0x104 
TPMA*1 3.5x10-8 6.4x10-4 1.7x104 
TPMA*2 7.8x10-8 3.7x10-3 2.7x104 
TPMA*3 5.0x10-7 9.6x10-3 1.9x104 
 
 Additionally, activation rate constants (ka) were also determined by a similar 
procedure. In order disallow equilibrium to be established, TEMPO ((2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl), a radical trapper, was added. A plot of ln([CuI]0/[Cu
I]t) 
versus time in seconds should produce a straight line with a slope = k’, where k’ = 
ka[BzSCN]. Activation rate constants also followed the same trend, but again, the 
difference was not by an order of magnitude. Plots of the activation rate constants can be 
found in Figure 2.2. With the values of KATRA and ka, and with the knowledge that KATRA 
= ka/kd, the deactivation rate constant can be indirectly calculated. These values can also 






Figure 2.2 Kinetic plots of Cu(Ligand)Br in the presence of BzSCN to determine 
activation rate constant at room temperature. Data points were collected at a rate of 
0.67 points per minute. 
2.4.2 Comparison of results within TPMA* family using conventional ATRA with 
polyhalogenated alkyl halide, CBr4  
Seven olefins were tested in ATRA systems with the alkyl halide, carbon 
tetrabromide. The results for methyl acrylate (MA) can be found in Figure 2.3 and Table 
2.2. Surprisingly, among the four ligands, TPMA*3 performed the worst, with yields not 
exceeding 72% with a 0.1 mol% catalyst loading. In comparison at the same catalyst 
loading, TPMA and TPMA*1 were nearly identical, and yields were quantitative. At 0.01 
mol%, yields achieved were 72% for TPMA and 37% for TPMA*3. This general trend 
was not in agreement to the activation studies, which show that TPMA*3 should be the 

























Figure 2.3 ATRA results of methyl acrylate and CBr4 at 60 ˚C catalyzed by 
[Cu(Ligand)Br][Br]. 
Table 2.2 Results for the ATRA of CBr4 to methyl acrylate after 24 hours at 60 °C. Yield 
is calculated through 1H NMR integrations. 
[Alkene]0:[Cat]0 Ligand Conversion Product Yield 
1000:1 
TPMAa 100 100 100 
TPMA*1 100 100 100 
TPMA*2 100 87 87 
TPMA*3 100 72 72 
2500:1 
TPMA*1 100 96 96 
TPMA*2 88 76 67 
TPMA*3 94 58 55 
5000:1 
TPMAa 98 87 85 
TPMA*1 100 89 89 
TPMA*2 72 73 52 
TPMA*3 95 42 40 
10000:1 
TPMAa 99 65 64 
TPMA*1 99 64 64 
TPMA*2 78 50 39 
TPMA*3 90 41 37 
Reaction conditions: [Alkene]0 : [RX]0 : [Ascorbic acid]0  = 1 : 1.25 : 
0.07. [Alkene]0 = 1.34 M in methanol. Reactions were run in NMR tubes 
at 60 ˚C for 24 hours. Results calculated by 1H NMR using 1,4-
dimethoxybenzene as an internal standard (error ±10%). aValues from 























The same trend was found for all alkenes: 1-octene, styrene, acrylonitrile, and 
methyl methacrylate, which can all be found in the Appendix. Yields remained high for 
1-octene regardless of catalyst loading, with 68% being the lowest yield at a 1:10,000 
catalyst loading. Styrene produced modest yields, ranging from 40-60%. Acrylonitrile 
produced a wide range of yields, which showed the success is highly dependent on 
catalyst loading. The widest range of yields resulted from methyl methacrylate, ranging 
from 33% to 96%. The halide used, CBr4, is highly active, so it was possible that 
activation was occurring too quickly, and instead of the radical participating in 
propagation, termination occurred.  
2.4.3 Exploration of effect of several conditions with monohalogenated alkyl halides, 
including increased reaction times, added base, photo-initiated methods, and solvent 
studies 
Several monohalogenated alkyl halides were tested: bromoacetonitrile, ethyl 
−bromoisobutyrate, bromopropionitrile, and methyl-bromopropionate. These alkyl 
halides are over three orders of magnitude less active than CBr4.
19, 21 For simplicity, only 
copper complexes coordinated to TPMA and TPMA*3 results are shown. The results of 
ARGET ATRA with the alkenes methyl acrylate and styrene can be found in Figure 2.4. 
Reactions were carried out at 60 ˚C for 48 hours with a catalyst loading of 0.25 mol%. 
Overall, conversions were much lower, with no system exceeding 35%. This 
demonstrated neither catalyst utilizing ARGET ATRA was not strong enough to 
successfully activate monohalogenated substrates. Furthermore, across most alkyl 
halides, TPMA still outperformed TPMA*3, except for the case of ethyl 





Figure 2.4 Percent conversion for two alkenes: methyl acrylate (MA) and styrene (Sty) 
utilizing multiple halides. [Alkene]0 : [RX]0 : [Ascorbic acid]0  = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07. 
[Alkene]0 = 1.34 M in methanol. 250:1 catalyst loading relative to alkene. Reactions 
were run in NMR tubes at 60 ˚C for 48 hours. Conversions calculated by 1H NMR 
using 1,4-dimethoxybenzene as an internal standard (error ±10%). 
It had been shown that adding electron density to the pyridyl arms of TPMA will 
increase its basicity.16, 22 While ascorbic acid is an excellent reducing agent for ATRA 
systems, every time it is oxidized, it forms two equivalents of HX, where X = halogen of 
the system.23 While TPMA is stable in acidic environments, it is possible that the basicity 
of TPMA*3 is affected enough to become vulnerable to a strong acid like HCl or HBr. As 
will be mentioned in a subsequent chapter, adding base to ARGET ATRA reactions 
neutralized the solution, and activity was restored to a catalyst that contained a basic 
ligand. Base was added to ARGET ATRA systems across several alkyl halides, and the 
results using styrene as the alkene can be found in Figure 2.5, with reactions performed at 


























catalyst loading as the previous experiment (0.25 mol%), ranging from 49% for ethyl 
−bromoisobutyrate to 78% for methyl bromopropionate. Unfortunately, TPMA*3 still 
demonstrated the lowest yields. It was clear that at this point that the solution would not 
be found in utilizing ARGET ATRA methods. 
 
Figure 2.5 ARGET ATRA results with added Et3N. Reaction conditions: [sty]0 : [RX]0 
: [CuII]0 : [Et3N]0  = 1 : 1.25 : 0.0004 : 0.03. [Alkene]0 = 1.34 M in methanol. Reactions 
were run in NMR tubes at 60 ˚C for 24 hours. Yields calculated by 1H NMR using 1,4-
dimethoxybenzene as an internal standard (error ±10%). 
 
PhotoATRA is another method for catalyst regeneration which has gained 
considerable attention in the last 5 years because it does not require a sacrificial reducing 
agent. For our systems, it was advantageous to use photoATRA, because in ARGET 
processes using ascorbic acid, solubility was a limiting factor for the concentration of the 
reaction. Since no extra additives were required for photoATRA systems, reactions could 
be run at higher concentrations, making the apparent rate of addition, kapp, faster. A series 
of alkenes and alkyl halides were tested in photoATRA systems, and while conversions 






















and only a 24-hour reaction time, differences in yields between TPMA and TPMA*3 
varied. The results of photoATRA of several alkyl halides to methyl acrylate can be 
found in Figure 2.6. For halides such as bromoacetonitrile and bromopropionitirile, 
TPMA*3 produced the highest conversions (76% vs 95% for BrAN, 44% vs 31% for 
BrPN). However, for ethyl −bromoisobutyrate, the trend was the opposite, and for 
methyl bromopropionate results were nearly identical. 
           
Figure 2.6 PhotoATRA results of methyl acrylate to various alkenes. Reaction 
conditions: [MA]0 : [RX]0 : [Cu
II]0  = 1 : 1.25 : 0.0004. [Alkene]0 = 1.34 M in 
methanol. Reactions were run in NMR tubes at under UV radiation (=365 nm) for 24 
hours. Yields calculated by 1H NMR using 1,4-dimethoxybenzene as an internal 
standard (error ±10%). 
As mentioned previously, there is a correlation between half-cell potential of a 
complex and its equilibrium constant in ATRA provided that halidophilicity remains 
constant. Halidophilicity is the affinity of the inner sphere halide for the copper center.24 
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reaction will not be able to proceed. Methanol is a polar-protic solvent that can 
coordinate to copper, and it has been shown that such solvents weaken binding strength.24 
Acetone is a good alternative, because while it is polar, coordination to metal is much 
less likely.  
PhotoATRA reactions using varying mixtures of acetone and methanol were 
performed, and the results for the reaction between methyl acrylate and bromoacetonitrile 
can be found in Figure 2.7. For this reaction, TPMA*3 already produced higher yields 
than TPMA. However, as the amount of acetone in the reaction mixture increased, the 
disparity in yields between the ligands increased. When the reaction was run using 100% 
acetone, yields were 86% for TPMA*3 vs. 23% for TPMA. For other systems, the 
differences at 100% methanol were insignificant, but as the percent acetone increased, 
yields were statistically different, with TPMA*3 producing higher yields. 
Halidophilicity measurements were attempted by titrating a solution of 
CuL(OTf)2 with tetrabutylammonium bromide in both methanol and acetone. In theory, 
as long as there are only two species in solution at one time, the value calculated should 
be consistent regardless of wavelength. However, when calculations were performed, 
there was extreme variability between values at different wavelengths that ranged 
between several orders of magnitude. There could be a few factors that would cause this 







Figure 2.7 PhotoATRA results of alkyl halides to various alkenes. Reaction conditions: 
[Alkene]0 : [RX]0 : [Cu
II]0  = 1 : 1.25 : 0.0004. [Alkene]0 = 1.34 M in methanol. Reactions 
were run in NMR tubes at under UV radiation (=365 nm) for 24 hours. Yields calculated 
by 1H NMR using 1,4-dimethoxybenzene as an internal standard (error ±10%). (a) MA 









In conclusion, TPMA*3 should be an excellent ligand for ATRA systems due to its 
low half-cell potential caused by the electron-donating substituents on the pyridyl arms. 
However, when using the conventional ARGET ATRA method using ascorbic acid as the 
reducing agent, trends were the opposite, where TPMA and TPMA*1 were the most 
successful ligands with nearly quantitative yields, and TPMA*2 and TPMA*3 were 
significantly lower. Monohalogenated substrates were also tested to potentially improve 
product selectivity, but yields did not exceed 35% for any alkene/alkyl halide 
combination. Additionally, TPMA still outperformed TPMA*3. Since basicity of ligands 
can affect the activity in ATRA systems, triethylamine was added to quench HCl formed 
during the reaction. Conversions and yields did in fact improve, but TPMA and TPMA*3 
were still only comparable. Photo-initiated methods were then utilized as a reducing 
agent, and yields did improve significantly, but again, results were only still comparable. 
Finally, mixtures of acetone and methanol were used to improve the halidophilicity value, 
and while yields overall decreased due to increased rates of polymerization, TPMA*3 had 
consistently higher or comparable yields. This demonstrated that the decreased value for 
halidophilicity that would be anticipated upon addition of electron donating groups was 
diminishing KATRA.  
2.6 Methods 
All reagents were used as purchased unless specified otherwise. TPMA,25 TPMA*1, 
TPMA*2, TPMA*3,6  and the corresponding copper (I)26 and copper (II)8 complexes were 
all synthesized using previously published procedures. Methyl acrylate, 1-octene, styrene, 




to remove inhibitor prior to use. All reactions involving polyhalogenated alkyl halides 
were performed on the bench-top without purging or deoxygenation. 1H NMR spectra 
were obtained at room temperature using a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer with 
chemical shifts given in parts per million relative to residual solvent peaks (CDCl3, 7.26 
ppm). UV-Vis spectra were recorded using a Beckman DU-530 spectrometer in 1.0 cm 
path-length quartz cuvettes. 
General procedure for ARGET ATRA of RX to alkenes 
A 0.25 M solution of ascorbic acid was prepared by stirring 220.2 mg (1.25 mmol) in 5.0 
mL methanol for approximately 15 minutes. A mixture of alkene, alkyl halide, and 
internal standard in a 1 : 1.25 : 0.15 (with 8.06 × 10-4 mol alkene per reaction) was 
prepared and distributed evenly into NMR tubes. If triethylamine was used, it was added 
in a 0.35 :1 ratio relative to monomer. [CuII(ligand)Br][Br] from a 0.05 M solution in 
methanol was then added to the reaction mixture in the desired ratio. If alkyl halide was 
monohalogenated, all solutions were purged prior to addition. The total volume was 
adjusted by adding methanol to the alkene/alkyl halide/internal standard mixture to 
achieve a constant alkene concentration of 1.34 M in all reactions. A zero-time aliquot 
was removed for analysis. This was followed by 0.225 mL of ascorbic acid (0.07 mol% 
relative to alkene). Immediately after the addition of the ascorbic acid, the reaction was 
capped to minimize the amount of oxygen introduced to the system. The disposable NMR 
tubes were sealed with superior pressure polyethylene caps and wrapped with electrical 
tape to ensure and airtight seal. Reactions were either placed in a thermostatted oil bath at 
60 °C for either 24 h or 48 hours. The conversion of alkene and the yield of monoadduct 




CBr4 to 1-octene, styrene, methyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate and acrylonitrile have 
been published previously.1  
General procedure for photo ATRA of RX to alkenes 
To a nitrogen-flushed NMR tube equipped with a stir bar, purged alkene (0.806 mmol) 
and initiator (1.008 mmol) were added, followed by a solution of [Cu(ligand)Br][Br] in 
methanol or a methanol/acetone mixture. The total volume was adjusted by adding 
methanol or methanol/acetone to NMR tube to achieve a constant alkene concentration of 
1.34 M in all reactions. A zero-time aliquot was removed for analysis. The disposable 
NMR tubes were sealed with superior pressure polyethylene caps and wrapped with 
electrical tape to ensure and airtight seal. Reactions were then stirred under UV light 
(=365 nm) for 24 hours.  The conversion of alkene and the yield of monoadduct were 
determined via 1H NMR spectroscopy. 
Determination of activation rate constants.  
In the dry box, CuBr (1.8 mg, 0.0129 mmol), ligand (0.0129 mmol) and TEMPO (40.3 
mg, 0.258 mmol) were dissolved in 3.00 mL of acetonitrile. The solution was transferred 
to an airtight quartz cuvette. Benzyl thiocyanate (BzSCN, 38.5 mg, 0.258 mmol) was 
added, then the cuvette was immediately taken out of the glove box and placed in the 
UV-vis spectrometer at the λmax  (967 nm for [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br], 983 nm for 
[Cu(TPMA*1)Br][Br], 980 nm for [Cu(TPMA*2)Br][Br], and 981 nm for 
[Cu(TPMA*3)Br][Br]) over a period of six hours. The activation rate constants were 






Determination of the equilibrium constant for ATRA.  
In the dry box, CuBr (1.8 mg, 0.0129 mmol) and ligand (0.0129 mmol) were dissolved in 
3.00 mL of acetonitrile. The solution was transferred to an airtight quartz cuvette. Benzyl 
thiocyanate (BzSCN, 38.5 mg, 0.258 mmol) was added, then the cuvette was 
immediately taken out of the glove box and placed in the UV-vis spectrometer at the λmax  
(967 nm for [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br], 983 nm for [Cu(TPMA*1)Br][Br], 980 nm for 
[Cu(TPMA*2)Br][Br], and 981 nm for [Cu(TPMA*3)Br][Br]) over a period of six hours. 
The equilibrium constants were calculated using previously reported procedures.28, 29 
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Chapter 3  
Restored activity of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] for ARGET ATRA systems in the 
presence of organic base 
3.1 Motivation 
ARGET ATRA is one of the most favorable methods for catalyst regeneration in ATRA 
due to its efficacy, especially with the “green” additive, ascorbic acid. However, there 
have been no ATRA studies published catalyzed by [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the 
presence of ascorbic acid. This is because the oxidation of ascorbic acid forms acid, 
which protonates the Me6TREN ligand, rendering the catalyst inactive. Finding a viable 
means of employing one of the most active ATRA catalysts in the presence of ascorbic 
acid by adding base to neutralize the acidic conditions could be one of the most green 
methods of ATRA to date by achieving low catalyst loading with green additives. 
3.2 Research aims 
1. Find ideal conditions (type and concentration of base, reaction time, reaction 
temperature) for ATRA conditions catalyzed by [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] 
2. Determine any structural/electronic changes that occur in the presence of base. 
3.3 Introduction 
 One of the most active catalysts for ATRA reactions is [Cu(Me6TREN)X][X] 
(X=Cl, Br). This is due in part to having one of the most negative half-cell potentials. 
Me6TREN is a tetradentate, tripodal ligand that when coordinated to CuX2, the complex 
adopts a perfect trigonal bipyramidal geometry. It has been well established in both 
ATRA and ATRP systems as an active catalyst, but as mentioned previously, in order to 




regenerate the activator species when radical-radical terminations interrupt the cycle. For 
[Cu(Me6TREN)X][X], the most common catalyst regeneration methods have been 
SARA, ICAR, and photoATRP systems, but ARGET has rarely been utilized.  
 When ascorbic acid is utilized as a reducing agent, every mole of that is oxidized 
to dehydroascorbic acid by CuII, also produces two equivalents of HX, where X is the 
halide used in the system. The oxidation of ascorbic acid if shown in Scheme 3.1. When 
using ligands such as TPMA (stable down to a pH of 1), the catalyst is unaffected. 
However, with more basic ligands like Me6TREN, protonation will occur more quickly 
and ligand will likely decomplex from the copper center, which will effectively shut 
down the catalytic cycle. 
 
Scheme 3.1 Reaction scheme for the reduction of CuII by ascorbic acid, forming 2 
equivalents of acid. 
 There has only been one report of Me6TREN used as a ligand in atom transfer 
radical systems in the presence of ascorbic acid. Bellesia et al. studied the ATRC of N-
allyl-N-substituted -polychloroamides and found that adding inorganic base improved 
the yields of their systems by nearly 60%. Their work mainly focused on optimizing 
reaction conditions catalyzed by [Cu(PMDETA)Cl][Cl], but they also showed a reaction 
catalyzed by [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in which yields improved. They concluded the 
resulting improved yields were a result of neutralizing acid, which left the aliphatic 
PMDETA and Me6TREN ligands intact.
1 However, no studies were performed in this 




 In this work, we first show a comparison of activities for ATRA systems using 
ascorbic acid between TPMA and Me6TREN ligands. We then report the effect 
successive amounts of base relative to ascorbic acid to yields for ATRA. A closer look at 
three bases: piperidine, triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine was investigated with 
several alkenes both at 60 ˚C and RT. Kinetic studies were performed to find the apparent 
rate of addition of alkene, kapp. UV/vis studies were performed to show the effect of 
added HCl to [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] and to compare differences in spectra upon addition 
of base. Binding constants of bases to copper were calculated via titration. Cyclic 
voltammetry was utilized to determine the reversibility of this system and to note any 
changes when base was added. Finally, single crystal X-ray diffraction was performed on 
crystals grown in the presence of base. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Activity and optimization studies 
 Initial tests were performed with several -olefins with carbon tetrachloride 
catalyzed by [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] (Table 3.1, entries 6-10), and compared to 
[Cu(TPMA)Cl][Cl], yields were substantially lower. For 1-octene, only 4% yield was 
found, compared to 69% for TPMA. In fact, the highest yield obtained was the reaction 
of methyl methacrylate, which still only produced a 24% yield compared to 77% for 
TPMA.  
Since this lack of activity was likely due to decomplexation of Me6TREN from 
copper cause by protonation of the basic dimethylaminyl arms (vide infra, Figure 3.3), it 
was possible that adding excess ligand would improve yields. Tests catalyzed by 




entries 11-15). Fortunately, for most alkenes, this improved yields, but by varying 
margins. The largest improvement was found with acrylonitrile (8 to 66%), but there was 
no improvement with methyl methacrylate. For most alkenes, while yields were 
improved, they were only modest, ranging from 17 for 1-octene to 66% for acrylonitrile. 
Compared to reactions catalyzed by [Cu(TPMA)Cl][Cl], yields were still significantly 
lower, except for the case of methyl acrylate (39% vs 44% for Me6TREN).  
Table 3.1 ATRA of CCl4 to various alkenes catalyzed by [Cu
II(ligand)Cl][Cl] in the 
presence of ascorbic acid as a reducing agenta 
 
Entry Alkene [Alk]0:[CuII]0 Conv/Yieldb 
TPMA ligandc 
1 1-Octene 1000:1 69/69 
2 Styrene 100:1 ~100/99 
3 Styrene 250:1 98/81 
4 Methyl acrylate 250:1 43/39 
5 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 ~100/77 
Me6TREN ligand 
6 1-Octene 1000:1 4/4 
7 Styrene 100:1 37/23 
8 Styrene 250:1 25/19 
9 Methyl acrylate 250:1 17/14 
10 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 38/24 
11 Acrylonitrile 100:1 9/8 
excess Me6TREN ligandd 
12 1-Octene 1000:1 17/17 
13 Styrene 100:1 53/38 
14 Styrene 250:1 36/23 
15 Methyl acrylate 250:1 78/44 
16 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 90/22 
17 Acrylonitrile 100:1 99/66 
aAll reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h 
with [alkene]0 : [CCl4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, 
[alkene]0 = 1.34 M. 
bThe yield is based on the formation of 
monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy 
(relative errors are ±10%). cData for [CuII(TPMA)Cl][Cl] taken 
from ref. 8. dFor entries 12-17, [Me6TREN]0 : 




It was important to first find the ideal amount of base to add to the ATRA systems 
relative to ascorbic acid. The olefin 1-octene was used as a test due to its (relatively) high 
selectivity in ATRA systems. Five bases were used: piperidine, triethylamine, N-
methylpiperidine, pyridine, and dimethylaniline. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, adding 
even 5 equivalents of base relative to ascorbic acid produced a drastic change in both 
conversion and yield, from <10% to >90% for the three strongest bases: piperidine, 
triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine. After 5 equivalents had been added for the 
strongest bases, conversions stagnated, but yields decreased, indicating a reduced 
selectivity of monoadduct. This was likely due to an E2 reaction occurring in the 
presence of larger quantity of base. For dimethylaniline and pyridine, conversions 
continued to increase after 5 eq., but yields mostly plateaued. 
For subsequent studies, only piperidine, triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine 
were used, since they required the smallest amount of additive to achieve high yields. 
Reactions were performed across the same alkenes as was used previously: 1-octene, 
styrene, methyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate, and acrylonitrile, and the same conditions 
were employed. The results can be found in Table 3.2. Across all alkenes and bases, 
yields are substantially higher than identical reactions without base. Additionally, both 
yields and conversions were higher compared to TPMA for 1-octene and methyl acrylate. 
For styrene, conversions were all quantitative, but selectivity was low, which suggested 
the reaction was forming oligomers/polymers as the reaction progressed. A faster reaction 
time would have likely increased the product selectivity. Both conversions and yields 
were comparable for methyl methacrylate compared to TPMA. Interestingly, comparing 





Figure 3.1 Optimization studies with the ATRA of CCl4 to 1-octene in the presence of 
various bases. Reaction conditions: [1-octene]0 : [CCl4]0 : [Cu
II]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 
1.25 : 0.004 : 0.07; [1-octene]0=1.34 M. Reactions were run at 60 °C for 24 h. 
Conversion/yield calculated via 1H NMR (relative error 10%). 
Since conversions were high for all alkenes, but selectivity was modest, 
reactions were then run at room temperature over the course of four hours, and the 
results can be found in Table 3.2. For methyl acrylate and methyl methacrylate, 
conversions were still quantitative, but selectivity was improved (from 67% to >99% 
for methyl methacrylate in the presence of piperidine). For triethylamine and N-
methylpiperidine, yields were high for 1-octene (96% and 98%, respectively), but 
modest for piperidine (66%). Results for acrylonitrile were modest (between 42 and 




ranging from 26 to 31%. This is unsurprising, since the activation rate for styrene is 
radically decreased at room temperature compared to even 60 ˚C.2 With this improved 
selectivity, yields were consistently higher than those for TPMA, indicating the activity 
of Me6TREN was restored. 
 
Table 3.2 ATRA of CCl4 to various alkenes catalyzed by [Cu
II(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the 
presence of ascorbic acid as a reducing agenta 
Entry Alkene [Alk]0:[CuII]0 Conv/Yieldb,c Conv/Yieldb,d 
Piperidine    
1 1-Octene 1000:1 73/73 66/66 
2 Styrene 100:1 ~100/64 38/31 
3 Methyl acrylate 250:1 97/52 98/53 
4 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 ~100/67 ~100/100 
5 Acrylonitrile 100:1 ~100/86 98/55 
Triethylamine    
6 1-Octene 1000:1 97/97 96/96 
7 Styrene 100:1 ~100/48 31/26 
8 Methyl acrylate 250:1 ~100/63 99/79 
9 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 ~100/64 ~100/100 
10 Acrylonitrile 100:1 66/53 69/46 
N-methylpiperidine    
11 1-Octene 1000:1 88/88 98/98 
12 Styrene 100:1 99/48 38/30 
13 Methyl acrylate 250:1 97/58 98/73 
14 Methyl methacrylate 250:1 ~100/63 99/99 
15 Acrylonitrile 100:1 66/56 75/42 
aAll reactions were performed in methanol with [alkene]0 : [CCl4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 : 
[base]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07 : 0.35, [alkene]0 = 1.34 M. 
bThe yield is based on the 
formation of monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative 
errors are ±10%). cReactions run at 60 °C for 24 hours. dReactions run at room 
temperature (23 °C) for 4 hours. 
 
Kinetic experiments were performed at room temperature by tracking the reaction 
progress via NMR in a j-young tube in the presence triethylamine. Styrene was excluded 
from these studies due to its slow activation rate at decreased temperatures. Tracking the 




Figure 3.2. By extrapolating the data, quantitative conversion can be achieved by 3.4 h 
for methyl acrylate, 5.8 h for methyl methacrylate, 6.8 h for 1-octene, and 16.8 h for 
acrylonitrile. This is in good agreement with previously found activation rate data for the 
monomers. Additionally, a kinetic experiment using the TPMA catalyst in the absence of 
base yielded no conversion within 8 hours, which indicated that Me6TREN is now more 
active than TPMA, as would be suggested by electrochemical studies. 
 
Figure 3.2 First order kinetic plots for ATRA of CCl4 to various alkenes in the 
presence of Et3N catalyzed by [Cu
II(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] (filled in shapes). All reactions 
were performed in CD3OD at room temperature with [alkene]0 : [CCl4]0 : [Cu
II]0 : 
[ascorbic acid] = 1 : 1.25 : 0.004 : 0.07, [alkene]0=1.34 M. 
Finally, with the knowledge of this improvement of activity, the far less active 
halide, chloroacetonitrile was tested with various alkenes (Table 3.3). Monohalogenated 
substrates are far more attractive synthetically, and can be used for Grignard reactions, 
SN2, E2, and various cross-coupling reactions. Across all alkenes, conversions were high, 




Me6TREN in the presence of base is potent enough to activate systems that were 
previously incapable of being activated. 
Table 3.3 ATRA of chloroacetonitrile to various alkenes in the presence and absence of 
Et3N.
a 
Entry Alkene Conv/Yieldb,c Conv/Yieldb,d 
1 Methyl acrylate 40/0 97/43 
2 Methyl methacrylate 0/0 >99/44 
3 Styrene 0/0 97/49 
4 Acrylonitrile 7/0 97/12 
5 1-Octene 2/2 73/73 
aAll reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h 
with [alkene]0 : [ClAN]0 : [Cu
II]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 : [Et3N]0 = 
1 : 1.25 : 0.004 : 0.07 : 0.35, [alkene]0 = 1.34 M. 
bThe yield is 
based on the formation of monoadduct and was determined 
using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are ±10%) . 
cReactions performed in the absence of Et3N. 
dReactions run in 
the presence of Et3N. 
 
 
3.4.2 Coordination Studies 
It was important to first investigate the effect of the addition of acid to the 
geometry of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl]. Overlaid UV/vis spectra of the complex with 
successive amounts of HCl added can be found in Figure 3.3. Upon the addition of even 
two equivalents of acid relative to copper, the spectrum became completely flat, 
indicating decomplexation of the Me6TREN ligand. This occurs when the ligand is 





Figure 3.3 UV/Vis spectra of 0.002 M solution in MeOH of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in 
the presence of successive amounts of HCl. 
As mentioned in a previous chapter, structure plays and important role in activity 
for ATRA catalysts. Thus, it was important to investigate any geometric differences 
between [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] upon addition of organic base, which can coordinate to 
the copper center. UV/vis studies were performed in the presence and absence of base, 
and as can be seen in Figure 3.4, a slight blue shift in the spectrum was produced upon 
the addition of base. This was concerning, because it is essential for the inner sphere 
halide of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] to remain bound to copper in order for successful 
deactivation of the radical to occur. Both spectra contain two transitions, with one being 
stronger than the other. This is indicative of trigonal bipyramidal geometry, which has 






Figure 3.4 UV/Vis spectra of 0.002 M solution in MeOH of [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] 
in the absence of base(a), [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] with 0.511 mmol (86 eq) of added 
piperidine(b), CuII(Me6TREN)(OTf)2 in the absence of base(c), and 
CuII(Me6TREN)(OTf)2 with 0.511 mmol (86 eq) of added piperidine (d). 
A UV/vis spectrum of Me6TREN coordinated to Cu(OTf)2 (OTf = 
trifluoromethanesulfonate, a very weakly coordinating base) was taken. This spectrum 
seemed to have one main transition with a slight shoulder. This generally indicates a 
tetrahedral geometry around the metal center, which confirmed the weak coordination of 
OTf. This was compared to the spectrum after base was added, and an additional 
transition appeared at 690 nm, indicating a unique coordinating environment which likely 
was trigonal bipyramidal in geometry. This spectrum corresponded to the base 
coordinating to copper axially, trans to the central nitrogen of the Me6TREN ligand. 
Comparing the spectrum of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the presence of base and the 
presumed complex of [Cu(Me6TREN)(piperidine)](OTf)2, they were distinctly different, 




may be coordinating to the copper, it was likely not an irreversible bond and was also not 
displacing the inner sphere halogen. 
It was important to understand the binding strength of these bases. Titrations were 
performed in methanol, adding successive amount of base to Cu(Me6TREN)(OTf)2 until 
a saturation point was reached. Overlaid UV/vis spectra of the titration with piperidine 
can be found in Figure 3.5. The titration point was reached by 300 equivalents. Using 
these data, binding constants for piperidine, triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine were 
found to be 16.3, 16.1, and 1.60 M-1, respectively. While halidophilicity measurements 
for [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] have not been performed in methanol, measurements for other 
systems have found the binding constant to be around 3000 M-1. 
Cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted to determine the change in both 
reversibility and half-cell potential. As seen in Figure 3.6, upon the addition of 86 eq. of 
piperidine relative to copper (mimicking the ratio in ATRA systems), the intensity of the 
current decreased slightly, but the half-cell potential did not shift significantly (-406 mV 
compared to -407 mV). However, the ∆Ep did increase by 37 mV, which indicated the 
results shifted further away from being an ideal, reversible process (for an ideal 1e- 
process, ∆Ep should be 57 mV). However, it was still in the quasi-reversible range. 
Similar results were observed upon the addition of triethylamine and N-
methylpiperidine (Figure 3.7). Again, the magnitude of the current at Epa and Epc 
decreased, but not by a significant margin. ∆Ep increased by about the same margin for 
both bases, but in this case, ipa/ipc, which is another way to determine reversibility and in 
an ideal system is equal to 1, did not change substantially in the presence of base, which 




potentiometric results for [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the absence and presence of the three 




Figure 3.5 Overlaid UV/Vis spectra of titration of 0.002 M [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] 










Figure 3.6 (a)Overlaid voltammograms of a 0.002 M solution in MeCN of 
[CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] (a), and [Cu
II(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the presence of 86 eq of 
piperidine (b). (b) triethylamine, and (c) N-methylpiperdine. The values in parentheses 








Table 3.4 Potentiometric information of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] with various bases. 
Additive E1/2 (mV) ∆Ep (mV) ipa/ipc 
None -406 100 1.33 
pip -407 137 1.5 
Et3N -410 132 1.38 
NMP -396 132 1.39 
 
As the most definite conclusion of the intractable character of 
[Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in the presence of base, a crystal was grown in the presence of 60 
eq. of triethylamine. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the overall geometry of the copper 
complex was trigonal bipyramidal, with all four of the tetradentate sites of Me6TREN 
coordinated and the inner sphere Cl- intact. Selected bond lengths comparing the crystal 
structure grown in the presence of base and the previously published structure of 
[Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] grown in the absence of base can be found in Table 3.5. The most 
notable difference between the two structures was the lack of symmetry found in our 
crystal structure (P212121 space group) versus the one previously published (P213 space 
group), which had perfect C3 symmetry. Additionally, the -value, a calculation to 
determine if a 5-coordinate complex is more square pyramidal (=) or trigonal 
bipyramidal (=), was found to be 0.999, which is close to the value of the previously 
published structure. Both systems exhibit Jahn Teller distortion, but the structure in the 
presence of base underwent an axial compression, whereas the previously reported 





Figure 3.7 Molecular structure of [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] from crystal grown in the 
presence of triethylamine. Hydrogens omitted for clarity. Atoms drawn with thermal 
ellipsoids (50% probability). 
 
Table 3.5 Selected bond lengths comparing previously reported structure of 
[Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] and the crystal grown in the presence of base. 
Atoms [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl]  
w/ Et3N 
Cu-Nax 2.0545 2.0178 
Cu-Neq (avg) 2.1527 2.1649 
Cu-Cl 2.2589 2.2430 
τ 1.000 0.999 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, it was found that adding small amounts of base improved yields for 
[Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] from 8 to >90% for the three strongest bases used (piperidine, 
triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine). Reactions which could previously be run at      
60 ˚C for 24 h could now achieve high yields for most olefins after four hours at room 
temperature. Additionally, the yields were higher in these systems than for 
[Cu(TPMA)Cl][Cl]. Coordination studies found complete decomplexation of the ligands 
from copper upon the addition of small amounts of acid. Upon addition of base, however, 




base by displacing one of the Me6TREN arms. Binding constants of the bases were found 
to be weak compared to the inner sphere chloride essential for deactivation of the radical. 
Cyclic voltammetry show these complexes exhibit a quasi-reversible one electron 
process, and the half-cell potential does not change significantly upon addition of base. 
Finally, a crystal structure was grown with 60 eq. of base, and the geometry of the system 
was found to be nearly identical to the previously reported structure that was grown in the 
absence of base, definitively showing that base does not significantly alter the overall 
structure of the [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] and that the activity increase is mostly due to the 
neutralization of the reaction media. 
3.6 Methods 
General Procedures 
All reagents were obtained from commercial sources. Tris(2-dimethylaminoethyl)amine 
(Me6TREN)
4-5, tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (TPMA)6 and copper(II) complexes 
[CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl]
7, CuII(Me6TREN)(OTf)2
8, and [CuII(TPMA)Cl][Cl]9 were 
synthesized according to published procedures. All reactions involving polyhalogenated 
alkyl halides were performed on the bench-top without purging or deoxygenation. 1H 
NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature using a Bruker Avance 400 MHz 
spectrometer with chemical shifts given in parts per million relative to residual solvent 
peaks (CDCl3, 7.26 ppm or CD3OD, 3.31 ppm). UV-Vis spectra were recorded using a 
Beckman DU-530 spectrometer in 1.0 cm path-length quartz cuvettes.  
Cyclic Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammograms were measured at 25 °C with an EZstat Pro potentiostat. 
Solutions of CuCl2 and Cu




prepared in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte. Measurements 
were carried out under argon at a scan rate of 0.05 V/s using a platinum disk as the 
working electrode and platinum wire as the counter. An Ag/AgNO3 reference electrode 
was used, and potentials were measured relative to a ferrocenium/ferrocene couple 
(EoFc+/Fc = 0.355 V vs SCE in CH3CN) as an internal standard. All E1/2 values were scaled 
according to the saturated calomel electrode (SCE). 
ATRA of RX to alkenes 
A 0.25 M solution of ascorbic acid was prepared by stirring 220.2 mg (1.25 mmol) in 5.0 
mL methanol for approximately 15 minutes. A mixture of alkene, alkyl halide, and 
internal standard in a 1 : 1.25 : 0.15 (with 8.06 × 10-4 mol alkene per reaction) was 
prepared. [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] from a 0.05 M solution in methanol was then added to 
the reaction mixture in the desired ratio, then the chosen amount of base (ranging from 1 
to 25 equivalents relative to ascorbic acid concentration). If alkyl halide was 
chloroacetonitrile, all solutions were purged prior to addition. This was followed by 
0.225 mL of ascorbic acid (0.07 mol% relative to alkene). The total volume was adjusted 
by adding methanol to the alkene/alkyl halide/internal standard mixture to achieve a 
constant alkene concentration of 1.34 M in all reactions. A zero-time aliquot was 
removed for analysis.  Immediately after the addition of the ascorbic acid, the reaction 
was capped to minimize the amount of oxygen introduced to the system. The disposable 
NMR tubes were sealed with superior pressure polyethylene caps and wrapped with 
electrical tape to ensure and airtight seal. Reactions were either placed in an oil bath at 60 
°C or left at room temperature for 24 h or four hours. The conversion of alkene and the 




addition products of CCl4 to 1-octene, styrene, methyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate and 
acrylonitrile has been published previously.10  
Room temperature kinetics of ATRA of CCl4 to alkenes 
A 0.05 M solution of [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] in deuterated methanol (MeOD) was 
prepared. A separate solution of alkene, alkyl halide internal standard and MeOD was 
made in a 1 : 1.25 : 0.15 (with 0.806 × 10-4 mol alkene). MeOD was added to make the 
final concentration of the alkene 1.34 M. An ascorbic acid solution was prepared (0.50 
M) in MeOD and stirred for approximately 15 minutes. The alkene solution was first 
added, followed by the [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] solution. This mixture was analyzed via 
1H NMR as the zero time. The ascorbic acid solution (0.112 mL, 0.07 eq. relative to 
alkene) was then added. A 1H NMR spectrum was taken periodically over the course of 
three hours. 
Binding constant studies 
Calculations of binding constants for piperidine, triethylamine, and N-methylpiperidine 
were determined by a modified procedure from Tsarevsky et al.11 To a solution of 0.002 
M [CuII(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl], successive amounts of base were added until an equivalence 
point was reached.   
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Chapter 4  
Sequence-controlled click polymerization of macromonomers synthesized by 
ATRA 
4.1 Motivation 
Finding a method to successfully synthesize sequence-controlled polymers has been one 
of the largest goals in polymer chemistry. Atom transfer radical addition, followed by 
step-growth polymerization of sequence-controlled monomers is an ideal method for the 
synthesis of sequence-controlled polymers. 
4.2 Research Objectives 
1. Find the ideal conditions for photoATRA systems in order to effectively make 
multi-unit sequence-controlled monomeric units. 
2. Explore the effects of several reaction conditions to obtain perfectly sequence-
controlled polymers, including monomeric unit size, concentration, initiation 
method, and catalyst. 
4.3 Introduction 
 Sequence-controlled polymerization is considered the “holy grail” for many 
polymer chemists, where the ideal goal is the synthesis of biopolymers, such as proteins 
and DNA, but this has yet to be accomplished.1-2 There have been many ways in which 
people have attempted to accomplish this, including templated polymerization,3-5 solid-
phase synthesis,6-7 and liquid-phase polymerization.8 Debates concerning whether step-
growth or chain growth polymerization will be the dominant method to accomplish 




that a hybrid method must be developed in order to synthesize high molecular weight 
sequence-controlled polymers with high fidelity and programming feasibility.2 
 Step-growth polymerization (SGP) is a technique that has been utilized for the 
synthesis of many types of polymers, including polyurethanes and polyesters. In contrast 
to chain growth polymerization (like free-radical methods and ATRP), polymeric units 
“grow” through bifunctional monomers, where both ends of the molecule can react with 
other substrates via functional groups. Conversion of step-growth polymerization is 
initially fast, but as chains become larger, growth slows rapidly. The molecular weight 
distribution is much less uniform than chain-growth polymerization, where the lowest 
polydispersity index able to be achieved is 2 (for chain growth, the limit approaches 1). 
When the polymerization is between two distinct monomers (AA + BB, where A is 
reactive with B), it is critical for the stoichiometric ratio of the two monomers to be 
identical, or the degree of polymerization is hindered. This is often achieved using a 
biphasic system, where AA is in one layer and BB is in the other. This way, at the 
interface between the two layers, concentration of AA and BB will be identical. 
However, when the monomer is an AB type, the stoichiometric ratio will always be 
identical, giving rise to higher molecular weight polymers.9 
 Photo-induced ATRA and ATRP are bourgeoning fields, which have been proven 
to provide controlled reactions with high product selectivity.10-14 Detailed mechanistic 
studies of photoATRP by Ribelli et al.15-16 show radicals are regenerated through a few 
competing pathways. They first outline the necessary components for a successful 
reaction. It was found that adding excess amine ligand was essential, but triethylamine 




radicals is through reduction of CuII by excess amine, described as a “photochemical 
ARGET ATRP” reaction. The second most dominant factor was ligand-mediated 
cleavage of the alkyl halide bond in an ICAR-style fashion. Both reactions generate the 
ligand in a radical cation. Reiser et al.11-12, 17 also performed mechanistic studies for 
photoATRA using a phenanthroline-based ligand. They concluded that electron transfer 
involved in the reduction of copper is likely an inner sphere mechanism, and using 
iodoperfluoroalkanes as alkyl halides produced successful reactions in part due to the 
ability of iodine to quench radical chain reactions. 
 In this work, we aim to use both photo-initiated methods and step-growth 
polymerization to synthesize a sequence-controlled macrocyclic polymer by utilizing 
step-wise photoATRA reactions, then converting the halide moiety to an azide, followed 
by click polymerization. The overall reaction scheme can be found in Scheme 4.1. First, 
the effect of numbers of monomer units on the degree of polymerization will be 
investigated, followed by a screening of differing reaction to observe the effects. 
 





4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 ATRA optimization and synthesis of macromonomers 
 As mentioned previously, it has been found that photoATRA systems can 
effectively activate monohalogenated substrates that had not previously been able to be 
activated.11 There have been previous ATRP studies that investigated the ideal conditions 
to attain high conversions of monomer for their systems. However, this has not been 
established for photoATRA systems, so these conditions needed to be optimized first. 
The initial tests were similar to those used to test photoATRP systems, utilizing methyl 
acrylate (MA) as the alkene and -ethylbromoisobuyrate (EBiB) as the initiator. 
[Cu(TPMA)Cl][Cl] was chosen as the catalyst, as it had been shown to be effective in 
photoATRP systems. There are many other factors to consider: catalyst regeneration 
method, catalyst loading, ratio of ligand to metal, ratio of alkene to alkyl halide, 
concentration of monomer in solution, and effect of additives such as ascorbic acid. The 
results for the overall optimization can be found in Table 4.1. 
 First, a comparison between ARGET ATRA (chemically/thermally induced) and 
photochemical ATRA was performed. All other conditions mimicked those found by 
Ribelli et al., except for the ratio of alkene to alkyl halide, which was set at a 2:1 ratio. 
Photochemically, conversion of monomer was quantitative, and the yield was 73%. 
However, thermally in the presence of ascorbic acid, conversion was high (91%), but 
selectivity was lower (62%), resulting in a 57% yield.  
 The catalyst loading plays an essential role in ATRA systems, where too high of a 
loading will result in larger amounts of radical-radical termination, lowering selectivity, 




ranged from 0.05 mol% to 0.002 mol%. Conversions were quantitative down to a 0.01 
mol% loading, however, selectivity was significantly lower for the higher loadings, 
resulting in only a 22% yield for 0.05 mol% catalyst. On the other end, when using lower 
catalyst loadings, conversions began to decrease, with 0.002 mol% only reaching a 
conversion of 84%, and as a result, yields were also negatively affected. The ideal 
catalyst loading found was 100:1 relative to alkene. 
Table 4.1 Optimization studies of methyl acrylate and EBiB using photo-initiated 
methods. 






1 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 100/73 
2 heat 100:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 91/57 
3 hν 20:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 100/22 
4 hν 50:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 100/44 
5 hν 200:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 91/56 
6 hν 500:1 5:1 2:1 50 0 84/54 
7 hν 100:1 0:1 2:1 50 0 1/1 
8 hν 100:1 2.5:1 2:1 50 0 72/56 
9 hν 100:1 7.5:1 2:1 50 0 100/54 
10 hν 100:1 10:1 2:1 50 0 100/51 
11 hν 100:1 5:1 1:1 50 0 100/48 
12 hν 100:1 5:1 4:1 50 0 100/75 
13 hν 100:1 5:1 6:1 50 0 100/79 
14 hν 100:1 5:1 8:1 50 0 100/89 
15 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 67 0 100/49 
16 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 75 0 93/53 
17 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 80 0 92/54 
18 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 83 0 92/35 
19 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 50 7 92/47 
20 hν 100:1 5:1 2:1 50 14 95/41 
All reactions were performed using methyl acrylate (Alk) and ethyl a-bromoisobutyrate (RX), 
with L=TPMA. AA stands for ascorbic acid. Conversions and yields were determined through 
NMR integrations using 1,4-dimethoxybenzene as an internal standard. 
 
 It was found by Ribelli et al. that it was essential to have either excess ligand in 
solution or triethylamine in order have a transfer agent for excitation.15 Varying amounts 




excess of 10 eq. TPMA. This had a profound effect on both conversion and yield. When 
no excess ligand was added, conversion and yield were both only 1%. Conversions were 
high for excesses ranging from 5 to 10 eq. Due to atom economy, the ideal ratio for 
Cu:TPMA chosen for these reactions was 1:6. 
 ATRA reactions have been found to be in an equilibrium, where the ratio between 
alkene and alkyl halide will have an effect on the product selectivity by forcing reactants 
toward products and away from radical-radical terminations. For all ratios of alkene to 
alkyl halide, conversions were quantitative. When there was no excess halide, selectivity 
suffered, and only a 48% yield was achieved. As more halide was added, selectivity 
increased, and with 8 equivalents of EBiB, yields were up to 89%. While this was the 
highest yield achieved for all optimization processes, having that much of an excess of 
halide is problematic for two reasons: 1. The atom economy would be extremely poor 
and 2. Isolating the desired would be arduous via chromatographic methods. It was thus 
decided the ideal [alkene] : [alkyl halide] was 1:2. 
 Concentration of alkene in solution was then investigated, and most results were 
comparable, with all conversions being over 90%. This shows that concentration does not 
have a significant effect on the success of the reaction. Finally, the effect of adding 
ascorbic acid to achieve a hybrid ARGET/photoATRA was tested with 7 mol% and 14 
mol%. The results indicate that the product selectivity actually decreased, which 
indicated that was not a viable source. 
 Using the newly optimized conditions (photo-induced, [alkene]0 : [alkyl halide]0 : 
[TPMA]0 : [CuBr2]0 = 1 : 2 : 0.06 : 0.01, [alkene]0 = 50% v/v in methanol), several 




ATRA of acrylates, followed by conversion to azide can be found in top part of Scheme 
4.1.  The monomer combination that will be discussed in detail in this text was the ATRA 
of propargyl-2-bromoisobutyrate (PBiB) with MA (PBiB.MA), which was isolated, then 
reacted with ethyl acrylate (EA) and isolated, which will be referred to PBiB.MA.EA. 
Overall yield of these syntheses was 53%. A 100% yield was assumed for the conversion 
of azide. Several acrylate-based macromonomers have been synthesized. All synthesized 
substrates for this chapter can be found in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1 Macromonomers synthesized for this study using optimized photoATRA 
techniques. 
4.4.2 Polymerization testing 
 To initially test reaction conditions, PBiB was converted to an azide (propargyl-2-
azidoisobutyrate, PAiB), then reacted using conditions found in the literature to be 
successful for click polymerizations: [M]0:[CuSO4•5H2O]0:[NaAsc]0 = 1 : 0.05 : 0.3, 




triazoles, even at low concentrations, the resulting product was insoluble, and as a result, 
it could not be analyzed by NMR or Q-TOF-MS. However, the reaction mixture yielded 
X-ray quality single crystals, and the resulting crystal structure was actually a cyclic 
dimer of PAiB, found in Figure 4.2. While this was not sufficient evidence that 
cyclization predominated, the dimer needed to be the one of the major products for 
crystallization to occur. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Molecular structure of PAiB cyclized dimer through single-crystal XRD. 
Hydrogens omitted for clarity, and thermal ellipsoids drawn with 50% probability. 
 Identical polymerization conditions were tested with PBiB.MA and 
PBiB.MA.EA, and found that while the molecular weight distribution was the correct 
shape for step-growth polymerization, the overall degrees of polymerization did not 
exceed 10. Concentration dependence was investigated, ranging between 0.5 M and 0.05 
M, and the results can be found in Figure 4.3. There were only slight deviations in DP 
between concentrations, which indicated that the amount of solvent played little role in 
whether the product continued to polymerize. One four-unit macromonomer was tested 
for polymerization (PBiB.MA.EA.THFA). Tetrahydrofurfuryl acrylate (THFA) was 





on DP. The polymerization was unsuccessful, with the largest detectable DP being 4 units 
(m/z 2060.9255 Da). 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Q-TOF MS of crude reaction mixture after click polymerization of (a) 
PBiB.MA and (b) PBiB.MA.EA. 
 Various reaction conditions were tested which can be found in Table 4.2. Light 





tested, which have both been employed for click polymerizations: CuSO4
.5H2O and 
[Cu(TPMA)Br][Br]. It was found that adding an excitation transfer agent is useful photo-
initiated methods,17 so tetramethylpiperidine (TMP) was utilized for CuSO4
.5H2O, and 
excess ligand (TPMA) was utilized for the other. Catalyst loadings were varied from the 
thermal conditions adopted from literature, ranging from 1-10mol%. Finally, several tests 
at elevated temperatures were run. The first was the literature procedure, but at 60 ˚C, and 
the two others were instead catalyzed by [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] with sodium ascorbate as 
the reducing agent. TMP was added to one of the reaction vessels as an auxiliary base. 
All reactions were run over a period of ten days. 
Table 4.2 Reaction conditions tested for step growth polymerization of macromonomers. 
Rxn 
No. 
Initiation method Catalyst Catalyst 
loading 
Additives 




O 20:1 TMP 
2 UV light [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] 20:1 TPMA 




O 100:1 Sodium ascorbate 




O 20:1 Sodium ascorbate 




O 10:1 Sodium ascorbate 




O 20:1 Sodium ascorbate 
7 60 ˚C [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] 20:1 Sodium ascorbate 
8 60 ˚C [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] 20:1 
Sodium ascorbate, 
TMP 
 The results of these reactions can be found in Table 4.3. For PBiB.MA.EA, the 
degree of polymerization was nearly identical for all reaction conditions, and the degree 
of polymerization did not exceed 4, indicating an unsuccessful polymerization 
independent of varied conditions. PBiB.MA, however, achieved higher molecular weight 
oligomers despite the monomer units being smaller. Additionally, the DPs were more 
strongly influenced by varied conditions, ranging from 1-7. Photo-initiated methods 




reaction catalyzed by [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] and a DP of four for CuSO4
.5H2O. It was 
interesting to discover that raising the reaction temperature from 25 ˚C to 60 ˚C had no 
effect on the degree of polymerization, with the highest DP of 7 at RT and 6 at 60 ˚C. 
The thermal reactions catalyzed by [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] achieved DP of 4 and 5 for with 
and without TMP, respectively. The reactions that produced the highest detectable DPs 
were those at room temperature catalyzed by CuSO4
.5H2O with 5 and 10 mol% catalyst 
loading. However, these were still extremely low, and indicated that a linear 
polymerization was not possible with the current substrates.  
Table 4.3 Results of the polymerization attempts analyzed using the Q-TOF-MS. 
Molecular weights corresponded to m/z. 
 
PBiB.MA PBiB.MA.EA 
Rxn. No. Highest MW DP Highest MW DP 
1 1013 4 1475 4 
2 253 1 1060 3 
3 1328 5 1475 4 
4 1811 7 1475 4 
5 1811 7 1475 4 
6 1500 6 1475 4 
7 1013 4 1036 3 
8 1242 5 1475 4 
  
It is entirely possible that cyclization is occurring for PBiB.MA and 
PBiB.MA.EA, much like the crystal structure of PAiB indicated. Literature has shown 
that while click polymerization can be utilized for linear polymers, it can also be used to 
synthesize cyclic polymers.18-20 Cyclic polymers are widely sought after since their 
properties are distinctly different from their linear counterparts, including higher melting 




Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine whether these systems created linear 
or cyclic polymers through mass spectral means, since they would have identical masses. 
Additionally, analysis of the NMR for these cyclic polymers has not yielded useful 
information, since the methylene signal overlapped with the alkyne peak and thus 
interfered with identifying the whether the alkyne was retained after polymerization 
ceased.  
A quick analysis of degrees of freedom (DOF) versus maximum degree of 
polymerization shows a correlation between the two. Bonds counted toward degrees of 
freedom only contained single-bond character. The degrees of freedom in PBiB.MA, 
PBiB.MA.EA, and PBiB.MA.EA.THFA were 6, 8, and 10, respectively. There was a 
correlation between degrees of freedom in a system and the ability of the oligomer to 
propagate, where the short macromolecules (such as PBiB.MA) exhibited higher DP, 
while longer ones (PBiB.MA.EA.THFA) were much lower. When PBiB.MA reached a 
DP of 10, the DOF was 60. This seems to be the critical point for cyclization, since 
PBiB.MA.EA only reached a DP of 8 (DOF=64), and PBiB.MA.EA.THFA achieved 
DP=4 (DOF=40).  This was another hint that points toward the fact that these oligomers 
were becoming cyclized: with larger degrees of freedom, it is much easier for both 
reactive ends to find one another and cyclize, especially at low concentrations when it 
was kinetically favored over polymerization. 
4.5 Conclusion 
 It has been difficult to synthesize linear sequence-controlled polymers. However, 
by utilizing step-wise ATRA, followed by conversion to an azide and click 




initiated systems with the ideal conditions being [alkene]0 : [alkyl halide]0 : [Cu
II] : 
[TPMA]0 = 1 : 2 : 0.01 : 0.06, where [alkene]0 = 1.62 M in methanol, which achieved a 
73% yield. 
 These bromine-capped monomers were then converted to azide, and azide-alkyne 
[3+2] cyclization was utilized to polymerize products. However, after many optimization 
attempts, degrees of polymerization never exceeded ten, indicating not polymers, but 
oligomers. X-ray crystal data and analysis of degrees of freedom indicate the lack of 
polymerization could be due to cyclization occurring, forming cyclic polymers. This 
discovery could be used to form variations of cyclic polymers and oligomers, but further 
optimization and analysis are needed. 
4.6 Methods 
General information. All reagents were used as purchased unless specified otherwise. 
Inhibitors were removed from acrylates using silica gel flash column chromatography. 
Propargyl -bromoisobutyrate and TPMA were synthesized using a modified procedure. 
NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker Avance 400 and 500 MHz spectrometer with 
CDCl3 (δ 7.26) used as the solvent unless specified otherwise. Q-TOF mass spectra 
samples were diluted in methanol and passed through a 0.22 µm Nylon membrane. High 
resolution mass spectral data were collected using an Agilent 6530 AccurateMass Q-TOF 
LC-MS set to positive mode. The gas temperature inside the electrospray ionization 
source was set to 350 ˚C. The voltage for the electrospray nizzle was set to 1500 V, with 
the capillary voltage at 3000 V. A constant fragmentor potential was set at 175 V. MS 
analysis was performed with the Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Analysis Software. X-




Mo-K radiation (0.71073 Å) with a Bruker Smart Apex II CCD diffractometer. Data 
reduction included apsorption corrections by the multi-scan method using SADABS. 
Structures were solved by direct methods and refined by full matrix least-squares using 
SHELXTL 6.1 bundled software package. The H-atoms were positioned geometrically 
(aromatic C-H 0.93, methylene C-H 0.97, and methyl C-H 0.96) and treated as riding 
atoms during subsequent refinement, with Uiso (H)=1.2Ueq (C) or 1.5Ueq (methyl C). The 
methyl groups were allowed to rotate about their local threefold axes. Crystal Maker 10.4 
was used to generate molecular graphics. 
General Procedure for synthesis of monomers using photoATRA. To a nitrogen-
flushed sealed 1 dram vial, purged acrylate (1.0 mmol) and initiator (2.0 mmol) were 
added, followed by a solution of [Cu(TPMA)Br][Br] in methanol. The volume of acrylate 
added was also the volume of methanol added. The vial was stirred and placed under UV 
light (=365 nm) for 20 hours. Solvents were then evaporated under reduced pressure, 
then a silica gel flash column was run, loaded with hexanes and eluted with 5-15% 
EtOAc in hexanes. This product was used as the initiator for subsequent steps. 
General procedure for conversion of bromine to azide. In a 1 dram vial, monomer and 
sodium azide were added in a 1 : 1.5 ratio in DMF, with [monomer]0=1.75 M. Reaction 
mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The mixture was cooled in an ice bath, 
and water was added. Product was extracted 2x10 mL with DCM. Organic layers were 
combined, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and solvents evaporated under reduced pressure. 






General procedure for click polymerization. In a 5 dram vial, isolated azide monomer 
and sodium ascorbate were added in a 1: 0.3 molar ratio with varied amount of DMF. 
Reaction mixture was purged with N2. A solution of copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate in 
DMF was then added, and the reactions were stirred for the appropriate amount of time.  
PAiB  1.4626 (s, 6H), 2.4949 (t, 1H, J=2.48), 4.730 (d, 2H, J=2.48). 
PBiB.MA   1.182 (s, 3H), 1.243 (s, 3H), 2.481 (t, 1H, J=2.4), 2.537 (dd, 1H, J=8.8, 
14.8), 3.326 (dd, 1H, J=5.2, 14.8), 3.744 (s, 3H), 4.294 (dd, 1H, J=5.2, 8.8), 4.639 (d, 2H, 
J=2.4). 
PAiB.MA  1.1335 (s, 3H), 1.1638 (s, 3H), 2.0232-1.8915 (m, 2H), 2.3997 (t, 1H, 
J=2.44), 3.6647 (s, 3H), 3.7733 (dd, 1H, J=4.4, 9.52), 4.6274-4.5021 (m, 2H). 
PBiB.MA.EA  1.216 (s, 3H), 1.261 (s, 3H), 1.320 (t, 3H, J=7.2), 1.734 (dd, 1H, J=3.6, 
14.4), 2.055 (ddd, 1H, J=4.4, 10.0, 14.8), 2.170 (dd, 1H, J=8.8, 14.4), 2.380 (ddd, 1H, 
J=4.8, 10.0, 14.8), 2.489 (t, 1H, J=2.4), 2.768-2.701 (m, 1H), 3.706 (s, 3H), 4.181 (dd, 
1H, J=4.8, 10.0), 4.288-4.204 (m, 2H), 4.683 (dq, 2H, J=2.4, 15.6). 
PAiB.MA.EA  1.1806 (s, 3H), 1.2211(s, 3H), 1.3907 (t, 3H, J=5.76), 2.0099-1.8820 (m, 
3H), 2.1700-2.1205 (m, 1H), 2.4797 (t, 1H, J=2.05), 2.5323 (dtd, 1H, J=2.07,5.64, 7.71), 
3.6742 (s, 3H), 3.8816 (dd, 1H, J=4.08, 7.32), 4.2401 (q, 2H, J=5.76), 4.7075-4.6014 (m, 
2H). 
PBiB.MA.EA.THFA  1.1178 (s, 3H), 1.1490 (s, 3H), 1.2477-1.2018 (m, 3H), 1.5607-
1.6538 (m, 3H), 1.6728-1.7438 (m, 1H), 1.8126-1.9126 (m, 2H), 1.9287-2.0595 (m, 3H), 
2.2113-2.2827 (m, 2H), 2.3765- 2.4654 (m, 2H), 3.6065 (s, 3H), 3.7147-3.8658 (m, 2H), 




PBiB.BA  0.9085 (t, 3H, J=7.36), 1.1718 (s, 3H), 1.209 (s, 3H), 1.372 (sext, 2H, 
J=7.48), 1.6185 (quint, 2H, J=6.84), 2.331 (dd, 1H, J=8.6, 14.8), 2.4402 (t, 1H, J=2.48), 
2.5114 (dd, 1H, J=8.6, 14.8), 4.1501-4.0841 (m, 2H), 4.2586 (dd, 1H, J=5.08, 8.56), 
4.3605 (d, 1H, J=2.48). 
PBiB.BA.MA  0.8517 (t, 3H, J=7.36), 1.1158 (s, 3H), 1.1602 (s, 3H), 1.2825-1.3889 
(m, 2H), 1.5243-1.5955 (m, 2H), 1.6584 (dt, 2H, J=2.84, 14.12), 1.9742-2.0360 (m, 2H), 
1.2878 (ddd, 1H, J=4.60, 10.0, 14.6), 2.4190-2.4350 (m, 1H), 3.7197 (s, 3H), 3.9728-
4.0308 (m, 2H), 4.1096-4.1724 (m, 1H), 4.5514-4.6606 (m, 2H). 
PBiB.BA.EGMEA  0.8762 (t, 3H, J=7.40), 1.1061 (s, 3H), 1.1488 (s, 3H), 1.2896-
1.3608 (m, 2H), 1.5170- 1.5809 (m, 2H), 1.6412 (dt, 1H, J=3.56, 16.6), 2.0056-2.0805 
(m, 2H), 2.2742 (ddd, 1H, J=4.52, 9.84, 14.6), 2.4347 (t, 1H, J=2.44), 2.4714-2.4529 (m, 
1H), 3.3230 (s, 3H), 3.5664-3.5367 (m, 2H), 3.9771-4.011 (m, 2H), 4.1288-4.1984 (m, 
1H), 4.2405-4.2749 (m, 2H), 4.5413-4.6508 (m, 2H). 
PBiB.EGA  1.1489 (s, 3H), 1.2042 (s, 3H), 2.3155 (dd, 1H, J=5.20, 14.8), 2.4326 (t, 
1H, J=2.48), 2.4934 (dd, 1H, J=8.52, 14.8), 3.3273 (s, 3H), 3.5452-3.5687 (m, 2H), 
4.2423 (ddd, 2H, J=1.23, 3.75, 5.92), 4.2807 (dd, 1H, J=5.20, 8.52), 4.6024 (d, 2H, 
J=2.48). 
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Chapter 5  
Investigation of 1,6-diene esters for cascade ATRC (atom transfer radical 
cyclization)  
5.1 Motivation 
Forming -lactones remains an important topic of research for pharmaceutical synthesis, 
which can be accomplished through cascade ATRC. However, there has not been an 
investigation of this reaction with respect to how it works mechanistically or what factors 
influence cyclization. A careful analysis could provide important insight to find a way to 
reliably synthesize -lactones. 
5.2 Research goals 
1. Investigate experimentally several systematically chosen substrates to learn 
which substrates will form cyclized product. 
2. Computationally discover and analyze the mechanistic pathway for the chosen 
substrates. 
3. Explore what factors promote cyclization, including Boltzmann distributions 
and the Thorpe Ingold effect. 
5.3 Introduction 
 Ring systems are found in many drug molecules, and finding reliable ways to 
make them remains a hot topic in pharmaceutical chemistry.1-3 There are many synthetic 
schemes that utilize free-radical means to cyclize, but this usually requires the halogen 
moiety installed on the molecule to be eliminated when cyclization occurs.1, 4-6 ATRC 
(atom transfer radical cyclization) is an attractive tool to synthesize cyclic compounds, as 




organic transformations.7-10 Mechanistically, it is nearly identical to ATRA reactions, 
except in ATRC, the halogen and olefin are contained on the same molecule. This is 
usually accomplished using a copper or ruthenium catalyst.2, 9, 11  
 The utility of ATRC has expanded in the last decade due to the addition of 
reducing agents, such as AIBN (azobisisobutyronitrile) and ascorbic acid, which reduced 
the metal in the deactivator state that can accumulate due to unavoidable radical-radical 
terminations. With these new methods, 5-10 mol% can be used for cyclizations instead of 
~30-60 mol% required for many systems.12 There are many different catalyst 
regeneration techniques, from ICAR (initiators for continuous activator regeneration),3, 13-
14 which utilizes free-radical initiators like AIBN to reduce the metal center, to ARGET 
(Activators ReGenerated by Electron transfer), which employs non-radical means to 
regenerate catalyst, such as ascorbic acid.7, 15-17  
 An analogous reaction to ATRC is called cascade ATRC, which reacts a diene 
with an alkyl halide (RX), which will form a cyclized product with an R group on one 
side and a halide on the other. Cascade ATRC has a distinct advantage over conventional 
ATRC, since the R group introduced to the system can contain a wide variety of 
functionalities.18-20 Despite this advantage, conventional ATRC has been studied to a 
much larger degree. The general reaction scheme for ATRC and cascade ATRC can be 





Scheme 5.1 General reaction schemes for ATRC and cascade ATRC. 
Cascade ATRC utilizes a diene and an alkyl halide to first add R• to the more 
activated alkene in an ATRA fashion. This radical can then react with the second olefin 
following Beckwith’s rules of radical cyclization21-22 to form a cyclized product, at which 
point the radical would become deactivated by the metal in the higher oxidation state. A 
complicating factor for cascade ATRC is that after initial addition of R•, the radical can 
either become deactivated by the CuII (forming monoadduct, the result of ATRA), or 
cyclize, then become deactivated. Furthermore, the rate for cyclization is ~3 orders of 
magnitude slower than the rate of deactivation.9 A general scheme of the mechanism of 
cascade ATRC can be found in Scheme 5.2.  It is essential for the substrate to be in the 
correct conformation in order for both reactive ends to find one another. If a substrate is 
“stuck” in the elongated configuration, cyclization will never occur, and only 





Scheme 5.2 Reaction mechanism of cascade ATRC, including early deactivation. 
Cascade ATRC has been studied for symmetrical 1,6-dienes to form homocycles, 
as well as 1,6-diene amides to form −lactams.8, 23-24 As mentioned previously, it is 
important for the substrate to be in the correct conformation to promote cyclization. For 
lactam formation, this is easily accomplished by utilizing 3˚ amides as a starting material, 
which would make the “E” configuration most stable (see Chapter 6 for a more detailed 
explanation). This is not as easily accomplished for diene esters to form lactones, since 
the Z configuration is most favored. A representation of Z and E configurations of esters 
and amides is shown in Scheme 5.3. The synthesis of −lactones is a research interest to 
many synthetic chemists, since they are widely found in pharmaceuticals and as 
precursors for stereospecific acyclic molecules.25-26 This is typically accomplished 
through photo-initiated free-radical means, but these reactions suffer from low selectivity, 
due to competing oligomerization and polymerization. A potential way to successfully 
synthesize −lactones would be to use cascade ATRC with unsymmetrical 1,6-diene 
esters. As mentioned previously, a complicating factor for cascade ATRC is that 
deactivation can occur after the initial addition of R•, which would form monoadduct (the 
result of ATRA). Finding the factors that promote cyclization over deactivation would be 





Scheme 5.3 Z and E configurations utilizing 1,6-diene amides and 1,6-diene esters. 
 In this work, we explore seven substrates which were chosen to highlight different 
steric and electronic considerations. 1 is the simplest substrate, with no extra 
functionalization. 2 and 3 will explore the effect of adding methyl groups to different 
positions of the diene ester. 4 will explore the effects of adding a sterically bulky 
electron-withdrawing group, since this methodology has been used in an analogous 
fashion for the cyclization of amides to lactams. 5 and 6 have geminal dialkyl 
substituents, which will explore the extent to which the Thorpe Ingold effect influences 
the cyclization. Finally, 7 will be promoted by Thorpe Ingold, but hindered sterically by 
the methacrylate moiety, which will demonstrate which effect plays a more significant 





Figure 5.1 Substrates used in this study with a variety of steric and electronic 
substituents. 
 We first experimentally investigate the amount of monoadduct and lactone 
formed for each substrate utilizing both ICAR and ARGET methods. We then 
computationally explore how the reaction proceeds mechanistically and discuss other 
potential reactions through which the substrates can proceed to form neither monoadduct 
nor lactone. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Experimental work 
 Work performed by Carolynne Ricardo showed experimentally the initial ATRA 
occurred on the acrylate moiety. Cascade ATRC reactions were performed on all 
substrates, and the results can be found in Table 5.1. Two different catalyst regeneration 
methods were tested: for ICAR, AIBN was employed at 5 mol%, and ascorbic acid was 
utilized at 7 mol% for ARGET. These are some of the most widely used methods and 
additives for catalyst regeneration in ATRA systems. Conversion across all substrates and 
regeneration methods was high, with all surpassing 90%. For most dienes, there was no 
detectable amount of lactone that formed during the reaction, and even the yield of 




substrates that formed lactone were substrates 5 and 6, which both contain geminal 
dialkyl substituents. Other products that likely formed during the reaction were oligomers 
and polymers, which would account for the remainder of the substrate conversion. 
Additionally, reactions in the presence of AIBN demonstrated lower product selectivity 
than those utilizing ascorbic acid. This is due to AIBN being a radical initiator, which 
will increase both the amount of radical-radical termination and propagation of radicals in 
solution.  
Table 5.1 Experimental cascade ATRC results of substrates with carbon tetrachloride. 








1 AIBN (5.0) ~100 17 0 
1 AA (7.0) ~100 37 0 
2 AIBN (5.0) ~100 32 0 
2 AA (7.0) 92 64 0 
3 AIBN (5.0) ~100 54 0 
3 AA (7.0) ~100 64 0 
4 AIBN (5.0) ~100 20 0 
4 AA (7.0) 97 24 0 
5 AIBN (5.0) ~100 18 46 
5 AA (7.0) 98 22 45 
6 AIBN (5.0) 97 16 51 
6 AA (7.0) 99 19 54 
7 AIBN (5.5) ~100 45 0 
7 AA (7.0) ~100 56 0 
[a] All reactions were performed in methanol for 24 h at 60 oC with 
[substrate]0:[CCl4]0:[CuII]0=500:625:1, [substrate]0=0.50 M.  The yield is 
based on the formation of monoadduct and was determined by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy using 1,4-dimethoxybenzene as internal standard (relative errors 
are ±10%). [b]  Mol-% relative to substrate. 
 
 Substrates 1 and 4 exhibited the lowest product selectivity, which suggested the 
propensity of the activated radical to polymerize was much higher than the ability to 




was controlled as in ATRP, but rather was a free-radical polymerization. This was 
corroborated by the fact that selectivity was lower using the radical-initiator, AIBN. 
Monoadduct yields for 2, 3, and 7 were all modest, ranging between 45 and 64%. Again, 
the side products formed from these reactions were likely oligomers and polymers, which 
shows these reactions were not entirely selective. 
 Substrate 3 was also synthesized, and cascade ATRC using AIBN was performed. 
After the reaction was complete, there were many different products that formed. A 
column was run on the crude reaction mixture, and the main product was neither lactone 
nor monoadduct. The spectrum can be found in Figure 5.2. A high-resolution mass 
spectrum was also taken, and the only product that had the correct isotope distribution for 
the molecular formula was close to the dimerized product. Upon further analysis of the 
NMR spectrum and COSY, the results were in good agreement. Other products were 
mostly oligomers, but there was a product that exhibited a similar splitting pattern to 
what is simulated for the lactone. However, mass spectral analysis did not exhibit any 
peaks with the correct mass and isotopic distribution pattern. If lactone had formed, it 





Figure 5.2 1H NMR spectrum of highest yielding compound after performing cascade 
ATRC reaction of substrate 3. 
5.4.2 Computational studies 
 It was interesting to discover that only two substrates, 5 and 6, formed any 
appreciable lactone. In order to fully understand why this might be occurring, it was 
important to investigate the reaction mechanism. To simplify the study, only step two of 
the reaction mechanisms in Scheme 5.2 was investigated, as that is the step that 
determines whether deactivation or cyclization will occur. If the barrier to cyclization 
was low, lactone would form, but if it was prohibitively high, deactivation would occur 
instead. 
 In order to probe the reaction mechanism, the possible ground states need to first 
be found, and an appropriate level of theory must be chosen. DFT was utilized, as it 
calculates geometries and energies accurately with relatively low computational cost. The 
M06-2X functional was chosen because of its parameterization for main group 
thermochemistry and kinetics, and Dunning’s jul-cc-pvdz basis set was chosen due to its 




Substrate 1 was used for the initial mechanistic investigation, and the overall 
reaction scheme can be found in Scheme 5.4. After investigation of many possibilities, a 
total of three ground states were found: Z configuration, E configuration, and lactone. 
The lactone was thermodynamically favored by 12.1 kcal/mol. It has been well 
established that esters prefer the Z configuration over the E, and our calculations were in 
good agreement. There were two transition states that needed to be found: the Z to E 
conformational change and the 5-exo-trig cyclization. Work performed by Venkata S. 
Pakkala indicated that a 6-endo-dig cyclization would not be favored, which is in good 
agreement with the Beckwith rules for radical cyclization. The Z to E conformational 
change was found to be higher than a typical single bond rotation of 1-2 kcal/mol due to 
the conjugation giving the C-O bond partial -bond character. The cyclization activation 
enthalpy was the highest transition state and was 5.1 kcal/mol higher than the barrier to 
bond rotation. According to the Curtin-Hammett principle, the only activation energy that 
is significant is the highest barrier in the potential energy landscape, which in our case 
would be the cyclization.  
  
 R1 R2 R3 
1 H H H 
2 CH3 H H 
3 H CH3 H 
4 H C6H5 H 
5 H CH3 CH3 
6 H C2H5 C2H5 
7 CH3 CH3 CH3 
Scheme 5.4 The two-step mechanism, outlining Z to E conformational change, then 5-




All substrates were then calculated utilizing the ground and transition states found 
for substrate 1. The results for 1-6 (which can be found in Table 5.2), show that both the 
Z to E conformational barrier and the activation enthalpy for 5 and 6 were the lowest, 
which is in good agreement with experimental results previously discussed. 
Table 5.2 Enthalpies of reaction for cascade ATRC. All enthalpies are calculated using 
M062X/jul-cc-pvdz in vacuum and are relative to the Z configuration, and are recorded in 
kcal/mol. 
Substrate Z Z to E‡ E 5-exo-trig‡ Lactone 
1 0.0 10.0 5.3 15.1 -12.1 
2 0.0 10.8 8.5 19.1 -6.2 
3 0.0 9.2 7.5 14.9 -12.6 
4 0.0 10.0 3.2 14.1 -13.4 
5 0.0 8.3 5.3 12.2 -16.4 
6 0.0 7.5 6.1 13.5 -15.3 
Reactions were then performed using a polarizable continuum model (pcm), 
modeling the electronic environment in methanol, which was the solvent used in the 
experimental studies. As anticipated, activation enthalpy barriers were lower using pcm, 
since the polarity of the methanol helps to stabilize the dipole moments in the transition 
states. A table of all double-zeta results using pcm and an overall reaction landscape for 
the substrates can be found in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2. There are a few takeaways from 
these data. For substrate 2, the Z to E conformational barrier, the E configuration, and the 
cyclization barrier were significantly higher than any other substrate, which was due to 
the steric strain of the methacrylate moiety causing multiple gauche interactions and 
prohibitive steric strain on the cyclization step. Substrates 5 and 6 had both the lowest 
barriers for the Z to E conformational change and 5-exo-trig cyclization, which can be 
attributed to the Thorpe Ingold or “reactive rotamer” effect. Substrate 3 exhibited a 




somewhat comparable to those of 5 and 6 (1.5 kcal/mol). Again, invoking Curtin 
Hammett, this would indicate that 3 should have formed some amount of lactone. Finally, 
4 exhibited an interesting landscape, where it has a comparable Z to E conformational 
change to most other substrates, but the E configuration was significantly lower than any 
other substrate. Additionally, the activation enthalpy for cyclization was just as high as 
the sterically bulky 2. Comparing the overall stability of the lactones, 2 was the least 
stable (-6 kcal/mol), and 5 the most (-18 kcal/mol). 
Table 5.3 Enthalpies of reaction for cascade ATRC. All enthalpies are calculated using 
M062X/jul-cc-pvdz with pcm modeling methanol and are relative to the Z configuration, 
and are recorded in kcal/mol. 
Substrate Z Z to E‡ E 5-exo-trig‡ Lactone 
1 0.0 8.6 3.6 13.3 -13.6 
2 0.0 9.9 7.6 15.1 -6.7 
3 0.0 8.8 2.9 10.8 -15.7 
4 0.0 8.3 1.8 15.4 -14.2 
5 0.0 6.6 3.1 9.3 -18.5 
6 0.0 5.2 4.1 9.3 -17.2 
 
Figure 5.3 Reaction landscape of substrates 1-6 for cascade ATRC, enthalpies are all 
calculated relative to the Z conformation. Calculated with M062X/jul-cc-pvdz with pcm 




While jul-cc-pvdz is a somewhat large basis set, the triple zeta equivalent will be 
more accurate, as it will have three basis functions per atomic orbital compared to two for 
the double zeta. The results using the M06-2X functional and the jul-cc-pvtz basis set can 
be found in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.3. The results are similar to the double zeta basis set, 
with a few notable exceptions. For substrates 5 and 6, the barriers to bond rotation were 
nearly identical (6.6 and 6.5 kcal/mol, respectively). The energy level for the E 
configurations were comparable to one another, except for 2, which was just as unstable 
as the values calculated for double zeta. The cyclization activation enthalpy for 4 was 
significantly lower, and comparable to 1. The largest deviation in the reaction landscapes, 
however, was the stability of the lactones. It seems the double zeta basis set 
overestimated the stability of the lactones by at least 2 kcal/mol for each substrate. In 
triple zeta, the stability of lactone formation for 2 was only -4.3 kcal/mol (compared to    
-6.7 for the double zeta). 5 and 6, however, exhibited the largest stabilization upon 
lactone formation, with -16 and -14.7 kcal/mol, respectively. It was also important to note 
a stable ground state E configuration could not be found for 7, even using the double-zeta 
geometry, due to the steric strain of the system. It was concerning that the activation 








Table 5.4 Enthalpies of reaction for cascade ATRC. All enthalpies are calculated using 
M062X/jul-cc-pvtz with pcm modeling methanol and are relative to the Z configuration, 
recorded in kcal/mol. 
Substrate Z Z to E‡ E 5-exo-trig‡ Lactone 
1 0.0 9.1 3.9 14.3 -11.2 
2 0.0 9.8 7.6 16.7 -4.3 
3 0.0 8.7 3.2 11.7 -13.2 
4 0.0 8.2 4.2 13.9 -12.0 
5 0.0 6.6 3.3 10.1 -16.0 
6 0.0 6.6 4.3 10.8 -14.7 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Reaction landscape of substrates 1-6 for cascade ATRC, enthalpies are all 
calculated relative to the Z conformation. Calculated with M062X/jul-cc-pvtz with pcm 
modeling the electronic environment of methanol. 
While using DFT methods are well established for providing accurate geometries 
and enthalpies, it is important to compare results with a level of theory that utilizes ab 
initio calculations. For most systems, comparing results to Møller Plesset’s second 
perturbation (MP2) would be a good method. However, for radical systems, MP2 tends to 
suffer from spin contamination. G3(MP2)-RAD is a composite method developed by the 




methods. It first finds a geometry by optimizing and performing a frequency calculation 
at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. It then performs a single point using the B3LYP 
geometry to perform a restricted-open CCSD(T) calculation, followed by a single point 
restricted-open MP2 with the same geometry and a large basis set. Restricted open is 
used when there is an uneven number of electrons in the system, but the level of theory is 
prone to spin contamination, such as MP2. Following the equation: 
(1) G3(MP2)-RAD = E[MP2/G3MP2Large] + ΔEC[CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)] + HLC +ZPVE, 
where HLC is a correction term dependent on the number of a and b electrons and ZPVE 
is the enthalpy obtained from the B3LYP calculation, scaled by 0.9806, the G3(MP2)-
RAD energy can be calculated. The results for the substrates using this method are 
summarized in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.4. These calculations were performed in gas phase, 
which meant a direct comparison to the previously reported results was not proper. 
However, comparing the overall trends, they were in good agreement, with the relative 
activation enthalpies being 2>1>4>3>6>5, where 5 had the lowest barrier to cyclization.  
Table 5.5 Relative energies of substrates 1-6 calculated using the G3(MP2)-RAD 
composite method. Energies recorded in kcal/mol. 
Substrate Z Z to E‡ E 5-exo-trig‡ Lactone 
1 0.0 10.3 6.6 13.5 -11.1 
2 0.0 9.7 8.7 15.0 -6.5 
3 0.0 10.0 6.0 11.8 -12.0 
4 0.0 9.8 4.9 12.2 -12.9 
5 0.0 8.8 5.8 10.3 -14.4 







Figure 5.5 Reaction landscape of substrates 1-6 for cascade ATRC, energies are all 
calculated relative to the Z conformation. Calculated with the G3(MP2)-RAD composite 
method. 
 Since the barrier to cyclization for 3 was relatively low, but lactone was not found 
to form experimentally, there must be an alternative mechanism with an even lower 
activation barrier. Radicals have been known to undergo hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), 
especially when the product of that reaction forms a more substituted radical. The overall 
mechanism for the HAT of 3 can be found in Scheme 5.5. The product after HAT was in 
fact 7.3 kcal/mol lower in enthalpy than the Z configuration, which suggested that this 
mechanism was plausible. A transition state for the HAT was then calculated, but it was 
found to be prohibitively high (18.8 kcal/mol, when the barrier to cyclization is only 11.7 
kcal/mol). It has been shown in other reactions that having a solvent like methanol can 
assist in HAT, so the TS was also calculated with explicit methanol. The barrier was 
lowered to 17.5 kcal/mol, but this was not low enough to be a plausible alternative 









Figure 5.6 Transition state structures of the hydrogen atom transfer of substrate 3 (a) 
without explicit solvent and (b) with explicit methanol. Calculated at M062X/jul-cc-
pvtz with pcm (methanol). 
5.4.3 Exploration of factors that promote cyclization, including Boltzmann distributions 
and the Thorpe Ingold effect. 
 Using these barriers to activation, a Boltzmann distribution can be calculated at 
60 ˚C to determine relative populations that will reach 5-exo-trig cyclization. The bar 
graph of these populations can be found in Figure 5.6. It is important to note that these 
values were on a logarithmic scale, so differences between bar heights were exponential. 





and showed how unlikely cyclization was to occur. Additionally, the difference between 
the population of 3 and the populations of 5 and 6 were nearly an order of magnitude 
different, which could account for the discrepancy in lactone yield. 
 
Figure 5.7 Boltzmann distribution of populations of substrate able to reach the 
cyclization TS at 60 ˚C. 
 The Thorpe Ingold effect is a phenomenon in which geminal dialkyl substituents 
reduce the activation barrier for cyclization.27-29 This was thought to originally be due to 
a reduction of internal angle reducing the activation barrier caused by the steric bulk of 
geminal dialkyl groups,27 but it is now more completely described by the reactive rotamer 
effect.29 This can be explained by comparing a geminal dialkyl model versus a 
completely unsubstituted analogue, as shown in Figure 5.8. In the unsubstituted molecule 
(such as 1), the most stable configuration will be when the two largest substituents (the 
two reactive sites) are anti to one another, or in this case, the Z configuration. In order for 
cyclization to occur, the substituents must be in closer proximity, which would create an 




of dialkyl substituents forced all configurations to have gauche interactions. In this 
manner, the activation barrier was lowered by destabilizing the ground state.  
 
 
Figure 5.9 Dihedral angle for rigid PES scan for cyclization. 
 
Figure 5.8 Neuman projections of 1 and 5 to compare stabilities of ground states, 




In order to qualitatively show how the various substituents are making a 
difference, a rigid PES scan of the dihedral shown in Figure 5.9 for each of the substrates 
was performed. For substrates 1, 2, and 4, the rigid PES can be found in Figure 5.10. The 
red dot on each of the plots indicated the dihedral at which the substrate needed to be to 
cyclize, which will now be referred to as the cyclization dihedral. As you can see, for all 
three substrates, the dihedral was where the PES is at a local maximum. Since this was a 
rigid PES, actual values on the y axis are higher than they would be for a relaxed PES. 
For substrate 1, it was clear to see that the cyclization dihedral was at the local maximum 
for the scan, which from a strictly population-based consideration, showed that it was 
unlikely for any of these substrates to reach the cyclization dihedral. The exact same 
thing can be seen for the scan of 4, where there was one local maximum, and the 
cyclization dihedral was significantly disfavored. For substrate 2, while the cyclization 











Figure 5.10 Rigid PES scans around dihedral described in Figure 5.9 for substrates (a) 











Figure 5.11 Rigid PES scans around dihedral described in Figure 5.9 for substrates (a) 







 The dihedral scans for 3, 5, and 6 can be found in Figure 5.11. In contrast to 
Figure 5.10, the cyclization dihedrals were all at local minima. This was best shown in 6, 
where the minimum for the entire dihedral was also the cyclization dihedral. Substrate 3 
was also close to a local minimum. While 5 was in a “valley” in the potential energy 
scan, it was not at the absolute minimum of the system. Regardless, it was clear that it 
would be significantly more favorable for 3, 5, and 6 to cyclize compared to 1, 2, and 4 
due to steric contributions.  
5.5 Conclusions 
 Experimentally, only two of the seven substrates formed any appreciable amount 
of lactone, despite utilizing two different catalyst regeneration methods, ARGET and 
ICAR. Monoadduct formation was low to moderate, with the rest of starting material 
forming oligomers and polymers. Computationally, the reaction landscape was 
investigated for these substrates, and it was found to have three ground states: Z, E, and 
lactone, with a transition state for the Z to E conformational change and one for the 5-
exo-trig cyclization, with the activation enthalpy being from the Z to the cyclization TS. 
Results for substrates 1-6 using M062X/jul-cc-pvdz in gas phase found the lowest 
activation enthalpies being for 5 and 6. Identical reactions using PCM to model the 
electronic environment of methanol found similar results, but the activation enthalpies 
were much lower. These results were compared with M062X/jul-cc-pvtz, which were in 
good agreement, except the lactone was slightly less stable when the triple zeta basis set 
was used. G3(MP2)-RAD was used to benchmark these reactions with an ab initio 
method, and the trends were all in excellent agreement. Boltzmann distributions found 




a qualitative explanation of how the Thorpe Ingold effect assisted in the cyclization of 
these substrates through Neuman projection and rigid PES analysis. 
5.6 Methods 
Synthesis of 3 
To a 100 mL round bottom flask, 50 mL distilled DCM, 3-buten-2-ol (866.8 µL, 10 
mmol), and distilled triethylamine (4.182 mL, 30 mmol) were added, purged, and cooled 
in an ice bath. Acryloyl chloride (808.2 µL, 10 mmol) was added dropwise over five 
minutes, then allowed to warm to room temperature. The reaction proceeded at RT for 18 
hours. The reaction mixture was washed with 3 x 20 mL of 10% HCl, then washed with 
brine. Organic solvent was dried over MgSO4, filtered, and solvents evaporated under 
reduced pressure. (Warning: product was volatile, and a strong vacuum will evaporate 
product as well as solvent.) The mixture was then purified using silica gel flash column 
chromatography, loaded in hexanes and eluted with 15% EtOAc in hexanes. This yielded 
3 in a 24% yield (298.6 mg, 2.38 mmol) as a colorless oil. 
Cascade ATRC of 3 
To a 10 mL RBF, added 3 (298.6 mg, 2.38 mmol), 4.0 mL MeOH, 284.8 µL carbon 
tetrachloride (2.94 mmol), and 2.0 mg [Cu(TPMA]Cl][Cl]. Solution was purged, and an 
aliquot was taken for time zero analysis. A solution of 700 µL MeOH and AIBN (19.4 
mg, 0.118 mmol) was then added, and the reaction was heated to 60 ˚C for 24 hours. 1H 








All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 program suite.30 Geometry 
optimizations were run with the hybrid functional M06-2X with the jul-cc-pvdz and -pvtz 
basis sets, followed by frequency calculations to ensure all ground states were at a local 
minimum. Tomasi’s polarizable continuum model (pcm) was also employed to model the 
dielectric constant of dichloromethane. The G3(MP2)-RAD method was also employed for 
method validation.31 All ground state configurations can be found in the Supporting 
Information. 
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Chapter 6  
Computational investigation of the factors contributing conformational 
preferences of secondary and tertiary aryl amides 
6.1 Motivation 
Aryl amides are found everywhere, including macrocycles, inhibitors, and ligands, and 
the conformation of the amide can produce significantly different characteristics. The 
main predictor for amide conformation is the substitution on the amide nitrogen, where 2˚ 
amides prefer a trans conformation, and 3˚ amides prefer adopt a cis conformation. 
However, it is not understood why these conformational preferences exist, or if there are 
other means to influence the preference. Learning why these preferences exist can give a 
better fundamental understanding to these molecules, which can be used to synthesize 
amides with unique properties in the future. 
6.2 Research aims 
1. Investigate several steric and electronic factors to determine the extent of 
conformational favorability. 
2. Investigate a correlation between Hammett parameter and the conformational 
preference. 
3. Perform rigid scan/NBO deletion analysis to determine the extent to which 
orbital overlap affects preference. 








 N-aryl amides are found and utilized in many topics in chemistry: inhibitors,1-9 
ligands,5, 10-14 macromolecular architectures,10, 15-21 plus many more. There is a well-
established general trend that secondary amides adopt a trans configuration, whereas if 
the aryl amide is alkylated, the conformational preference switches, and the cis 
configuration predominates.22-30 A representation of the configurations can be found in 
Scheme 6.1. Not only does the configuration change upon alkylation; an additional factor 
that changes is that the aryl substituent rotates out of the plane from the amide, reducing 
the amount of orbital overlap that is able to occur between the lone pair on the nitrogen 
and the aryl π-system. 
 
Scheme 6.1 Representation of trans and cis configurations of aryl amides. 
 Methylation of aryl amides has significant implications on both structure and 
properties of the molecules.31-32 It has been found that it can have a significant effect on 
drug binding and host/guest interactions.2, 8-9 This is likely due to both reduced sites for 
hydrogen bonding and the conformational preference switching from trans to cis. 
Additionally, when the preference switches from trans to cis, the amount of orbital 
overlap that can occur is sufficiently distorted to alter the electronic environment of the 
molecule, mostly due to the aryl rotation out of plane.33 This has been found to diminish 




altered when aryl amides are methylated is the lack of a hydrogen bond donor. There 
have been numerous reports in which a certain property of a 2˚ amide (fluorescence, 
electron transport, drug binding) was attributed the intermolecular H-bonding 
interactions.37-43 There have been over a dozen reports that methylate their 2˚ amides to 
demonstrate the lack of activity when the H-bond donor capability is diminished. 
However, what they fail to consider is the structural and electronic implications of 
changing the substitution on the amide N means that while said properties are likely due 
to hydrogen bonding, it alters many other characteristics of the molecule. Therefore, 
methylating amides is not the proper way to demonstrate a lack of H-bond donation. 
 Various groups have used the effects of N-methylation to their distinct advantage. 
Tertiary amides have been used to control the shape of macromolecules, others have 
found they can use the electronic changes to make molecular switches which can be 
induced by acid, solvent, or redox chemistry.26-28, 30, 44-45 While there is a some research 
involving the electronic difference of N-methylated aryl amides, many more have used 
the geometrical change to control the shape of their structures. The Krebs group 
synthesized calix arene macrocycles and found that N-methylated aryl amides forced 
their substituents toward the cavity, which was desirable.11, 46 Calix amides were also 
synthesized to form macrocycles which can be used to distort molecules for chemical 
transformations. 
Substituted benzanilides have been synthesized as tripodal ligands with the 
correct geometry to bind effectively to several metal centers.13 Methylated benzanilides 
have also been used to promote cyclization into lactams, which kept the substituent in the 




al. synthesized several compounds to study a nickel-catalyzed cyclization using DMF to 
promote hydroarylation necessary for product to form.48 Smith et al. used the knowledge 
of trans and cis preferences for benzanilides and N-methyl benzanilides, respectively, to 
construct rotoxanes which are able to interact both with cation and anions in a salt.49 
They found once cation was bound in the crown ether moiety, conformational exchanges 
no longer occurred, as confirmed by NMR.  
Cis amides have been used as linkers to make a hairpin structure, where either 
side of the amide contains an active site. For example, Snape et al. used a cis amide to 
enhance interaction of an octane moiety with a phospholipid monolayer.50 Another work 
used the cis amide to link ureas, which improved chloride transport across membranes.51  
The Okamoto and Kagechika groups have published work where they have used 
advanced knowledge of this preference to make conformational switches. The work by 
Kagechika et al. outlined two different amides that switched their conformational 
preferences upon addition of acid.30, 45 One of the compounds synthesized was a 
methylated aryl amide, where the aryl group was disubstituted with meta-dimethylaminyl 
substituents, which preferred a cis conformation. However, upon protonation by 
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), the conformational preference switched. The second example 
given was an N,N-diaryl amide, where one aryl group had a para-dimethylaminyl 
substitution, which preferred to have the electron-rich arene cis to the amide. When TFA 
was added, the preference was altered, and the now electron-deficient substituted arene 
preferred to be in conjugation with the aryl group. Okamoto et al. showed that when the 
aryl group was a pyridine, the conformation will switch from cis to trans in solvents with 




 It is important to not only understand that this conformational preference occurs; 
it is also important to understand why the preferences are such. There are a few papers 
that outline some of these factors. Saito et al.33 performed a series of fixed geometry 
calculations of benzanilide and N-methylbenzanilide to show there are three main 
interactions that play a role in conformational preference: steric strain between the acetyl 
group and the phenyl ring, repulsion between the carbonyl lone pairs and the arene π-
system, and the degree of orbital overlap between the lone pairs on nitrogen and 
conjugation with the phenyl ring. There have also been few instances of correlating the 
Hammett parameter (), to conformational preferences.30, 52 One such paper52 found a 
correlation between  and the activation barrier for the cis to trans conformational 
change, where there was a lower barrier for electron deficient arenes, which was 
corroborated both computationally and experimentally. There was also an extensive study 
correlating  and the degree to which 3˚ amides prefer cis over trans, where they found 
electron donating groups increase the preference of amides for the cis configuration.30 
 The computational papers that studied conformational preferences were overall 
limited in scope, only modeling one or two different benzanilides. Additionally, there is 
still much more that must be understood to establish guidelines for the preferences, rather 
than having a rule, then finding exceptions. Finally, there have not been studies that 
investigate what guides the extent of planarity of the arene for either 2˚ or 3˚ amides. In 
this work, we aim to establish the extent to which every factor contributes to 
conformational preferences. We first do this by varying steric and electronic 
considerations, then we show the correlation between several factors. We then use an 




bond angles were investigated to determine repulsion between the Ar-π orbitals and the 
lone pairs on the carbonyl O. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Method validation 
 Kang53 and Cintas54 et al. found B3LYP/6-31G* to be an appropriate level of 
theory for amides, based on both energy and geometry results.  However, to ensure this 
system would be appropriate for a larger substrate scopes, benchmark calculations with 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) were compared to those obtained using M06-2X (which implicitly 
captures some dispersion) with a larger basis set (jul-cc-pvdz). Since DFT methods do 
not explicitly capture dispersion, Grimme’s empirical D3 corrections55 were also 
employed for a comparison. Ab initio MP2 method, which does explicitly capture 
dispersion was also tested with jul-cc-pvdz.  All results were then compared to 
experimental results where available. PCM was also used to model the dielectric constant 
of DCM (used experimentally by Kagechika et al.), and it was found that in nearly all 
cases, PCM had little to no effect on energy differences between conformers. Results can 
be found in Table 6.1. The differences in energy between cis and trans isomers are 
consistent across all computational methods (and consistent with limited experimental 
data) where the 2° amides show preference for trans, while the 3° amides show 
preference for cis. In addition to agreement on the computed signs, the magnitudes of the 
computed energy differences are also similar across computational methods and follow 
two important experimental observations: the difference in energy between conformers of 
p-substituted-N-methylacetanilides increases with greater electron density in the arene, 




was interesting to note that dispersion corrections had little effect on the differences in 
energy between cis and trans conformers, and in some cases, it made the value deviate 
further from experiment.  Due to the agreement between various levels of theory and 
experiment and low computational cost, we were confident that we could move forward 
using B3LYP/6-31G(d).   
Table 6.1 Ecis – Etrans for several compounds with different functionals and levels of 
theory. 
Compound 1a 2a 3a 4a 1b 2b 3b 4b 
R1 CH3 CH3 CH3 H CH3 CH3 CH3 H 
R2 H H H H CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 













































































1.90 2.12 2.42 0.79 –3.09 -2.04 -1.48 –2.01 
MP2/jul-cc-
pvdz w/PCM 




1.54 2.25 2.62 0.82 –2.84 -1.53 -1.11 –2.04 
Experimental >2b N/A N/A 0<X<1b –1.35c –0.92 c –0.55 c N/A 
aCalculated with Grimme’s D3 dispersion corrections.55 b Determined by IR in carbon 
tetrachloride.25 cDetermined by NMR in dichloromethane-d2 at 213 K (supporting 
information of Yamasaki et al.56). dSingle point calculation using M062X/jul-cc-pvdz 
geometry 
 There were many factors that could be altered to get a better understanding of the 
influences of conformational preferences. The difference in enthalpy between the cis and 




the degree to which the preference is established. cis and trans conformations will be 
determined by *, which is simply the absolute value of the O1-C2-N3-Ph4 dihedral 
(shown in Figure 6.1b). Another important factor in these analyses is the degree of 
planarity in the system, or *, which is calculated by the equation 90-|90-|||, where  
is the dihedral shown in Figure 6.1a. If the aryl group is planar, * will be equal to zero, 
and if it is orthogonal, *=90. A representation to show the dihedrals used for * and 
* can be found in Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 Dihedral angles used for (a) 1
* and (b) 2
*. 
6.4.2 Effect of steric and electronic factors on conformational preference 
Several steric variations were considered. The substitution at the carbonyl (to 
make a formyl or acyl) was varied, as well as the presence of two methyl groups ortho to 
the substitution (2,6-dimethylaryl). The results for the comparisons of these factors is 
outlined in Table 6.2. It was important to note that a positive E value signified preference 
for a trans configuration and a negative value indicated cis preference. As predicted, all 
2˚ amides preferred the trans configuration, and 3˚ amides preferred cis, but the extent of 
the preference was notable in several cases. Differences in preferences for formyl 
molecules and acyl molecules demonstrated how substitution at the carbonyl can affect 
preference. The preference of secondary formyl amides for the trans configuration was 
significantly less than the preference for acyl amides (1.10 vs. 3.18 kcal/mol, 




molecule for the cis configuration compared to formyl (-2.33 vs. -1.85 kcal/mol). 
Additionally, having two ortho methyl substituents reduced the preference of 2˚ amides 
for the trans configuration, with the formyl 2,6-dimethyl amide preferring trans by only 
0.08 kcal/mol. This showed that the methyl groups provide significant unfavorable steric 
interactions, which affect preference. It was interesting that methylating the aryl ring had 
little effect on preference for 3˚ amides (-2.33 vs. -2.56 kcal/mol for acyl amides). All 
trans 2˚ amides had the aryl substituent planar (*), regardless of steric strain. Cis 2˚ 
amides, however, rotated between 30 and 40˚ out of plane. For 3˚ amides, all were rotated 
significantly out of plane, between 45 and 90˚, which limited the orbital overlap. 
 Steric and planarity considerations were then investigated for instances where the 
amide is tethered to the aryl ring with an ethylene bridge to form a benzylindoline. An 
ortho methyl substituent was also investigated to determine how much steric strain would 
play a role. The results are in Table 6.3. Regardless of the R2, formyl carbonyls preferred 
the cis configuration, although the unsubstituted aryl ring exhibited only a slight 
preference (-0.34 kcal/mol). In contrast, the acyl amides preferred the trans 







Table 6.2 Energy differences for several aryl amides investigating steric strain on phenyl 
ring. 
 




H H H cis-4a 30 ° 179 ° 
1.10 
H H H trans-4a 0 ° 0 ° 
H CH3 H cis-4b 41 ° 179 ° 
–1.85 
H CH3 H trans-4b 0 ° 0 ° 
CH3 H H cis-1a 43 ° 178 ° 
3.18 
CH3 H H trans-1a 0 ° 0 ° 
CH3 CH3 H cis-1b 90 ° 180 ° 
–2.33 
CH3 CH3 H trans-1b 45 ° 5 ° 
H H CH3 cis-5a 60 ° 175 ° 
0.08 
H H CH3 trans-5a 60 ° 6 ° 
H CH3 CH3 cis-5b 90 ° 180 ° 
–1.61 
H CH3 CH3 trans-5b 84 ° 1 ° 
CH3 H CH3 cis-6a 89 ° 180 ° 
1.43 
CH3 H CH3 trans-6a 63 ° 5 ° 
CH3 CH3 CH3 cis-6b 89 ° 180 ° 
–2.56 
















Since a correlation was found between the Hammett  parameter, various para 
substituted aryl systems were investigated, and the results are found in Table 6.4. Overall, 
the trends were in agreement with experimental results, where electron withdrawing 
groups increased the preference of 2˚ amides for the trans configuration, and preference 
for cis was made larger by adding electron donating groups to 3˚ amides. The preferences 
of the 2˚ amides for the trans configuration were overall stronger than the 3˚ for cis, but 
not by a substantial margin. It was also interesting to note the degree of planarity for the 
arene (*) was correlated slightly to , where more electron withdrawing groups were 
closer to planar for the cis configurations than for the electron donating groups. For 
secondary amides, * was 31˚ for CN, but 51˚ for OMe, and in the tertiary instance, * 
moved from 39˚ to 46˚ when CN was substituted with OMe. 
R1 R2 Compound 1* 2* Ecis – Etrans 
(kcal/mol) 
H H cis-7 5 ° 178 ° 
–0.34 
H H trans-7 5 ° 0 ° 
H CH3 cis-8 27 ° 176 ° 
–1.55 
H CH3 trans-8 47 ° 6 ° 
CH3 H cis-9 11 ° 175 ° 
1.08 
CH3 H trans-9 2 ° 3 ° 
CH3 CH3 cis-10 55 ° 172 ° 
1.25 




Table 6.4 Relative energies of several para substituted aryl amides. 
 
R1 R2 Compound 1* 2* 
Ecis – Etrans 
(kcal/mol) 
H CN cis-11a 31 ° 179 ° 
4.07 
H CN trans-11a 1 ° 1 ° 
H H cis-1a 43 ° 178 ° 
3.18 
H H trans-1a 0 ° 0 ° 
H CH3 cis-12a 42 ° 178 
3.06 
H CH3 trans-12a 0 ° 0 ° 
H OCH3 cis-13a 51 ° 179 ° 
3.02 
H OCH3 trans-13a 0 ° 0 ° 
CH3 CN cis-11b 54 ° 180 ° 
–0.65 
CH3 CN trans-11b 39 ° 5 ° 
CH3 H cis-1b 90 ° 180 ° 
–2.33 
CH3 H trans-1b 45 ° 5 ° 
CH3 CH3 cis-12b 89 ° 180 ° 
–2.48 
CH3 CH3 trans-12b 45 ° 5 ° 
CH3 OCH3 cis-13b 88 ° 180 ° 
–2.83 






Table 6.5 Relative stabilities of several phenyl aryl amides. 
 
R1 R2 Compound 1* 2* 
Ecis – Etrans 
(kcal/mol) 
H CF3 cis-14a 23 ° 154 ° 
5.12 
H CF3 trans-14a 4 ° 2 ° 
H H cis-15a 29 ° 156 ° 
4.62 
H H trans-15a 4 ° 2 ° 
H OCH3 cis-16a 36 ° 156 ° 
4.23 
H OCH3 trans-16a 4 ° 2 ° 
CH3 CF3 cis-14b 42 ° 154 ° 
-2.37 
CH3 CF3 trans-14b 30 ° 14 ° 
CH3 H cis-15b 46 ° 154 ° 
-3.13 
CH3 H trans-15b 37 ° 10 ° 
CH3 OCH3 cis-16b 49 ° 155 ° 
-3.21 
CH3 OCH3 trans-16b  45 ° 9 ° 
 
 Another consideration was the steric interaction of the a-carbon substituent. The 
acyl group was replaced with a second phenyl group, and the results with various para 
substitutions to the N-arene are found in Table 6.5. The same general trend can be found 




stronger in 2˚ amides, and electron donating groups contributed to a stronger favorability 
for the cis configuration. Additionally, * was smaller in all instances. This was likely 
because there was an even greater favorability for the arene to be in conjugation, since 
conjugation had increased. The cis/trans preferences were stronger in these systems, 
which can likely be due to increased conjugation and steric strain. 
6.4.3 Relationship between Hammett parameter and conformational preference 
 The correlation between Hammett parameter and conformational preference was 
plotted for various para aryl substituents (-OMe, -Me, -H, -CF3, -CN, and -NO2), similar 
to the Hammett plot performed by Kagechika et al., but both 2˚ and 3˚ amides, and can be 
found in Figure 6.2. The correlation between  and Ecis – Etrans is within excellent 
agreement (R2 > 0.98). Secondary amides followed a trend with a slope of 1.23. While 
the trend for 3˚ amides was similar, the slope was steeper (2.21), indicating  has a 
stronger influence on conformational preference for 3˚ amides than 2˚. The slope for 3˚ 
amides was steeper than the experimental value found, but the general trend still 
followed. By extrapolating our data, for 3˚ amides,  would have to be roughly 1.08, 
which would likely be a cationic substituent, much like dimethylammonium substituents 
utilized by Kagechika et al. There was also a relationship between Ecis – Etrans and 1
*, 





Figure 6.2 Difference in energy plotted versus Hammett parameter for para substituted 
arenes (R=OMe (13), Me (12), H (1), CF3 (2), CN (11), NO2 (3)). 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Difference in energy between cis and trans configurations plotted versus 





6.4.4 NBO scan and deletion analysis 
 Natural bond orbital analysis utilizes the population of electron density to 
calculate molecular orbitals for a system. NBOdel is a keyword that can be used to either 
delete orbitals or delete interactions between orbitals and will output the destabilization 
energy of the deleted orbitals/interactions. Rigid dihedral scans from 1
* = 0 to 1
* = 90 
in 5˚ increments were performed for the 2˚, 3˚, cis, and trans compounds with a formyl 
carbonyl, acyl carbonyl, and an acyl carbonyl with para NO2 on the arene. NBO 
interactions between the arene π-electrons and the lone pair of the nitrogen were deleted, 
which would delete the orbital overlap stabilization. These values, along with the energy 
of the dihedral without the conjugated stabilization, can be found in Figure 6.4.  
In the formyl case, it can be assumed that for the most part, sterics were not a 
consideration, so electronic considerations will dominate. The stabilization of mixing 
(dotted line) was calculated by taking the inverse of the destabilization of the NBO 
deletion. There was little effect on the stabilization of mixing when configurations a\were 
changed, or when the amide is methylated. At * = 0, stabilization is at a maximum of 
about 6 kcal/mol, and at * = 90, the stabilization was reduced to zero due to the lack of 
orbital overlap. In the case of the trans secondary amide (second from the left), when the 
NBO mixing was deleted (dashed line), a straight line was produced with a slope of ~0, 
indicating the stability of the trans configuration was solely due to improved orbital 
overlap. A similar trend can be seen for the tertiary formyl compound, but there was a 
slight destabilization of the trans at 0˚, likely due to steric interactions between the 





Figure 6.4 Total energy, stabilization energy due to orbital mixing, and the difference 
between the two, plotted as a function of 1* for cis and trans conformers of formanilide 
(4a), N-methyl formanilide (4b), acetanilide (1a), N¬-methylacetanilide (1b), N-(p-
nitrophenyl)acetamide (3a),  N-(p-nitrophenyl)acetamide (3b). 
a local minimum at 30˚, even though there should be no steric penalty. A crystal structure 
of a similar molecule (p-toyl instead of aryl) was found to have the same deviation 
(*=32˚). This deviation from planarity can be explained by two unfavorable 
electrostatic interactions (partial positive repulsions) between the arene protons and both 





Similar trends can be seen for both acyl compounds (second and third rows), 
except the steric penalty for cis at * = 0 is larger, especially in the instance of the 3˚ 
amides. For secondary cis compounds, a local minimum is found ~35˚ deviated from 
planar, and again, the NBO mixing deleted produced a straight, flat line for the 2˚ trans 
configuration. There were only slight deviations between the NO2 substituted arene 
system and the unsubstituted molecules. The most notable difference was the local 
minimum for the 2˚ cis and the 3˚ trans in the NO2 system is shifted by at least 10˚, due 
to its propensity to maximize the amount of orbital overlap in the system. It was 
interesting to note that in the 3˚ cases, the trans at 90˚ was less stable than cis. To explain 
this, orbital considerations were taken into account. 
6.4.5 Analysis of bond angles to explore steric strain 
Saito et al. suggested there was a significant repulsion between the lone pairs on 
the carbonyl and the aryl π system. A representation of the MO of these orbitals on 2˚ and 
3˚ acyl amides can be found in Figure 6.5. There is significant overlap between the 
orbitals, which would account for the repulsion. This repulsion can be seen 
geometrically, looking at angles around the N of the amide. A list of angles for the 
compounds used in the NBO deletion scan in the trans configuration can be found in 
Table 6.6. The angle that determined the level of repulsion, , was consistent for 
secondary amides, at around 129˚, which is significantly deviated from normal sp2 
hybridized atoms to minimize orbital repulsion. Angles  and  were roughly equal to one 
another. In the case of 3˚ amides,  decreased by a large margin (5˚ for the formyl, 8˚ for 
acyl). This was due to the methylation causing steric bulk, meaning that  could no 




of the methyl group maximized the orbital repulsion of the carbonyl lone pair and the aryl 




Figure 6.5 NBO interactions between the lone pair of the carbonyl O and the arene π 
system for secondary (left) and tertiary (right) amide 1. 
Table 6.6 Selected bond angles where 1
* was fixed at 90˚ for 4, 1, and 3. 
 
Compound X =    
 
H 129.3° 115.5° 115.3° 
Me 124.8° 118.3° 116.9° 
 
H 129.1° 114.7° 116.2° 
Me 120.8° 117.4° 121.3° 
 
H 129.0° 114.9° 116.0° 






 In this work, we investigated what factors promote conformational preferences for 
2˚ and 3˚ amides. Steric interactions between the alpha substituent on amides and ortho 
methyl substitutions were investigated, and it found that adding ortho methyl substituents 
reduced the preference of 2˚ for the trans configuration but had little effect on 3˚ 
compounds. When the amide and aryl group were tethered by an ethylene bridge, formyl 
compounds preferred the cis configuration, while acyl compounds preferred trans. Para 
substitutions show electron donating groups give 2˚ amides a stronger preference for 
trans while electron withdrawing groups will give stronger preferences for the cis 
configuration. This was true for both phenyl and acyl cases. Correlations between 
Hammett parameter and conformational preferences were then explored, and found there 
was a strong correlation, with a stronger impact on preference for 3˚ amides. NBO 
deletion strategies were employed to determine the extent of orbital mixing on the 
stability of a few amides, showing a large steric penalty for cis-acyl compounds to be 
planar. Additionally, the amount of orbital overlap was roughly the same at 1
*=0 for all 
configurations and compounds. The preference of trans amides for planarity was 
diminished when orbital mixing was deleted. Finally, the steric repulsion between lone 
pair carbonyl O and the aryl pi system caused a significant thermodynamic penalty, 
which is balanced out by Me-Me repulsion between acyl groups and methylated amides. 
This work shows the careful interplay between sterics and electronics that governs the 
conformational preference of amides, and it is our hope that with this knowledge, this 






All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 program suite.57 Geometry 
optimizations were run with the hybrid functional B3LYP and Pople’s 6-31G(d) basis set, 
followed by frequency calculations to ensure all ground states were at a local minimum. 
Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was also carried out, allowing utilization of the $DEL 
keyword to delete interactions between the amine lone pair and the π-orbitals in the aryl 
system. Additionally, for selected structures, energetic and geometric results obtained 
using B3LYP and Pople’s 6-31G(d) basis set were compared to both the M06-2X 
functional and the ab initio MP2 method with Dunning’s jul-cc-pvdz basis set. For DFT 
calculations, Grimme’s empirical D3 dispersion corrections were also calculed.55  Single 
point MP4 calculations were also performed using the M06-2X/jul-cc-pvdz geometry. 
Tomasi’s polarizable continuum model (pcm)58 was also employed to model the dielectric 
constant of dichloromethane. All ground state configurations can be found in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 7  
MAPping the way toward greener catalysis: Nickel-based monoprotic 
aminophosphines (MAPs) synthesized for transfer hydrogenation reactions 
7.1 Motivation 
There has been a push since the turn of the century to make catalytic reactions greener 
and more sustainable. One of the ways this has been accomplished has been through 
replacing precious metals with more abundant first row transition metals, but this can 
only be accomplished with more sophisticated ligands. Transfer hydrogenation has been 
dominated by Ir, Pd, and Ru, but by utilizing amphoteric, hemilabile ligands such and 
monoprotic aminophosphines (MAPs), more reactive metals like Ni could be employed 
instead. Finding more sustainable catalysts for transfer hydrogenation using Ni-based 
MAPs could provide a substantial significance in making transfer hydrogenation greener. 
7.2 Research goals and objectives 
1. Computationally model several catalytic candidates to determine stable binding 
modes and the ground state electronic configuration. 
2. Synthesize and analyze several phenyl-based MAPs through UV/vis and 
variable temperature NMR. 
3. Synthesize and characterize a tert-butyl-base MAP and determine the 
sensitivity of the complex with substrates utilized in transfer hydrogenation. 
7.3 Introduction 
 Transfer hydrogenation is a widely used tool for the reduction of ketones and 
imines.1-2 It requires a catalyst to transfer both a proton (H+) and hydride (H-) across the 




the same catalyst can be used to perform the reverse reaction: transfer dehydrogenation, 
which would oxidize an alcohol or amine.3 The overall scheme for transfer 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation can be found in Scheme 7.1. The driving force in the 
reaction is equilibrium-based: using an alcohol-based solvent will force transfer 
hydrogenation to occur, and a carbonyl-based solvent will spur transfer dehydrogenation. 
It has substantial advantages over direct hydrogenation for a few reasons: highly 
dangerous pressurized H2 gas is not necessary, the solvent/transfer agent is generally 
alcohols or ketones that are readily accessible like iPrOH or acetone, and the side product 
for the reaction, which is usually oxidized/reduced solvent, can be easily recycled.  While 
there has been some progress toward making first-row transition metals successful 
catalysts, this field is dominated by 2nd and 3rd row transition metals like Pd,3-7 Ir,1, 8-10 
and Ru11-13. 
 
Scheme 7.1 Proposed mechanism for transfer hydrogenation/dehydrogenation. 
 There has been a push toward making catalysts more sustainable and green by 
replacing precious metals, which dominate catalytic industrial processes, with more 
abundant first-row alternatives.14-18 However, their catalytic cycles are often not as 
reliable, and generally can access more oxidation states than other metals in their group, 
which makes the reactions less controllable. For example, Pd has a dependable 2 e- redox 




one and two electron redox cycles.19-21 As mentioned in the Chapter 1, choice of ligand 
can have a drastic effect on the activity of the system. First row transition metals can be 
utilized with the use of more sophisticated ligands by either stabilizing one oxidation 
state or destabilizing another to influence nickel to adopt a certain catalytic cycle.7, 20-21 
 Monoprotic aminophosphines (MAPs) are a class of molecules that are used as 
ligands for many catalytic processes.14, 16, 22-23 They are widely sought after due to their 
hemilability giving the ligands unique characteristics that can be altered with differing 
reaction conditions. They have been utilized for cross-coupling,24 alkene 
hydrogenation,25-26 olefin hydroamination,27 and many more reactions. Additionally, 
these ligands are generally amphoteric, able to both accept and donate a proton, which 
would be essential to the catalytic cycle for transfer hydrogenation. 
 In this work, we present a series of pyridyl monoprotic aminophosphines 
coordinated to nickel (II) chloride with the naming scheme R-aC-bH-L (Figure 7.1), 
where R corresponds to the groups bound to the phosphine, “a” represents the number of 
methylenes between the pyridine and amine ranging from 0 to 2, and “b” will be 
associated with the protonation state, also ranging between 0 and 2. These compounds 
will be investigated both computationally for geometry, binding, and molecular orbitals, 
and experimentally for spectroscopic properties and behaviors in solution. We investigate 






Figure 7.1 Class of MAP-metal compounds, where M=Ni, R=Ph, tBu. “b” (the 
protonation state) in this case would be 1. 
7.4 Results and Discussion 
7.4.1 Computational investigation of several Ni-MAP compounds 
 The complexes that will first be studied are “1C” complexes, and the R groups 
will be Ph and tBu. This will elucidate what role both sterics and electronics have on 
binding and relative stabilities. It was first important to choose the correct computational 
method, as different methods can give widely disparate results. Density functional theory 
(DFT) was chosen due to its accuracies for both geometries and energies. Nine 
functionals were chosen for initial testing based on previous literature studies with nickel: 
M06, M06-L, M06-2X, B3LYP, PBE0, MN15, MN15-L, B97x, and B97x-D. 
Additionally, three triple zeta basis sets were tested: Dunning’s jul-cc-pvtz and Pople’s 6-
311G(d), as well as def2TZVP, which has an effective core potential to reduce 
computational cost. Dispersion corrections (D3)28 were also tested to determine whether 
there would be a significant effect. The bond dissociation energy (BDE) was calculated 
for the reaction NiIICH2
+ → NiI + CH2 which has a BDE of 75.18 kcal/mol.
29 
The results of all functional and basis set combinations can be found in Figure 
7.2. The BDEs seem to be more or less basis set independent, with variations ranging 
from 0.2 kcal/mol for B3LYP to 3.2 for M06L. B3LYP performed well and was within 




from the experimental value. MN15 and MN15L performed quite well. Additionally, 
since MN15 included parameters specifically for nickel systems,30 this was chosen as the 
ideal functional, but it would be interesting to also do studies with MN15L. Since the 
BDEs were mostly basis set independent, Def2TZVP was chosen because of its relatively  
low computational cost due to its effective core potential. 
 Computationally, there were many factors to investigate to provide insight that 
would be useful for experimental results. The first and most important was how the 
ligand would bind to the metal. It was assumed that the pyridyl group will bind to the 
nickel, as it is a -donor and a π-acceptor, but it is less clear whether the N or P of the 
aminophosphine will bind, since NiII is intermediate in its hard/soft properties. Another 
factor to consider is whether nickel will be high spin or low spin. NiII is a d8 system, 
which means that if it is a low spin complex, the geometry around the nickel center will 
 
Figure 7.2 Bond dissociation energies calculated with various functionals and basis 




be square planar. On the other hand, if it is high spin, a tetrahedral geometry is predicted. 
Both nitrogen and phosphorus are -donors, but as mentioned previously, pyridine is a π-
acceptor, as is phosphorus, so the ligands will likely be intermediate in their ligand field 
strength. Two examples comparing high spin, low spin, P-coordinated, and N-
coordinated can be found in Figure 7.3. All structures were calculated in the gas phase 
and unrestricted, to allow spin up and spin down to be calculated separately. The square 
planar (low spin) complex was slightly favored (2.5 kcal/mol for tBu, 7.1 for Ph), which 
indicated that will be the preferred spin state in solution. However, there have been 
reports of nickel-based complexes with phosphorus ligands which indicated that the trend 
might be the opposite. For this reason, in subsequent studies the high spin complex will 
also be investigated. Additionally, in both instances, phosphine coordination was also 
favored over amine coordination by ~12 kcal/mol. This could be due to a hard/soft 
preference, but it could also be because the phosphine-bound complex formed a 6-
membered metallocycle, and the amine-bound is slightly strained with a 5-membered 
ring.  
 In order to determine whether the favorability of the P-coordination was due 
solely to hard/soft acid/base properties or in part due to the decreased ring strain, 
calculations were performed with the N and P switched. However, simply switching the 
two atoms would make comparisons difficult, as they would not be isodesmic. One of the 
tert-butyl groups was moved to the phosphorus to achieve an isodesmic comparison. The 
geometries of these calculations can be found in Figure 7.4. The phosphorus-bound was 
in fact more favored when the N and P were switched, indicating the favorability in 




strain. It was interesting to note that the “switched” compounds were actually slightly 
more stable than the compounds of interest (P-bound by 1.7 kcal/mol, N-bound by 0.9 
kcal/mol), and should be investigated experimentally. 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Coordination environments and relative enthalpies comparing coordination 









Figure 7.4 Investigation of MAP where amine and phosphine are switched. 
 We next investigated the molecular orbitals through natural bond orbital (NBO) 
analysis. It is important to understand the orbitals involved in the electronic transition(s) 
for a complex. Usually this is determined by investigating the HOMO/LUMO gap, but 
since the high spin complex would have two half-filled orbitals, the transition will be a 
HOMO to SOMO (singly-occupied molecular orbital). Based on the largest experimental 
UV/vis transition (vide infra) at 515 nm, the HOMO/SOMO gap was determined to be 
0.088 hartrees. The molecular orbitals involved in the largest UV/vis transition for the 
tBu-1C-1H complex can be found in Figure 7.5. Both HOMO and SOMO exhibited a 
large amount of delocalization, likely from the hyperconjugation of the t-butyl groups. 
The HOMO was mainly localized around the ligand, and the SOMO around the metal. 






Figure 7.5 NBO calculated molecular orbitals of (a) HOMO and (b) SOMO for tBu-
1C-1H-P. 
7.4.2 Synthesis and characterization of several phenyl-based MAPs 
 The phenylphosphine ligands were first investigated due to the stability of both 
starting reagents. The general synthetic scheme for the synthesis of these ligands and 
corresponding Ni complexes can be found in Scheme 7.2. As mentioned previously, these 
syntheses are modular in nature, which makes alterations quite facile. The 0C, 1C, and 
2C were all made in parallel with modest degassing techniques (sparging), and using 
distilled THF to ensure anhydrous conditions. The 31P spectra after the synthesis of these 
ligands can be found in the appendix. All reactions were complete after ~20 h, and 
showed fairly clean spectra. Yield was assumed to be quantitative, and Ni was added to 
the ligand mixture. As predicted by previous literature reports, all complexes were found 
to be paramagnetic, which was determined by the lack on peaks for the 31P NMR spectra. 






Scheme 7.2 General reaction scheme for synthesis of pyridyl-MAP ligands. 
 
 It was found that rigorous degassing techniques (freeze, pump, thaw, FPT) were 
necessary for higher product selectivity. FPT was used for a synthesis of Ph-1C-1H and 
only one product formed, which literature indicated was the Ph-1C-1H ligand. This pure 
ligand was coordinated to nickel, and upon thorough mixing of ligand and metal, all 
peaks disappeared. However, when cooled down to -75 ˚C, two peaks began to appear, 
but they sharpened at differing rates as evidenced by the spectrum at -55 ˚C, indicating 
separate products (Figure 7.6). Work is ongoing to determine the structures of the 
products. 
 




















 Each of the phenyl-based nickel complexes was characterized by UV/vis 
spectroscopy, and their spectra can be found in Figure 7.7. They all exhibit similar 
shapes, but the main transition is unique for each. Many crystallization attempts were 
made for these complexes, and it was found these complexes were not stable in air or 
with the addition of non-polar solvents. Further characterization of these complexes will 
be ongoing. 
 
Figure 7.7 Overlaid UV/vis spectra of various Ph-based Ni-MAP complexes in THF. 
7.4.3 Synthesis, characterization, and sensitivity studies of tert-butyl-MAP ligand 
 The synthesis of tBu-1C-1H ligand using FPT was clean (only desired product 
and a small amount of starting material) as indicted by 31P NMR, and upon addition to 
nickel, the color change to purple was almost immediate. NMR studies found this 
compound to also be paramagnetic, and variable temperature NMR of the crude product 
mixture showed four products upon cooling to -75˚C, but only two at room temperature 




-95 ˚C, indicating the pure product was paramagnetic independently of temperature, and 
signals found in the previous experiment were likely impurities interacting to varying 
degrees with the Ni complex. 
 
Figure 7.8 Variable temperature 31P NMR spectra of tBu-1C-1H-NiCl2 complex in 
THF. 
 Two separate X-ray quality crystals were grown and analyzed. The first was 
through layering of pentane onto THF, and the molecular structure from single crystal 
XRD analysis can be found in Figure 7.9. The structure is tetrahedral, which indicated 
that the Ni is high spin. This is in agreement with the solution state studies. Additionally, 
the structure found is in excellent agreement with the structure calculated by DFT, with 
bond lengths having an average absolute deviation of 0.012 A, angles deviated 1.71˚, and 
dihedral angles 1.58˚. Selected bond lengths and angles comparing the structure can be 
found in Table 7.1. This also confirmed that the complexes prefer a P-bound 




ether into dichloromethane. The resulting structure was actually a dimer which was the 
racemic mixture of both enantiomers. The crystal packing included π-π stacking 
stabilization, which can be found in Figure 7.10. 
 
 
Figure 7.9 (a) Molecular structure of tBu-1C-1H-P. Hydrogens bound to carbon 
omitted for clarity. Thermal ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability. (b) Molecular 
structure of tBu-1C-1H-P calculated by MN15/def2tzvp. 
 
 





Table 7.1 Selected bond lengths and angles to compare optimized DFT structure to 
molecular structure obtained through single-crystal XRD. 
 
Atoms Crystal DFT 
Ni-Cl1 2.230 2.207 
Ni-Cl2 2.216 2.206 
Ni-N2 2.007 2.032 
Ni-P1 2.298 2.286 
N1-P1 1.675 1.676 
Cl1-Ni-Cl2 121.273 133.241 
P1-Ni-N2 93.346 91.187 
 Since the overall reasoning behind making these complexes is for their use in 
transfer hydrogenation, it was important to investigate the sensitivity of these complexes 
to typical additives used in transfer hydrogenation reactions. The first and arguably the 
most important was the addition of various alcohols. Several alcohols: methanol, 
isopropanol, and t-butyl alcohol were all added to tBu-1C-1H-P complex in a 1:1 ratio 
and monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy over time. Within 24 hours, there was no 
significant change in the spectra (Figure 7.11), indicating these complexes were stable to 
alcohols. However, upon addition of triethylamine to the alcohol/complex mixture, all 
complexes degraded, losing all UV/vis transitions within ten minutes, which indicated the 







Figure 7.11 Overlaid UV/vis spectra of tBu-1C-1H-P in the presence of various 










 Pyridyl monoprotic aminophosphines are promising ligands as candidates for 
nickel-catalyzed transfer hydrogenation due to their hemilabile and amphoteric nature. 
Computationally, the level of theory chosen was MN15/def2tzvp due to its relative 
accuracy and reduced computational cost. It was found that the P-bound substrates were 
favored compared to N-bound by ~11 kcal/mol. This trend was also seen with the 
isodesmic example where nitrogen and phosphorus were switched to account for ring 
strain. Additionally, since nickel (II) can exist in either a high spin (triplet) state and low 
spin (singlet) state, both were investigated. It was found that for phenyl substituents, the 
singlet state was favored by 7 kcal/mol, and the t-butyl substituents exhibited the same 
favorability, but only by 2.5 kcal/mol. NBO calculations showed a potential MLCT for 
the electronic transition. Experimentally, three separate phenyl-based ligands were 
synthesized and coordinated to nickel, but they were too sensitive to air, and extensive 
characterization has proven difficult. One of the t-butyl ligands was synthesized, which 
was much more stable, and was characterized by UV/vis, NMR, and single-crystal XRD. 
The molecular structure found was extremely similar to the DFT calculated structure, 
with only a 0.012 Å length deviation and a 1.71˚ angle deviation. Finally, the sensitivity 
of this complex was tested with several alcohols, and found to be stable after an extended 
period of time. Upon addition of triethylamine, however, the geometry around Ni was 
completely altered.  
Overall, computational studies of different binding modes and spin states found 
the low spin, P-bound coordination was the most stable across all substrates studied. The 




accurate geometries for tBu-1C-1H-NiCl2 complex, and some studies in to MN15-
L/def2TZVP would be interesting for comparison. Experimentally, four ligands were 
synthesized and characterized, and their corresponding Ni2+ complexes. While the Ph-
based ligands were not entirely stable, it is possible the hydritic analog (where one Cl- is 
replaced with a H-) would be more stable, and this will need to be investigated. The fact 
that the tBu-1C-1H-NiCl2 was stable in the presence of alcohol was promising, showing 
the potential for this complex as a candidate for transfer hydrogenation. More studies, 
namely effect of different acids, bases, and hydride sources, must be completed to obtain 
a better understanding of the capability of this complex. This fundamental work has 
provided insight into overall properties of the Ni-pyridyl-MAP complexes, which will be 
utilized for future work to make transfer hydrogenation more “green”. These results are 




All reagents unless otherwise specified were purchased from commercial sources and 
used as received. Triethylamine was purified by distillation over CaH2. THF was distilled 
from sodium metal and benzophenone, then freeze-pump-thaw cycles were utilized. All 
reactions were run under an inert atmosphere using Schlenk techniques. NMR spectra 
were obtained using a Bruker Avance II 400 MHz spectrometer with chemical shifts 
given in parts per million. UV/vis spectra were recorded using an Agilent Cary 100 
Series spectrophotometer capable of the range 190-900 nm. Single crystal XRD studies 




temperature with graphite monochromated Mo-K radiation. The overall structure was 
solved using a multi-scan method (SADABS), refined with full-matrix least-squares 
(SHELXTL 6.1). Images were generated using Crystal Maker 10.4.3. 
General procedure for synthesis of ligands23, 31 
In a 50 mL round bottom flask, pyridyl-amine (5.54 mmol), triethylamine (5.54 mmol) 
and 35 mL distilled THF. The reaction mixture was cooled in an ice bath. The associated 
phosphine chloride was then added dropwise over 5 minutes, then allowed to warm to 
room temperature. The reactions were run for four hours and yield was determined by 31P 
NMR. Due to the sensitivity of the ligand to water and air, yields were assumed to be 
100% for the subsequent complexation. 
General procedure for the complexation of ligands to Ni2+ 32In a separate 50 mL round 
bottom flask, added Ni(dme)Cl2 (dme=ethylene glycol dimethyl ether) and flushed 
reaction flask with N2. Performed cannula transfer of crude ligand reaction mixture, 
avoiding transferring precipitate as much as possible. Color change occurred within ~5 
minutes. Solid from the reaction mixture was filtered to obtain the product used in these 
studies. 
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Appendix for Chapter 2 (A2) 
A2.1 Results of ATRA for several alkenes with CBr4 
 
 
Figure A2.1.1 ATRA results of CBr4 to 1-octene catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. All 
reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [1-octene]0 : [CBr4]0 : [ascorbic 
acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [1-octene]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation of 
monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are ±10%). 
 
Table A2.1.1 ATRA results of CBr4 to 1-octene catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br].  
Alkene:Cat Ligand conversion product yield 
1000:1 
TPMA*1 100 100 100 
TPMA*2 100 100 100 
TPMA*3 100 100 100 
2500:1 
TPMA*1 100 100 100 
TPMA*2 91 100 91 
TPMA*3 85 100 85 
5000:1 
TPMAa 90* 100* 90* 
TPMA*1 100 100 100 
TPMA*2 85 100 85 
TPMA*3 78 100 78 
10000:1 
TPMAa 85* 100* 85* 
TPMA*1 86 100 86 
TPMA*2 68 100 68 
TPMA*3 69 100 69 
All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [1-octene]0 
: [CBr4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [1-octene]0 = 1.34 M. The yield 
























NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are ±10%). aTaken from Taylor et al. 
Dalton Trans. 2010 39, 11475-11482. 
 
 
Figure A2.1.2 ATRA results of CBr4 to styrene catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. All 
reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [styrene]0 : [CBr4]0 : 
[ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [styrene]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation 
of monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are 
±10%). 
 
Table A2.1.2 ATRA results of CBr4 to styrene catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. 
Alkene:Cat Ligand conversion product yield 
1000:1 
TPMA*1 100 61 61 
TPMA*2 100 55 55 
TPMA*3 90 53 48 
2500:1 
TPMA*1 100 58 58 
TPMA*2 97 53 52 
TPMA*3 99 46 46 
5000:1 
TPMA*1 91 61 55 
TPMA*2 84 60 51 
TPMA*3 67 63 43 
10000:1 
TPMA*1 81 60 48 
TPMA*2 73 63 45 
TPMA*3 60 67 40 
All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [styrene]0 : [CBr4]0 : 
[ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [styrene]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation 
of monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are 


























Figure A2.1.3 ATRA results of CBr4 to acrylonitrile catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. 
All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [acrylonitrile]0 : [CBr4]0 
: [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [acrylonitrile]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the 
formation of monoadduct and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative 
errors are ±10%). 
 
Table A2.1.3 ATRA results of CBr4 to acrylonitrile catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. 
Alkene:Cat Ligand conversion product yield 
1000:1 
TPMAa 100* 99* 99* 
TPMA*1 96 100 96 
TPMA*2 100 83 83 
TPMA*3 90 72 64 
2500:1 
TPMA*1 83 100 83 
TPMA*2 100 67 67 
TPMA*3 93 48 45 
5000:1 
TPMA 98* 90* 88* 
TPMA*1 72 100 72 
TPMA*2 83 69 57 
TPMA*3 79 48 38 
10000:1 
TPMAa 94* 85* 80* 
TPMA*1 70 100 70 
TPMA*2 67 60 40 
TPMA*3 68 48 33 
All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [acrylonitrile]0 : [CBr4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 
: 0.07, [acrylonitrile]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation of monoadduct and was determined using 1H 































Figure A2.1.4 ATRA results of CBr4 to methyl methacrylate catalyzed by 
[Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with 
[methyl methacrylate]0 : [CBr4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [methyl 
methacrylate]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation of monoadduct and was 
determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are ±10%). 
 
Table A2.1.4 ATRA results of CBr4 to acrylonitrile catalyzed by [Cu(ligand)Br][Br]. 
Alkene:Cat Ligand conversion product yield 
1000:1 
TPMAa 100* 100* 100 
TPMA*1 100 82 82 
TPMA*2 100 60 60 
TPMA*3 98 26 26 
2500:1 
TPMA*1 100 76 76 
TPMA*2 83 47 39 
TPMA*3 91 19 17 
5000:1 
TPMAa 100* 86* 86* 
TPMA*1 100 42 42 
TPMA*2 68 51 35 
TPMA*3 83 19 15 
10000:1 
TPMA 99* 58* 57* 
TPMA*1 99 28 28 
TPMA*2 60 40 24 
TPMA*3 83 17 14 
All reactions were performed in methanol at 60 °C for 24 h with [methyl 
methacrylate]0 : [CBr4]0 : [ascorbic acid]0 = 1 : 1.25 : 0.07, [methyl 
methacrylate]0 = 1.34 M. The yield is based on the formation of monoadduct 
and was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy (relative errors are ±10%). 






























Appendix for Chapter 3 (A3) 
 
Table A3.4.1 Crystal data from [Cu(Me6TREN)Cl][Cl] grown in the presence of base 
Formula C12 H30 Cl Cu N4, Cl 
Color Blue 
Shape Needle 
Formula Weight 364.84 
Crystal System Orthorhombic 
Space Group P212121 
Temp (K) 273(2) 
Cell Constants  
a, Å 9.5901(3) 
b, Å 12.9052(4) 
c, Å 15.9273(4) 
α, deg 90 
β, deg 90 
γ, deg 90 
V, Å3 1971.20(10) 
Formula units/unit cell 4 
Dcal'd, gcm-3 1.631 
Absorption coefficient, mm-1 1.401 
F(000) 1044 
Diffractometer Bruker Smart ApexII 
Radiation, graphite monochr. Mo K ʎ (ʎ =0.71073 Å) 
Crystal size, mm 0.34x0.28x0.20 
θ range, deg 2.03< θ < 27.79 
Range of h,k,l ±12, ±16, ±20 
Reflections collected/unique 4658/4230 
Rint 0.0282 
Refinement Method Full Matrix Least-Squares on F2 
Data/Restraints/Parameters 4230/178/0 
GOF on F2 0.800 
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)] R1=0.0323, wR2=0.0999 
R indices (all data) R1=0.0366, wR2=0.1036 

















Appendix for Chapter 4 (A4) 
 
Table A4.4.1 Crystal table for PAiB dimer 
 
Formula C7 H9 N3 O2 
Color Yellow 
Shape Needle 
Formula Weight 167.17 
Crystal System Triclinic 
Space Group P-1 
Temp (K) 296(2) 
Cell Constants  
a, Å 6.40690(10) 
b, Å 7.4767(2) 
c, Å 8.1791(2) 
α, deg 82.3310(10) 
β, deg 82.2380(10) 
γ, deg 82.1300(10) 
V, Å3 381.906 
Formula units/unit cell 2 
Dcal'd, gcm-3 1.454 
Absorption coefficient, mm-1 0.11 
F(000) 176 
Diffractometer Bruker Smart ApexII 
Radiation, graphite monochr. Mo K ʎ (ʎ =0.71073 Å) 
Crystal size, mm 0.553x0.437x0.224 
θ range, deg 2.531<  < 33.194 
Range of h,k,l ± 9, ± 11, ±12 
Reflections collected/unique 4208/2919 
Rint 0.016 
Refinement Method Full Matrix Least-Squares on F2 
Data/Restraints/Parameters 2716/0/111 
GOF on F2 1.434 
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)] R1=0.0575, wR2=0.1629 
R indices (all data) R1=0.0520, wR2=0.1754 


























Figure A4.2.4 1H NMR spectrum of PBiB.MA.EA 
 
 







Figure A4.2.6 1H NMR spectrum of PAiB.MA.EA 
 
 







Figure A4.2.8 1H NMR spectrum of PBiB.MA.EA.THFA 
 
 







Figure A4.2.10 1H NMR spectrum of PBiB.BA.MA 
 
 













Appendix for Chapter 5 (A5) 
 
Section A5.4.2 Coordinates of optimized configurations at M062X/jul-cc-pvtz 
 
1 Z GS  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.323338  
C   1.209628   -0.000000   2.195504  
O   2.385164   0.013270   1.386501  
C   3.552203   -0.004036   2.045009  
O   3.637707   -0.034312   3.255532  
C   4.683926   0.017526   1.137772  
C   6.068464   -0.016307   1.662690  
C   6.830737   1.287702   1.419463  
Cl   5.995624   2.647567   2.210834  
Cl   6.958616   1.629011   -0.324269  
Cl   8.469329   1.145115   2.095386  
H   0.921146   0.002088   -0.566391  
H   -0.929370   -0.001614   -0.552201  
H   -0.935809   -0.002205   1.871198  
H   1.214630   0.873314   2.851160  
H   1.223703   -0.883553   2.837066  
H   4.495798   0.057344   0.075925  
H   6.060703   -0.191711   2.737199  
H   6.643263   -0.808076   1.177339  
 
1 Z to E TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.323851  
C   1.253769   0.000000   2.136779  
O   1.276326   1.037599   3.139845  
C   1.296696   2.312305   2.652826  
O   0.285623   2.877873   2.296929  
C   2.606999   2.917783   2.643759  
C   2.801977   4.309856   2.174094  
C   3.295679   5.245546   3.277859  
Cl   4.874621   4.708816   3.903384  
Cl   2.126197   5.279546   4.621148  
Cl   3.469422   6.888178   2.621661  
H   0.926697   0.038848   -0.560692  
H   -0.920132   -0.045051   -0.566477  
H   -0.930294   -0.029612   1.880415  
H   1.344433   -0.921018   2.709220  
H   2.132499   0.100333   1.494350  




H   3.549695   4.340820   1.378070  
H   1.865547   4.715271   1.795080  
 
1 E GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.323670  
C   1.244636   0.000000   2.153445  
O   1.202289   1.010789   3.175723  
C   1.188505   2.318442   2.864856  
O   0.955485   3.116677   3.750386  
C   1.477069   2.733708   1.502532  
C   1.308371   4.154019   1.112328  
C   0.141090   4.357106   0.143709  
Cl   -1.384550   3.826823   0.895508  
Cl   0.394970   3.428921   -1.356152  
Cl   0.012642   6.082469   -0.266485  
H   0.925534   0.023827   -0.564597  
H   -0.921488   -0.027139   -0.565333  
H   -0.932590   -0.015181   1.878035  
H   1.329420   -0.927310   2.716249  
H   2.141862   0.105623   1.543120  
H   1.826164   2.030857   0.765340  
H   1.116906   4.770310   1.988331  
H   2.202653   4.520470   0.604611  
 
1 5-exo-trig TS  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.355308  
C   1.279904   -0.000000   2.164346  
O   2.022317   1.207915   1.928401  
C   1.254907   2.293373   1.739533  
O   1.743628   3.315791   1.320471  
C   -0.174152   2.093525   2.015746  
C   -1.110441   2.990553   1.280666  
C   -2.542740   2.966958   1.783517  
Cl   -3.249165   1.337323   1.629753  
Cl   -3.518863   4.098950   0.816880  
Cl   -2.621519   3.463905   3.492893  
H   -0.919469   -0.120182   -0.555039  
H   0.905711   0.187940   -0.563679  
H   -0.896624   -0.310708   1.875625  
H   1.942961   -0.809902   1.872340  
H   1.063668   -0.087238   3.228330  
H   -0.436524   1.752848   3.009817  
H   -1.131083   2.729843   0.218682  





1 Lactone GS  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.486544  
C   1.430804   0.000000   2.059012  
O   1.825358   1.386045   2.079128  
C   0.745297   2.176510   2.104143  
O   0.823872   3.372777   2.134274  
C   -0.512246   1.320878   2.098238  
C   -1.665734   2.066762   1.448885  
C   -3.053958   1.529175   1.757086  
Cl   -3.267402   -0.135080   1.157408  
Cl   -4.260796   2.569334   0.955407  
Cl   -3.376067   1.546699   3.510545  
H   -0.198494   -0.908539   -0.545367  
H   0.390459   0.848272   -0.546010  
H   -0.545883   -0.857226   1.869734  
H   2.144875   -0.536182   1.442159  
H   1.455754   -0.379723   3.080151  
H   -0.734868   1.146690   3.156099  
H   -1.560319   2.073387   0.363726  
H   -1.647693   3.101346   1.792337  
 
2 Z GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   1.322794  
C   1.220666   -0.000000   2.188719  
O   2.426744   0.041785   1.429617  
C   2.880613   -1.128357   0.945149  
O   2.361834   -2.198254   1.192519  
C   4.060326   -0.953264   0.108382  
C   4.600851   -2.167306   -0.565413  
C   4.182317   -2.312271   -2.033459  
Cl   4.803408   -0.965414   -3.021709  
Cl   2.409395   -2.352691   -2.188702  
Cl   4.849068   -3.835046   -2.674790  
H   0.921193   0.000791   -0.570355  
H   -0.926332   0.000401   -0.557192  
H   -0.935543   0.000473   1.871848  
H   1.240979   0.890865   2.814637  
H   1.224616   -0.875390   2.838227  
C   4.701936   0.379409   -0.025620  
H   5.691765   -2.155833   -0.556873  
H   4.248772   -3.063330   -0.056909  
H   4.780809   0.867385   0.946048  




H   4.099259   1.038583   -0.658315  
 
2 Z to E TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.322740  
C   1.220282   0.000000   2.188699  
O   2.438835   0.027856   1.438340  
C   3.020205   -1.190418   1.210709  
O   2.831573   -1.785018   0.171504  
C   3.898361   -1.662247   2.265729  
C   4.543280   -2.994248   2.069480  
C   6.015322   -2.942622   1.645927  
Cl   7.043112   -2.249231   2.926193  
Cl   6.218166   -1.970358   0.169887  
Cl   6.573250   -4.603682   1.321647  
H   0.926551   -0.018755   -0.557508  
H   -0.927931   0.009921   -0.554808  
H   -0.934076   0.010569   1.875129  
H   1.227761   0.885341   2.826080  
H   1.208587   -0.873178   2.849570  
C   4.150181   -0.848257   3.481752  
H   4.510310   -3.570932   2.995546  
H   4.020585   -3.543500   1.289108  
H   4.492924   -1.471070   4.304963  
H   4.931082   -0.105951   3.284576  
H   3.264323   -0.296293   3.788550  
 
2 E GS  
C   -3.128011   -1.987339   -0.159127  
C   -3.028188   -1.074871   -1.125000  
C   -2.722777   0.377393   -0.905558  
O   -2.662848   0.689816   0.491241  
C   -1.456922   0.669061   1.115340  
O   -1.370243   0.158280   2.216527  
C   -0.338585   1.367116   0.474051  
C   1.040193   0.961518   0.891447  
C   1.650081   -0.137435   0.009898  
Cl   0.611868   -1.594160   -0.007373  
Cl   3.259354   -0.583224   0.651425  
Cl   1.850774   0.426916   -1.678833  
H   -3.341946   -3.028886   -0.395359  
H   -2.999629   -1.716312   0.889581  
H   -3.156015   -1.356562   -2.173297  
H   -3.509076   1.012023   -1.333135  
H   -1.780410   0.631067   -1.411459  




H   1.018200   0.563137   1.913382  
H   1.729333   1.814317   0.852404  
H   0.030058   3.404755   0.004350  
H   -0.186358   2.388044   -1.418685  
H   -1.605841   2.846898   -0.438363  
 
2 5-exo-trig TS  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.356729  
C   1.275366   0.000000   2.152749  
O   1.093303   -0.683196   3.401920  
C   0.105617   -1.592971   3.418187  
O   -0.338465   -1.983284   4.469318  
C   -0.414112   -2.002760   2.089806  
C   0.460274   -2.814576   1.169538  
C   0.941916   -4.172851   1.687734  
Cl   2.073348   -3.962921   3.049011  
Cl   1.810181   -5.003383   0.366302  
Cl   -0.402346   -5.208937   2.215122  
H   0.889419   -0.255878   -0.562020  
H   -0.901048   0.208899   -0.558046  
H   -0.867458   0.400365   1.872765  
H   1.565423   1.015014   2.416872  
H   2.096185   -0.457375   1.598858  
C   -1.896068   -2.191208   2.010416  
H   -0.093848   -3.004104   0.249556  
H   1.371303   -2.283112   0.894061  
H   -2.417383   -1.373776   2.506816  
H   -2.211723   -2.230429   0.967839  
H   -2.205213   -3.120206   2.493557  
 
2 Lactone GS  
C   1.434224   2.109467   0.745569  
C   1.669967   1.166466   -0.385936  
C   3.162827   0.821022   -0.508564  
O   3.362292   -0.334045   0.335271  
C   2.196735   -0.958685   0.564429  
O   2.125188   -1.950288   1.246136  
C   1.059366   -0.260166   -0.186774  
C   -0.191099   -0.359367   0.697428  
C   -1.558766   -0.030356   0.098610  
Cl   -1.547110   1.473166   -0.873459  
Cl   -2.724398   0.193726   1.448313  
Cl   -2.190432   -1.357890   -0.927950  
H   0.591874   2.795949   0.735966  




H   1.298211   1.595022   -1.323547  
H   3.815392   1.614054   -0.134063  
H   3.455470   0.556322   -1.530802  
C   0.945292   -0.990317   -1.535523  
H   -0.061965   0.308147   1.557592  
H   -0.265653   -1.382329   1.088445  
H   0.624443   -2.027380   -1.386866  
H   0.220412   -0.482878   -2.181601  
H   1.912809   -0.999254   -2.051605  
 
3 Z GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.323384  
C   1.209381   0.000000   2.205203  
O   2.377859   0.009046   1.369463  
C   3.514363   0.470141   1.908761  
O   3.603000   0.903041   3.039800  
C   4.621550   0.390506   0.973274  
C   5.971263   0.856286   1.366861  
C   6.985668   -0.283679   1.476261  
Cl   7.180374   -1.107999   -0.091180  
Cl   6.448370   -1.473973   2.687813  
Cl   8.560273   0.375558   1.974405  
H   0.920908   0.013012   -0.566593  
H   -0.929511   -0.011239   -0.552146  
H   -0.937331   -0.014991   1.869576  
H   1.218928   0.909199   2.808937  
C   1.240383   -1.215853   3.119263  
H   4.441241   -0.016379   -0.009798  
H   6.367602   1.555989   0.627871  
H   5.931476   1.349528   2.336669  
H   0.346347   -1.231412   3.741066  
H   1.265736   -2.126324   2.521236  
H   2.114317   -1.182224   3.766656  
 
3 Z to E TS  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.323022  
C   1.215958   -0.000000   2.196201  
O   2.380915   0.020074   1.346487  
C   3.532679   0.431533   1.947597  
O   4.222757   -0.320682   2.601489  
C   3.863627   1.815273   1.697742  
C   5.093110   2.420545   2.261984  
C   6.091391   2.851373   1.187244  




Cl   6.577121   1.448033   0.203562  
Cl   7.533864   3.536984   1.967269  
H   0.922747   0.018572   -0.563468  
H   -0.928777   -0.018132   -0.553204  
H   -0.935263   -0.019583   1.872468  
H   1.218355   0.921695   2.790805  
C   1.232278   -1.202079   3.127825  
H   3.193468   2.402890   1.088199  
H   4.845767   3.315570   2.837596  
H   5.599246   1.709905   2.912900  
H   0.328726   -1.201633   3.736723  
H   1.261254   -2.120055   2.541571  
H   2.097281   -1.171883   3.786197  
 
3 E GS  
C   1.739986   -2.292261   -0.288289  
C   2.369537   -1.174360   -0.648184  
C   3.046745   -0.246823   0.321325  
O   2.630553   1.120839   0.075381  
C   1.346684   1.500782   0.228018  
O   1.017452   2.597628   -0.196027  
C   0.407543   0.622840   0.914445  
C   -1.039530   0.966806   0.934039  
C   -1.879850   0.002338   0.089347  
Cl   -1.341532   0.033163   -1.617342  
Cl   -3.596997   0.492635   0.159198  
Cl   -1.740108   -1.673641   0.703920  
H   1.655496   -2.583585   0.761472  
H   1.292101   -2.956128   -1.027072  
H   2.444137   -0.887816   -1.701350  
C   4.554991   -0.241825   0.144038  
H   2.799699   -0.520028   1.356798  
H   0.743469   -0.268065   1.434334  
H   -1.198171   1.974876   0.535842  
H   -1.435679   0.914944   1.957515  
H   4.949701   -1.239339   0.366637  
H   4.812634   0.019917   -0.889758  
H   5.012771   0.485843   0.824142  
 
3 5-exo-trig TS  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.352899  
C   1.270374   0.000000   2.168289  
O   1.018486   -0.673294   3.422076  
C   0.109628   -1.661128   3.354600  




C   -0.217628   -2.082040   1.990037  
C   -1.547751   -2.689251   1.707024  
C   -1.463522   -4.089356   1.110551  
Cl   -0.621971   -4.045968   -0.462086  
Cl   -3.106178   -4.724876   0.856712  
Cl   -0.583107   -5.185691   2.202590  
H   0.893300   -0.253951   -0.557422  
H   -0.901083   0.200681   -0.560979  
H   -0.880206   0.362172   1.878469  
C   1.743367   1.396982   2.507718  
H   2.052354   -0.543910   1.632867  
H   0.619207   -2.367970   1.367141  
H   -2.103755   -2.081358   0.987482  
H   -2.134090   -2.754395   2.623350  
H   2.004581   1.923317   1.591514  
H   0.954655   1.947816   3.019328  
H   2.619731   1.350758   3.151714  
 
3 Lactone GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.482847  
C   1.432598   0.000000   2.054180  
O   1.310597   -0.596405   3.367448  
C   0.204698   -1.340774   3.449820  
O   -0.080585   -1.963426   4.435274  
C   -0.585169   -1.253664   2.152141  
C   -2.070160   -1.320335   2.484019  
C   -3.047531   -1.317174   1.317087  
Cl   -3.175790   0.292911   0.563918  
Cl   -4.667201   -1.749969   1.936685  
Cl   -2.588625   -2.505484   0.073799  
H   0.414342   -0.846410   -0.529440  
H   -0.301632   0.867852   -0.561856  
H   -0.516717   0.882964   1.867595  
C   2.061868   1.362120   2.174139  
H   2.060505   -0.668225   1.460647  
H   -0.302229   -2.134803   1.566992  
H   -2.354426   -0.491042   3.133669  
H   -2.243477   -2.243284   3.036924  
H   2.125865   1.811616   1.183051  
H   1.454298   2.003612   2.811962  
H   3.065623   1.293064   2.588710  
 
4 Z GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  




C   1.214448   0.000000   2.201783  
O   2.376161   -0.032037   1.359981  
C   3.527727   -0.416370   1.934387  
O   3.608413   -0.802037   3.082440  
C   4.666708   -0.329393   1.040595  
C   4.595713   0.199592   -0.343821  
C   5.204388   1.599290   -0.471157  
Cl   6.929647   1.578012   -0.029014  
Cl   4.350930   2.740629   0.597631  
Cl   5.050875   2.156133   -2.152579  
H   0.919769   -0.009174   -0.568439  
H   -0.930181   0.008034   -0.550912  
H   -0.933974   0.013033   1.874082  
C   1.252339   1.220536   3.098911  
H   1.214829   -0.894507   2.826534  
H   5.610050   -0.655205   1.451227  
H   5.151977   -0.444610   -1.026955  
H   3.564761   0.268300   -0.684028  
C   1.311102   2.490784   2.532635  
C   1.350052   3.615378   3.342585  
C   1.314749   3.477420   4.726114  
C   1.247138   2.213025   5.293781  
C   1.222118   1.086591   4.480084  
H   1.327463   2.592418   1.454292  
H   1.400966   4.599665   2.897032  
H   1.340069   4.354615   5.358232  
H   1.222620   2.101164   6.369181  
H   1.188920   0.097795   4.919967  
 
4 Z to E TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.323469  
C   1.229203   0.000000   2.184490  
O   2.378807   0.042871   1.319724  
C   3.522251   -0.483203   1.852429  
O   4.263740   0.175077   2.547679  
C   3.785681   -1.855873   1.489953  
C   2.858456   -2.678095   0.673020  
C   3.367528   -2.911416   -0.752244  
Cl   4.921247   -3.781078   -0.730443  
Cl   3.590892   -1.357692   -1.593813  
Cl   2.175370   -3.882566   -1.644221  
H   0.923593   -0.003961   -0.563936  
H   -0.929772   0.005086   -0.551667  
H   -0.930025   0.005613   1.880880  




H   1.255959   -0.936461   2.755107  
H   4.714109   -2.278158   1.844736  
H   2.732425   -3.664394   1.123001  
H   1.883234   -2.200645   0.584966  
C   1.263976   2.462720   2.682238  
C   1.264287   3.529189   3.566055  
C   1.225768   3.297435   4.937965  
C   1.191642   1.997338   5.418619  
C   1.199863   0.927639   4.529597  
H   1.290933   2.636699   1.613518  
H   1.291277   4.542499   3.188931  
H   1.223553   4.130662   5.627416  
H   1.164738   1.812091   6.483736  
H   1.183122   -0.088419   4.904449  
 
4 E GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.322747  
C   1.219589   0.000000   2.198689  
O   2.368405   -0.077564   1.346561  
C   3.614038   -0.118181   1.857895  
O   4.545614   0.104968   1.112383  
C   3.799612   -0.459810   3.256356  
C   5.141985   -0.344672   3.874206  
C   5.163193   0.655691   5.030715  
Cl   4.069933   0.132876   6.338264  
Cl   4.648476   2.260341   4.460617  
Cl   6.815249   0.766694   5.680350  
H   0.920206   -0.014233   -0.566958  
H   -0.931394   0.013403   -0.548709  
H   -0.931044   0.017617   1.878175  
C   1.259961   1.246771   3.061390  
H   1.175487   -0.884377   2.839588  
H   2.982162   -0.827292   3.854542  
H   5.461551   -1.306129   4.283247  
H   5.872109   -0.015352   3.137947  
C   1.535862   2.480013   2.477070  
C   1.552832   3.628916   3.251955  
C   1.283255   3.555150   4.614581  
C   1.005519   2.328563   5.198882  
C   0.998515   1.175565   4.422988  
H   1.737437   2.533563   1.414141  
H   1.772338   4.583891   2.794145  
H   1.295896   4.452469   5.218101  
H   0.805048   2.263767   6.259642  





4 5-exo-trig TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.353870  
C   1.296800   0.000000   2.158947  
O   1.977460   1.253139   1.989415  
C   1.179875   2.318621   1.787932  
O   1.652791   3.354668   1.387846  
C   -0.247358   2.080678   2.030818  
C   -1.193831   2.946055   1.271421  
C   -2.631344   2.892459   1.757250  
Cl   -2.743777   3.407851   3.458912  
Cl   -3.291957   1.242167   1.616122  
Cl   -3.624087   3.985462   0.764112  
H   -0.921480   -0.116279   -0.552751  
H   0.906247   0.179365   -0.565468  
H   -0.892573   -0.316728   1.877970  
C   1.082158   -0.334783   3.618892  
H   1.980441   -0.732542   1.730155  
H   -0.521249   1.724258   3.016200  
H   -1.194400   2.673777   0.212118  
H   -0.867168   3.987868   1.330920  
C   1.477112   0.519597   4.639809  
C   1.262920   0.168556   5.968160  
C   0.659706   -1.039152   6.283958  
C   0.270028   -1.900708   5.264773  
C   0.479906   -1.549509   3.940818  
H   1.957604   1.459371   4.404090  
H   1.571579   0.843282   6.754939  
H   0.494826   -1.311028   7.317432  
H   -0.197278   -2.846658   5.501962  
H   0.177286   -2.226022   3.150253  
 
4 Lactone GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.484739  
C   1.451019   0.000000   2.054996  
O   1.826295   1.387981   2.054085  
C   0.740439   2.177812   2.081441  
O   0.820063   3.372597   2.102161  
C   -0.512567   1.318264   2.094103  
C   -1.676641   2.054562   1.452310  
C   -3.057721   1.502128   1.768027  
Cl   -3.363653   1.500669   3.524094  
Cl   -3.262405   -0.157906   1.153863  




H   -0.155299   -0.918370   -0.543165  
H   0.358754   0.861926   -0.546289  
H   -0.538012   -0.861330   1.870483  
C   1.548193   -0.595144   3.438337  
H   2.133962   -0.508448   1.377809  
H   -0.724725   1.151594   3.155279  
H   -1.578181   2.067135   0.366732  
H   -1.666271   3.087754   1.800274  
C   1.695037   0.186694   4.576995  
C   1.745113   -0.409312   5.832494  
C   1.651684   -1.786899   5.956729  
C   1.509871   -2.573143   4.818468  
C   1.459237   -1.979638   3.567702  
H   1.783994   1.261424   4.491997  
H   1.860790   0.208358   6.712622  
H   1.692888   -2.248685   6.933585  
H   1.442334   -3.648853   4.906446  
H   1.352929   -2.594469   2.681599  
 
5 Z GS  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.323094  
C   1.207568   0.000000   2.223209  
O   2.350409   -0.012438   1.332455  
C   3.602451   -0.005424   1.801338  
O   3.911809   0.018804   2.975298  
C   4.566421   -0.030285   0.712196  
C   6.019594   -0.004310   0.997133  
C   6.725789   -1.310412   0.628773  
Cl   6.566843   -1.645715   -1.113847  
Cl   6.024730   -2.670717   1.540366  
Cl   8.453353   -1.177313   1.029097  
H   0.919166   -0.001666   -0.568917  
H   -0.931481   0.001596   -0.549314  
H   -0.939393   0.001377   1.866827  
C   1.198903   1.272226   3.067427  
C   1.192316   -1.259693   3.085156  
H   4.202758   -0.064931   -0.303265  
H   6.509779   0.786071   0.424454  
H   6.191257   0.168136   2.058341  
H   1.299919   2.145632   2.423742  
H   0.246562   1.340834   3.592402  
H   2.002644   1.262407   3.798044  
H   0.247145   -1.307911   3.625141  
H   1.272898   -2.143529   2.452948  





5 Z to E TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.322579  
C   1.209464   0.000000   2.223384  
O   2.348622   0.031370   1.323527  
C   3.599918   0.357929   1.698721  
O   4.256853   1.088417   0.983870  
C   4.165997   -0.245903   2.888000  
C   5.485042   0.217230   3.381227  
C   5.649390   0.053153   4.886467  
Cl   5.542512   -1.663007   5.353562  
Cl   4.377315   0.959145   5.747429  
Cl   7.237603   0.680426   5.377929  
H   0.919588   0.002822   -0.567695  
H   -0.932265   -0.002674   -0.547939  
H   -0.938953   -0.002530   1.866812  
C   1.200231   1.260479   3.082428  
C   1.172649   -1.263221   3.085307  
H   3.703662   -1.114048   3.325813  
H   6.291564   -0.351487   2.905848  
H   5.640145   1.266603   3.133139  
H   1.237962   2.147591   2.451337  
H   0.284349   1.288574   3.671550  
H   2.044354   1.270081   3.773118  
H   0.154699   -1.418033   3.440564  
H   1.464943   -2.131415   2.495839  
H   1.809046   -1.180175   3.964350  
 
5 E GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.323490  
C   1.226684   0.000000   2.199802  
O   1.010472   0.864071   3.358427  
C   0.951420   2.204234   3.330701  
O   1.033864   2.799914   4.387941  
C   0.754031   2.904596   2.072722  
C   0.874769   4.381689   2.018585  
C   2.121978   4.831593   1.254398  
Cl   2.090364   4.220830   -0.420818  
Cl   3.590806   4.218172   2.055880  
Cl   2.183270   6.606960   1.215531  
H   0.915437   0.060228   -0.575443  
H   -0.925994   -0.061457   -0.554930  
H   -0.935903   -0.063441   1.871194  




C   2.522258   0.370232   1.494014  
H   0.496083   2.363891   1.178378  
H   0.017839   4.816858   1.500967  
H   0.937777   4.799663   3.021230  
H   0.449968   -1.628664   3.387014  
H   1.522126   -2.126309   2.066749  
H   2.200557   -1.384783   3.531420  
H   2.790035   -0.417443   0.791454  
H   2.456062   1.306264   0.941395  
H   3.318833   0.453330   2.232474  
 
5 5-exo-trig TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.351368  
C   1.254997   -0.000000   2.206286  
O   0.973375   -0.749836   3.424780  
C   -0.000593   -1.668547   3.359433  
O   -0.508434   -2.089707   4.373126  
C   -0.391486   -2.061611   2.002076  
C   -1.788798   -2.507712   1.742934  
C   -1.880134   -3.888894   1.105747  
Cl   -1.069502   -3.895914   -0.483583  
Cl   -3.590345   -4.320356   0.871570  
Cl   -1.113409   -5.113276   2.146331  
H   0.880347   -0.263407   -0.570768  
H   -0.905528   0.208292   -0.551703  
H   -0.880645   0.380841   1.862715  
C   1.541445   1.418254   2.681401  
C   2.478712   -0.593071   1.530098  
H   0.393356   -2.446259   1.368370  
H   -2.294233   -1.819984   1.058213  
H   -2.354179   -2.534985   2.674285  
H   0.674149   1.829785   3.195557  
H   2.389348   1.413323   3.365310  
H   1.778697   2.048946   1.826258  
H   2.297739   -1.594174   1.142410  
H   2.795432   0.043396   0.705365  
H   3.290495   -0.643045   2.253807  
 
5 Lactone GS  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.482243  
C   1.428302   -0.000000   2.107950  
O   1.220221   -0.585462   3.426308  
C   0.110009   -1.322095   3.466724  




C   -0.636250   -1.228559   2.144086  
C   -2.131427   -1.240872   2.442378  
C   -3.086944   -1.232647   1.257263  
Cl   -3.160335   0.365589   0.472397  
Cl   -4.728140   -1.610116   1.856009  
Cl   -2.639807   -2.456467   0.045195  
H   0.230455   -0.904929   -0.542132  
H   -0.112459   0.918499   -0.552331  
H   -0.505912   0.894945   1.853728  
C   1.969021   1.397888   2.302107  
C   2.415092   -0.887576   1.369640  
H   -0.376277   -2.128248   1.578322  
H   -2.403839   -0.390816   3.069649  
H   -2.344272   -2.146545   3.009490  
H   1.302621   1.980922   2.935904  
H   2.958808   1.367977   2.755874  
H   2.047476   1.887411   1.331112  
H   2.005516   -1.882505   1.192446  
H   2.671430   -0.444037   0.408934  
H   3.322749   -0.985932   1.963116  
 
6 Z GS  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   1.323105  
C   1.206005   -0.000000   2.225330  
O   2.348452   -0.049031   1.336056  
C   3.597800   0.009100   1.806015  
O   3.901449   0.095076   2.978781  
C   4.565734   -0.039474   0.721352  
C   6.017744   0.011208   1.009044  
C   6.736007   -1.299367   0.682565  
Cl   6.587473   -1.687612   -1.049751  
Cl   6.041304   -2.637037   1.632085  
Cl   8.461098   -1.141891   1.086067  
H   0.919559   0.002315   -0.568470  
H   -0.931268   -0.003323   -0.549839  
H   -0.940283   -0.001718   1.865594  
C   1.209604   1.279671   3.077000  
C   1.174526   -1.248636   3.101815  
H   4.205940   -0.117253   -0.293126  
H   6.502024   0.788163   0.413533  
H   6.184797   0.217800   2.064901  
C   1.531841   2.540355   2.288225  
H   0.213091   1.357809   3.516483  
H   1.912894   1.157285   3.897970  




H   1.196939   -2.142869   2.479766  
H   2.017814   -1.259062   3.787754  
H   2.559070   2.525948   1.922458  
H   0.870243   2.649286   1.428614  
H   1.418275   3.420648   2.918864  
 
6 Z to E TS  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.322432  
C   1.207351   -0.000000   2.224547  
O   2.346126   0.127439   1.331339  
C   3.591372   0.438861   1.738399  
O   4.231469   1.255312   1.105223  
C   4.174903   -0.275900   2.855664  
C   5.475937   0.173007   3.406897  
C   5.628335   -0.125910   4.892871  
Cl   5.564191   -1.879732   5.198562  
Cl   4.323133   0.662548   5.817438  
Cl   7.193228   0.495878   5.461119  
H   0.920073   0.020456   -0.566915  
H   -0.931421   -0.018669   -0.549172  
H   -0.939616   -0.018375   1.866209  
C   1.157575   1.198287   3.179990  
C   1.214873   -1.314046   3.008849  
H   3.741984   -1.203789   3.188600  
H   6.303206   -0.327652   2.892310  
H   5.604197   1.244641   3.259782  
C   1.119166   2.552383   2.486262  
H   0.274408   1.067185   3.808654  
H   2.018977   1.137745   3.850614  
H   0.201568   -1.531093   3.343990  
H   1.545258   -2.132912   2.370720  
H   1.842020   -1.258196   3.897181  
H   1.992321   2.693845   1.849353  
H   0.231039   2.648763   1.862711  
H   1.105237   3.353455   3.223535  
 
6 E GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.323852  
C   1.230652   0.000000   2.194868  
O   0.980317   0.770821   3.408804  
C   0.818940   2.100284   3.470412  
O   0.866840   2.630152   4.564421  
C   0.559875   2.866879   2.262565  




C   1.770729   4.944510   1.576761  
Cl   1.773082   4.451675   -0.137031  
Cl   3.287165   4.389348   2.330864  
Cl   1.698465   6.717799   1.662988  
H   0.915237   0.049645   -0.576475  
H   -0.927048   -0.052629   -0.554154  
H   -0.939024   -0.046583   1.866261  
C   1.481364   -1.416955   2.735113  
C   2.493920   0.499727   1.508302  
H   0.345557   2.371549   1.331068  
H   -0.324655   4.751946   1.824556  
H   0.604160   4.700981   3.338677  
C   0.304924   -2.041848   3.471956  
H   1.762337   -2.037134   1.882922  
H   2.348311   -1.357213   3.395951  
H   2.803957   -0.215275   0.747997  
H   2.361616   1.467042   1.026051  
H   3.292202   0.579639   2.245313  
H   -0.037453   -1.397715   4.280812  
H   -0.533999   -2.227322   2.801981  
H   0.601164   -2.996582   3.903605  
 
6 5-exo-trig TS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   1.357174  
C   1.285148   -0.000000   2.167988  
O   1.029314   0.676712   3.428094  
C   0.049755   1.587299   3.436443  
O   -0.392212   1.989298   4.489444  
C   -0.441936   2.007112   2.116626  
C   -1.786372   2.666284   2.111746  
C   -2.603770   2.525242   0.833984  
Cl   -1.644248   2.956579   -0.601750  
Cl   -4.006275   3.625342   0.926692  
Cl   -3.227151   0.865606   0.649875  
H   -0.898353   -0.223215   -0.554924  
H   0.876161   0.279603   -0.568833  
H   -0.861778   -0.420042   1.865369  
C   2.459861   0.680913   1.483222  
C   1.679788   -1.430403   2.556579  
H   0.296129   2.434207   1.453594  
H   -1.646923   3.740949   2.265922  
H   -2.402901   2.299280   2.930729  
H   2.220220   1.687490   1.144865  
H   3.286602   0.741332   2.189094  




C   0.600491   -2.227457   3.275920  
H   1.981750   -1.942401   1.641700  
H   2.566646   -1.351019   3.188486  
H   0.204728   -1.672090   4.126202  
H   -0.227212   -2.476425   2.613025  
H   1.014737   -3.162331   3.649710  
 
6 Lactone GS  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.482817  
C   1.429000   -0.000000   2.107400  
O   1.228991   0.603270   3.418261  
C   0.117565   1.336954   3.459324  
O   -0.203664   1.967059   4.430242  
C   -0.637309   1.229310   2.143141  
C   -2.130392   1.230088   2.452303  
C   -3.093628   1.206189   1.273601  
Cl   -2.664770   2.426491   0.050926  
Cl   -4.734026   1.573873   1.880759  
Cl   -3.158928   -0.397400   0.498176  
H   -0.121517   -0.917855   -0.551964  
H   0.235264   0.902825   -0.543763  
H   -0.517599   -0.887733   1.849567  
C   2.407776   0.885338   1.353855  
C   2.009494   -1.392815   2.307645  
H   -0.389557   2.128490   1.571156  
H   -2.348194   2.137087   3.015617  
H   -2.390200   0.380757   3.086327  
H   1.988090   1.872286   1.156398  
H   3.312426   1.005495   1.948076  
H   2.672321   0.427535   0.401895  
C   1.232149   -2.304160   3.248062  
H   2.087106   -1.845685   1.316089  
H   3.030358   -1.274053   2.676599  
H   1.099368   -1.837643   4.223296  
H   0.249149   -2.562515   2.856782  






Appendix for Chapter 6 (A6) 
 
Section A6.4 Coordinates of optimized configurations at B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
 
cis 1a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.222533  
C   1.287899   -0.000000   -0.802413  
N   -1.209285   0.015582   -0.677851  
H   -1.985767   0.138570   -0.037257  
C   -1.520568   0.054802   -2.056327  
C   -0.844972   -0.726871   -3.004354  
C   -1.206242   -0.661311   -4.350303  
C   -2.260540   0.152144   -4.766370  
C   -2.954774   0.908218   -3.819352  
C   -2.584978   0.867533   -2.477265  
H   -0.057895   -1.402186   -2.688757  
H   -0.669700   -1.270034   -5.073147  
H   -2.543677   0.190604   -5.814166  
H   -3.782045   1.542455   -4.126206  
H   -3.112642   1.474040   -1.745226  
H   1.588805   -1.027318   -1.038416  
H   2.062973   0.437669   -0.170655  
H   1.209190   0.555457   -1.740427  
 
trans 1a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.222472  
C   1.301160   -0.000000   -0.792761  
N   -1.139620   -0.000022   -0.775329  
H   -0.997613   -0.000029   -1.775797  
C   -2.492833   -0.000066   -0.371198  
C   -3.464878   -0.000194   -1.384463  
C   -4.819417   -0.000236   -1.064159  
C   -5.226180   -0.000152   0.271344  
C   -4.258226   -0.000024   1.276337  
C   -2.896423   0.000022   0.973014  
H   -3.155389   -0.000262   -2.428319  
H   -5.556494   -0.000335   -1.862722  
H   -6.282644   -0.000185   0.523760  
H   -4.561063   0.000043   2.320207  
H   -2.147402   0.000118   1.751955  
H   1.168857   0.000263   -1.879418  
H   1.883780   -0.881458   -0.507856  





cis 1b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.224803  
C   1.295847   -0.000000   -0.798249  
N   -1.175652   -0.000126   -0.731488  
C   -2.457455   -0.000302   -0.028274  
C   -1.218286   0.006573   -2.164408  
C   -1.282941   -1.199534   -2.871886  
C   -1.355059   -1.191767   -4.265439  
C   -1.368533   0.019852   -4.959557  
C   -1.311661   1.224869   -4.256320  
C   -1.240235   1.219497   -2.862673  
H   -1.272787   -2.136561   -2.321776  
H   -1.400305   -2.131895   -4.808437  
H   -1.424318   0.024951   -6.044618  
H   -1.323493   2.170117   -4.792139  
H   -1.198504   2.151429   -2.305442  
H   1.361920   -0.868786   -1.461333  
H   2.121953   -0.021356   -0.086613  
H   1.380289   0.892806   -1.426701  
H   -3.039223   0.893691   -0.283207  
H   -2.247457   -0.009576   1.041161  
H   -3.046326   -0.885210   -0.297736  
 
trans 1b  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.222445  
C   1.313167   -0.000000   -0.774850  
N   -1.171427   0.007431   -0.750833  
C   -1.138352   -0.072207   -2.212292  
C   -2.450440   -0.088188   -0.115122  
C   -3.437782   -0.915594   -0.668338  
C   -4.706137   -0.987968   -0.091125  
C   -5.003729   -0.244613   1.049812  
C   -4.019158   0.575504   1.605224  
C   -2.752484   0.661803   1.031547  
H   -3.216139   -1.516660   -1.544745  
H   -5.457381   -1.635807   -0.535119  
H   -5.989842   -0.302988   1.502002  
H   -4.238018   1.162973   2.492997  
H   -1.995730   1.296849   1.471176  
H   1.379471   -0.825773   -1.491542  
H   2.115120   -0.095094   -0.042210  
H   1.454567   0.935223   -1.329804  




H   -1.035109   -1.101927   -2.581865  
H   -0.310781   0.518444   -2.607754  
 
cis 2a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.220851  
C   1.284770   0.000000   -0.804811  
N   -1.219547   -0.022667   -0.669426  
H   -1.984428   -0.152362   -0.015907  
C   -1.561538   -0.057341   -2.033377  
C   -2.709616   -0.777259   -2.408256  
C   -3.118774   -0.820894   -3.734746  
C   -2.382360   -0.155844   -4.719642  
C   -1.246547   0.568690   -4.354013  
C   -0.843484   0.632120   -3.022940  
H   -3.271646   -1.316600   -1.650320  
H   -4.001639   -1.388671   -4.009486  
C   -2.850265   -0.163203   -6.147066  
H   -0.678255   1.099262   -5.110874  
H   0.013074   1.238257   -2.755997  
H   2.069718   -0.397332   -0.159163  
H   1.563348   1.023594   -1.081089  
H   1.216159   -0.594482   -1.719687  
F   -3.494826   -1.310559   -6.458204  
F   -1.822251   -0.024634   -7.014281  
F   -3.713828   0.849303   -6.400798  
 
trans 2a  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.220913  
C   1.294574   0.000000   -0.800780  
N   -1.146892   0.020821   -0.772092  
H   -1.009754   0.016812   -1.773500  
C   -2.491590   0.057796   -0.359236  
C   -3.473709   0.077371   -1.364201  
C   -4.822348   0.113000   -1.035950  
C   -5.215656   0.127793   0.305008  
C   -4.240996   0.106937   1.305209  
C   -2.885744   0.071159   0.988862  
H   -3.176463   0.061048   -2.410728  
H   -5.570358   0.120998   -1.821772  
C   -6.670262   0.226288   0.663102  
H   -4.541322   0.110536   2.348003  
H   -2.132985   0.050342   1.763514  
H   1.967963   -0.745393   -0.370144  




H   1.162209   -0.210004   -1.866892  
F   -7.081484   1.514023   0.764726  
F   -6.939840   -0.361455   1.850475  
F   -7.459081   -0.358473   -0.268470  
 
cis 2b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.223540  
C   1.297087   -0.000000   -0.795574  
N   -1.182007   -0.013906   -0.727623  
C   -2.458561   -0.052026   -0.012475  
C   -1.236557   0.054464   -2.154135  
C   -1.591316   -1.079100   -2.896850  
C   -1.679876   -1.011622   -4.284783  
C   -1.412246   0.192001   -4.943115  
C   -1.063444   1.327995   -4.208814  
C   -0.985157   1.260541   -2.819483  
H   -1.790626   -2.013028   -2.379715  
H   -1.956744   -1.890930   -4.856898  
C   -1.446163   0.249053   -6.446883  
H   -0.870625   2.264892   -4.720811  
H   -0.736706   2.144958   -2.240505  
H   2.106437   -0.226874   -0.100471  
H   1.485527   0.982239   -1.242618  
H   1.288545   -0.733462   -1.607403  
F   -1.771285   1.481257   -6.895978  
F   -0.242835   -0.060176   -6.984269  
F   -2.341060   -0.622505   -6.962186  
H   -2.235866   -0.116974   1.052219  
H   -3.041847   0.854756   -0.212177  
H   -3.050030   -0.921722   -0.320433  
 
trans 2b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.221326  
C   1.311560   -0.000000   -0.775291  
N   -1.176985   0.003383   -0.750273  
C   -1.141514   -0.077910   -2.212764  
C   -2.451113   -0.096597   -0.117388  
C   -3.462780   -0.864066   -0.715160  
C   -4.729380   -0.942914   -0.142155  
C   -5.006481   -0.259786   1.041617  
C   -4.002345   0.504183   1.643672  
C   -2.737397   0.591727   1.073928  
H   -3.264389   -1.416514   -1.627181  




C   -6.352530   -0.387696   1.695450  
H   -4.214847   1.049515   2.557500  
H   -1.970649   1.185625   1.549575  
H   2.113179   -0.091964   -0.042000  
H   1.451769   0.934191   -1.332058  
H   1.379087   -0.827980   -1.489061  
F   -6.700303   0.739635   2.357262  
F   -6.381700   -1.394172   2.601814  
F   -7.328941   -0.646932   0.795223  
H   -0.295994   0.489274   -2.602042  
H   -1.064662   -1.110417   -2.579696  
H   -2.054016   0.366786   -2.614700  
 
cis 3a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.219452  
C   1.281198   -0.000000   -0.807493  
N   -1.229935   -0.027993   -0.660484  
H   -1.982744   -0.156548   0.007647  
C   -1.604634   -0.054819   -2.008728  
C   -2.834729   -0.664914   -2.329707  
C   -3.290254   -0.708202   -3.637825  
C   -2.509107   -0.141595   -4.645585  
C   -1.296708   0.480195   -4.355346  
C   -0.850501   0.534680   -3.040418  
H   -3.426154   -1.118966   -1.539185  
H   -4.231073   -1.180322   -3.892454  
N   -2.977819   -0.190931   -6.031060  
H   -0.725846   0.931749   -5.157398  
H   0.067503   1.062363   -2.819648  
O   -2.259624   0.310746   -6.897437  
O   -4.062995   -0.732090   -6.249246  
H   2.077431   -0.348238   -0.147841  
H   1.532048   1.016617   -1.131934  
H   1.224739   -0.638932   -1.693030  
 
trans 3a  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.219327  
C   1.285286   0.000000   -0.813448  
N   -1.153950   0.033058   -0.769776  
H   -1.018994   0.025972   -1.771989  
C   -2.491474   0.092391   -0.353538  
C   -3.477626   0.128672   -1.358616  
C   -4.823027   0.187396   -1.031337  




C   -4.228784   0.174545   1.325447  
C   -2.879004   0.115530   0.999364  
H   -3.182545   0.110702   -2.405323  
H   -5.590183   0.215916   -1.795024  
N   -6.606837   0.271960   0.668686  
H   -4.548075   0.193373   2.360280  
H   -2.122599   0.087019   1.769974  
O   -6.900648   0.290475   1.864961  
O   -7.426662   0.302178   -0.251681  
H   2.045380   -0.551910   -0.257439  
H   1.638589   1.031148   -0.932876  
H   1.171613   -0.442194   -1.808699  
 
cis 3b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.222149  
C   1.306723   -0.000000   -0.776998  
N   -1.209742   -0.038888   -0.697882  
C   -2.418307   -0.227965   0.117341  
C   -1.346405   -0.026955   -2.105702  
C   -2.180456   -0.969645   -2.734917  
C   -2.356663   -0.954355   -4.112758  
C   -1.690845   0.008815   -4.869222  
C   -0.867415   0.962193   -4.272603  
C   -0.708990   0.949067   -2.892365  
H   -2.679231   -1.727423   -2.140087  
H   -2.988317   -1.680388   -4.609598  
N   -1.869169   0.026234   -6.324878  
H   -0.384867   1.710991   -4.888562  
H   -0.109577   1.715473   -2.414799  
O   -1.256814   0.881061   -6.965962  
O   -2.619761   -0.815687   -6.819322  
H   2.053383   -0.470260   -0.134334  
H   1.638595   1.026056   -0.970911  
H   1.253294   -0.528048   -1.731401  
H   -2.292887   0.324891   1.048045  
H   -3.282620   0.151427   -0.430390  
H   -2.578369   -1.283395   0.368617  
 
trans 3b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.220198  
C   1.309950   -0.000000   -0.776168  
N   -1.182077   -0.000891   -0.750206  
C   -1.143333   -0.089047   -2.213506  




C   -3.480001   -0.826962   -0.744813  
C   -4.747124   -0.904909   -0.179606  
C   -4.991257   -0.247688   1.022837  
C   -3.991119   0.482746   1.663785  
C   -2.726838   0.560868   1.095388  
H   -3.289341   -1.358634   -1.670011  
H   -5.539912   -1.472203   -0.651149  
N   -6.325742   -0.323616   1.622474  
H   -4.215336   0.989839   2.594105  
H   -1.949389   1.122250   1.591243  
O   -6.508240   0.258726   2.692424  
O   -7.189455   -0.964800   1.020682  
H   2.111792   -0.085067   -0.042380  
H   1.446985   0.931313   -1.338306  
H   1.379834   -0.832450   -1.484338  
H   -0.287401   0.463252   -2.599811  
H   -1.080489   -1.124396   -2.573874  
H   -2.045868   0.369221   -2.621980  
 
cis 4a  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.216483  
H   0.922822   -0.000000   -0.605869  
N   -1.142596   -0.014211   -0.761403  
H   -1.997791   -0.122147   -0.226910  
C   -1.237173   -0.034797   -2.169008  
C   -2.351536   -0.643548   -2.763803  
C   -2.479419   -0.671892   -4.150522  
C   -1.492945   -0.110268   -4.963477  
C   -0.385606   0.498318   -4.371177  
C   -0.258850   0.554194   -2.983525  
H   -3.110244   -1.102368   -2.134775  
H   -3.350768   -1.144494   -4.595512  
H   -1.590543   -0.138864   -6.044631  
H   0.381159   0.955103   -4.990941  
H   0.582857   1.075346   -2.539502  
 
trans 4a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.217182  
H   0.935053   -0.000000   -0.594138  
N   -1.096495   -0.000106   -0.823208  
H   -0.892521   0.000493   -1.814695  
C   -2.468503   -0.000195   -0.485301  
C   -3.395063   -0.000749   -1.538981  




C   -5.222489   -0.000584   0.044054  
C   -4.297679   -0.000020   1.089184  
C   -2.924943   0.000191   0.841545  
H   -3.042007   -0.000875   -2.568774  
H   -5.465867   -0.001339   -2.101353  
H   -6.288429   -0.000745   0.252546  
H   -4.643661   0.000280   2.119419  
H   -2.208191   0.000543   1.650978  
 
cis 4b  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.218545  
H   0.927401   0.000000   -0.597491  
N   -1.131471   -0.014884   -0.785717  
C   -2.427709   -0.149102   -0.123152  
C   -1.048653   -0.002311   -2.203483  
C   -1.920171   -0.788601   -2.971313  
C   -1.838021   -0.773007   -4.362943  
C   -0.882623   0.013029   -5.008891  
C   -0.018728   0.801291   -4.247382  
C   -0.107834   0.810008   -2.856087  
H   -2.652877   -1.421546   -2.481258  
H   -2.520849   -1.388091   -4.942840  
H   -0.819190   0.019415   -6.093116  
H   0.716252   1.434746   -4.736540  
H   0.531442   1.468991   -2.277305  
H   -2.778143   -1.188588   -0.120199  
H   -3.167094   0.476586   -0.629796  
H   -2.303363   0.175628   0.910159  
 
trans 4b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.216966  
H   0.945623   -0.000000   -0.573455  
N   -1.089623   -0.000039   -0.849713  
C   -0.809836   -0.000491   -2.284352  
C   -2.452375   -0.000118   -0.425461  
C   -2.814688   0.002455   0.935690  
C   -4.159650   0.002450   1.298537  
C   -5.171524   -0.000074   0.337856  
C   -4.816307   -0.002618   -1.008806  
C   -3.475142   -0.002644   -1.391623  
H   -2.044862   0.004304   1.691672  
H   -4.413168   0.004477   2.355452  
H   -6.216626   -0.000054   0.633971  




H   -3.243348   -0.004712   -2.449197  
H   -1.226355   0.889552   -2.768325  
H   -1.224211   -0.891984   -2.767530  
H   0.270806   0.000716   -2.436220  
 
cis 5a  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.216698  
H   0.922657   -0.000000   -0.608365  
N   -1.135625   -0.006477   -0.770157  
H   -1.994251   -0.129336   -0.243438  
C   -1.186034   -0.100578   -2.192096  
C   -1.895227   -1.177816   -2.764468  
C   -1.960380   -1.271010   -4.156672  
C   -1.328775   -0.328863   -4.967149  
C   -0.641453   0.732393   -4.385971  
C   -0.567303   0.878734   -2.994466  
C   -2.566938   -2.211002   -1.890979  
H   -2.503828   -2.098317   -4.606277  
H   -1.381061   -0.417489   -6.048786  
H   -0.166957   1.479896   -5.017026  
C   0.134519   2.081344   -2.404845  
H   -3.413294   -1.791195   -1.329026  
H   -1.872225   -2.630096   -1.153788  
H   -2.959151   -3.033701   -2.495606  
H   1.176020   1.866540   -2.134164  
H   -0.367269   2.434953   -1.498575  
H   0.153876   2.902183   -3.128405  
 
trans 5a  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.215925  
H   0.933113   -0.000000   -0.599172  
N   -1.104476   0.017576   -0.813766  
H   -0.918811   -0.130827   -1.798334  
C   -2.467231   -0.080656   -0.392689  
C   -3.234445   -1.154481   -0.887267  
C   -4.576863   -1.245484   -0.510385  
C   -5.142811   -0.301936   0.344750  
C   -4.370042   0.755245   0.816771  
C   -3.025501   0.898179   0.451178  
C   -2.622343   -2.191782   -1.799797  
H   -5.176534   -2.071865   -0.883835  
H   -6.185826   -0.387763   0.637189  
H   -4.814501   1.499881   1.472375  




H   -1.710743   -2.622299   -1.368671  
H   -2.349713   -1.776085   -2.781026  
H   -3.326631   -3.007922   -1.984493  
H   -1.660403   2.541241   0.124107  
H   -1.500974   1.774671   1.699957  
H   -2.888986   2.839864   1.369463  
 
cis 5b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.219710  
H   0.929445   -0.000000   -0.601175  
N   -1.114321   0.000068   -0.798577  
C   -2.443943   -0.000052   -0.194689  
C   -0.989650   -0.000298   -2.231711  
C   -0.936408   -1.229295   -2.916842  
C   -0.837908   -1.207508   -4.312903  
C   -0.792268   -0.000860   -5.007760  
C   -0.838170   1.206078   -4.313415  
C   -0.936663   1.228417   -2.917371  
C   -0.968310   -2.543687   -2.171855  
H   -0.794800   -2.148450   -4.855666  
H   -0.716488   -0.001084   -6.091879  
H   -0.795268   2.146800   -4.856574  
C   -0.968749   2.543073   -2.172861  
H   -1.882224   -2.656638   -1.577190  
H   -0.126673   -2.636738   -1.475932  
H   -0.919618   -3.384025   -2.870611  
H   -0.126589   2.636878   -1.477662  
H   -1.882217   2.655696   -1.577455  
H   -0.921107   3.383174   -2.871973  
H   -3.010081   -0.889009   -0.495073  
H   -2.313251   0.000463   0.888447  
H   -3.010555   0.888319   -0.495903  
 
trans 5b  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.217858  
H   0.933324   0.000000   -0.599250  
N   -1.114440   0.002591   -0.796189  
C   -1.012316   -0.050916   -2.249142  
C   -2.430981   -0.012251   -0.208022  
C   -2.997845   -1.241861   0.168734  
C   -4.296828   -1.238944   0.688918  
C   -5.004998   -0.048253   0.836817  
C   -4.415709   1.162460   0.479237  




C   -2.215005   -2.528037   0.054309  
H   -4.750533   -2.181456   0.985148  
H   -6.013649   -0.062816   1.241243  
H   -4.961439   2.093082   0.613658  
C   -2.465357   2.522208   -0.381754  
H   -1.338657   -2.504831   0.712272  
H   -1.851500   -2.704000   -0.965242  
H   -2.832368   -3.384611   0.340895  
H   -1.537391   2.657168   0.185275  
H   -3.132531   3.355326   -0.141365  
H   -2.208871   2.601057   -1.445420  
H   -1.459770   -0.971240   -2.643994  
H   -1.519393   0.802577   -2.713180  
H   0.042518   -0.025578   -2.538805  
 
cis 6a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.222690  
C   1.278519   -0.000000   -0.823472  
N   -1.184555   -0.000177   -0.707698  
H   -2.006190   -0.000272   -0.112077  
C   -1.357930   -0.000713   -2.130677  
C   -1.457144   -1.229334   -2.812153  
C   -1.635816   -1.208437   -4.200201  
C   -1.721645   -0.001682   -4.891442  
C   -1.637203   1.205560   -4.200868  
C   -1.458535   1.227420   -2.812842  
C   -1.385093   -2.540757   -2.065996  
H   -1.712216   -2.149346   -4.739444  
H   -1.860687   -0.002060   -5.969312  
H   -1.714675   2.146083   -4.740630  
C   -1.387828   2.539324   -2.067399  
H   -2.160610   -2.609171   -1.294141  
H   -0.424742   -2.669232   -1.553077  
H   -1.514909   -3.383764   -2.751169  
H   -1.518892   3.381806   -2.752977  
H   -0.427459   2.669200   -1.554867  
H   -2.163154   2.607238   -1.295304  
H   2.123710   0.002324   -0.134282  
H   1.337543   -0.882262   -1.469998  
H   1.335499   0.879567   -1.473799  
 
trans 6a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.221084  




N   -1.150403   0.042425   -0.761461  
H   -1.040105   -0.131301   -1.751553  
C   -2.483579   -0.017949   -0.252950  
C   -3.301301   -1.089254   -0.665804  
C   -4.619852   -1.141848   -0.205982  
C   -5.114833   -0.162251   0.652454  
C   -4.294345   0.891953   1.044140  
C   -2.972386   0.995553   0.593596  
C   -2.766593   -2.165817   -1.581614  
H   -5.256641   -1.966370   -0.517160  
H   -6.139504   -0.217744   1.010035  
H   -4.683725   1.664805   1.702280  
C   -2.125173   2.174916   0.997814  
H   -1.835320   -2.597865   -1.196577  
H   -2.552221   -1.786660   -2.591733  
H   -3.493952   -2.975104   -1.693214  
H   -1.588484   2.590460   0.136655  
H   -1.368695   1.878140   1.731445  
H   -2.745467   2.966687   1.428919  
H   1.747818   0.995389   -0.750219  
H   1.989350   -0.706057   -0.346824  
H   1.159325   -0.258211   -1.861790  
 
cis 6b  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.225329  
C   1.298913   -0.000000   -0.794708  
N   -1.172670   0.001184   -0.734804  
C   -2.453285   0.003725   -0.029981  
C   -1.207542   0.002050   -2.172334  
C   -1.245718   -1.225751   -2.862420  
C   -1.313457   -1.203207   -4.260318  
C   -1.348137   0.003290   -4.956009  
C   -1.314900   1.209093   -4.259094  
C   -1.247074   1.230396   -2.861129  
C   -1.208721   -2.542508   -2.121658  
H   -1.340598   -2.144154   -4.804305  
H   -1.401623   0.003819   -6.041438  
H   -1.342961   2.150550   -4.802155  
C   -1.212483   2.546566   -2.119208  
H   -2.056353   -2.649286   -1.434945  
H   -0.300961   -2.647758   -1.516339  
H   -1.241356   -3.380802   -2.823930  
H   -1.225861   3.385364   -2.821510  
H   -0.315468   2.644130   -1.497081  




H   2.122491   -0.007461   -0.079697  
H   1.376446   -0.876083   -1.446976  
H   1.382384   0.884865   -1.434452  
H   -3.039864   0.893300   -0.287948  
H   -3.043751   -0.882984   -0.288965  
H   -2.242719   0.002759   1.039524  
 
trans 6b  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.224990  
C   1.306014   0.000000   -0.787031  
N   -1.178259   -0.008087   -0.719513  
C   -1.266021   0.084298   -2.174039  
C   -2.430845   0.049348   -0.003480  
C   -3.148982   -1.141423   0.199841  
C   -4.395130   -1.066110   0.832271  
C   -4.906126   0.157326   1.259853  
C   -4.167999   1.323799   1.071027  
C   -2.919145   1.290097   0.440742  
C   -2.577975   -2.476101   -0.217678  
H   -4.961907   -1.979278   0.996851  
H   -5.875571   0.200585   1.749308  
H   -4.558890   2.276439   1.420160  
C   -2.101805   2.549956   0.285127  
H   -1.611601   -2.655922   0.266897  
H   -2.412641   -2.540669   -1.300359  
H   -3.253779   -3.289953   0.062049  
H   -1.799924   2.724645   -0.754509  
H   -1.186518   2.486741   0.884942  
H   -2.668037   3.424646   0.619127  
H   2.119590   0.025615   -0.061310  
H   1.411611   -0.899893   -1.404098  
H   1.389320   0.869941   -1.448247  
H   -2.059274   -0.576564   -2.537145  
H   -1.500746   1.105659   -2.505739  
H   -0.329924   -0.224207   -2.640563  
 
cis 7  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.220969  
H   0.926852   0.000000   -0.600466  
N   -1.134443   0.009191   -0.757316  
C   -2.469580   0.032294   -0.125421  
C   -3.451745   0.282361   -1.298434  
C   -2.590374   0.115740   -2.533651  




H   -2.649797   -0.927214   0.371529  
H   -2.493782   0.809149   0.641828  
H   -4.292580   -0.418913   -1.275016  
H   -3.877747   1.292486   -1.250094  
C   -0.239171   -0.163826   -3.118443  
C   -0.610802   -0.165989   -4.466803  
C   -1.947222   -0.033362   -4.849445  
C   -2.944400   0.108762   -3.876558  
H   0.802896   -0.280146   -2.839159  
H   0.158905   -0.279716   -5.225207  
H   -2.214044   -0.042769   -5.902144  
H   -3.986227   0.212804   -4.169939  
 
trans 7  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.220524  
H   0.934627   0.000000   -0.594544  
N   -1.105407   -0.008270   -0.801853  
C   -1.032530   0.074430   -2.277162  
C   -2.454469   -0.307047   -2.754679  
C   -3.293154   -0.137917   -1.504657  
C   -2.457208   -0.004688   -0.387186  
H   -0.781499   1.099570   -2.577588  
H   -0.256552   -0.594339   -2.658960  
H   -2.781528   0.325745   -3.585842  
H   -2.486930   -1.346536   -3.107146  
C   -2.970682   0.108522   0.905101  
C   -4.362027   0.096754   1.049722  
C   -5.208399   -0.025678   -0.055016  
C   -4.672336   -0.148470   -1.342976  
H   -2.305535   0.201305   1.753053  
H   -4.787768   0.188428   2.045321  
H   -6.285751   -0.027803   0.084242  
H   -5.327875   -0.251669   -2.204365  
 
cis 8  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.221448  
H   0.925399   0.000000   -0.593950  
N   -1.139973   0.016654   -0.757836  
C   -2.453043   0.209151   -0.107092  
C   -3.300583   0.926223   -1.179282  
C   -2.560986   0.613959   -2.462896  
C   -1.287868   0.095993   -2.168193  
H   -2.875668   -0.768824   0.153284  




H   -4.335876   0.571287   -1.186333  
H   -3.330013   2.009697   -1.000146  
C   -0.405543   -0.310300   -3.182982  
C   -0.849417   -0.118616   -4.502561  
C   -2.097828   0.420667   -4.806990  
C   -2.970659   0.784711   -3.776926  
C   0.935674   -0.960151   -2.935753  
H   -0.191282   -0.424597   -5.312365  
H   -2.396873   0.539111   -5.844459  
H   -3.955202   1.187990   -3.999911  
H   1.287920   -1.456313   -3.845366  
H   1.707431   -0.236043   -2.643926  
H   0.882353   -1.715876   -2.143365  
 
trans 8  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.217919  
H   0.937018   -0.000000   -0.590353  
N   -1.100097   0.012949   -0.821095  
C   -0.995726   -0.381155   -2.242658  
C   -2.116492   -1.428407   -2.418282  
C   -3.098141   -1.017134   -1.340139  
C   -2.460414   -0.171218   -0.418595  
H   -1.184916   0.492864   -2.878260  
H   0.004924   -0.761102   -2.461457  
H   -2.543863   -1.405983   -3.425409  
H   -1.737531   -2.444809   -2.240866  
C   -3.148393   0.429755   0.645087  
C   -4.498023   0.060873   0.782689  
C   -5.133273   -0.815020   -0.097159  
C   -4.435529   -1.352603   -1.183364  
C   -2.541067   1.458505   1.564038  
H   -5.068131   0.500622   1.597466  
H   -6.182314   -1.057344   0.048711  
H   -4.930728   -2.010861   -1.892570  
H   -3.320901   1.946946   2.156754  
H   -1.801685   1.012152   2.233449  
H   -2.014037   2.231811   0.992031  
 
cis 9  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.226551  
C   1.297425   0.000000   -0.786535  
N   -1.200011   0.021302   -0.683983  
C   -2.446143   0.114702   0.112422  




C   -2.888564   0.216426   -2.238308  
C   -1.518322   -0.051727   -2.060690  
H   -2.659841   -0.861700   0.563234  
H   -2.300612   0.826319   0.925569  
H   -4.467602   -0.008698   -0.745120  
H   -3.755338   1.602512   -0.825491  
C   -0.716888   -0.367208   -3.161940  
C   -1.303650   -0.386922   -4.432836  
C   -2.658173   -0.111401   -4.612981  
C   -3.457034   0.190384   -3.503279  
H   0.331614   -0.610374   -3.060031  
H   -0.683512   -0.633520   -5.290470  
H   -3.093785   -0.137936   -5.607489  
H   -4.516573   0.400182   -3.629216  
H   2.101267   0.214273   -0.080781  
H   1.484967   -0.981934   -1.236229  
H   1.300265   0.747231   -1.586014  
 
trans 9  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.225542  
C   1.298244   -0.000000   -0.794752  
N   -1.161901   0.010888   -0.742753  
C   -1.210953   -0.064327   -2.220597  
C   -2.691391   0.200198   -2.585020  
C   -3.409512   0.035773   -1.264834  
C   -2.478231   -0.035538   -0.218996  
H   -0.535001   0.668696   -2.667428  
H   -0.894853   -1.061621   -2.553232  
H   -2.823675   1.216279   -2.979461  
H   -3.044047   -0.491400   -3.357295  
C   -2.890919   -0.140160   1.111415  
C   -4.266127   -0.182299   1.364720  
C   -5.202307   -0.120020   0.330451  
C   -4.771193   -0.006419   -0.996440  
H   -2.161782   -0.186924   1.907325  
H   -4.606475   -0.268033   2.393324  
H   -6.264749   -0.157825   0.553986  
H   -5.493261   0.048858   -1.807759  
H   2.120714   -0.075060   -0.082647  
H   1.350899   -0.839717   -1.497363  
H   1.413900   0.923702   -1.374408  
 
cis 10  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  




C   1.306906   0.000000   -0.773744  
N   -1.198225   0.037390   -0.704009  
C   -2.391137   0.577385   -0.009967  
C   -2.899153   1.677171   -0.968500  
C   -2.405652   1.178447   -2.310480  
C   -1.419607   0.194263   -2.105510  
H   -3.138217   -0.217200   0.103922  
H   -2.098195   0.926373   0.979056  
H   -3.986854   1.791468   -0.929680  
H   -2.455375   2.651145   -0.717596  
C   -0.912222   -0.566150   -3.168453  
C   -1.331502   -0.190368   -4.458710  
C   -2.243794   0.838103   -4.677567  
C   -2.810498   1.517827   -3.591458  
C   -0.043685   -1.788997   -2.990111  
H   -0.951017   -0.754170   -5.307574  
H   -2.548093   1.082972   -5.691352  
H   -3.567010   2.282187   -3.750086  
H   -0.302006   -2.543361   -3.740736  
H   1.025072   -1.572229   -3.105630  
H   -0.184769   -2.235953   -2.001130  
H   2.023048   0.570966   -0.178367  
H   1.696631   -1.018448   -0.867135  
H   1.224031   0.436903   -1.771096  
 
trans 10  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.223327  
C   1.306984   0.000000   -0.784656  
N   -1.165047   -0.019203   -0.749263  
C   -1.250918   0.488761   -2.138694  
C   -2.455347   1.454576   -2.109656  
C   -3.277619   0.896323   -0.969165  
C   -2.482555   0.038202   -0.193409  
H   -0.322429   0.973103   -2.439630  
H   -1.444677   -0.347524   -2.822931  
H   -2.128579   2.482617   -1.897734  
H   -2.990546   1.469081   -3.064240  
C   -3.015797   -0.701975   0.873105  
C   -4.365502   -0.452278   1.177364  
C   -5.150955   0.439495   0.448123  
C   -4.611223   1.112062   -0.652472  
C   -2.254436   -1.760018   1.628827  
H   -4.813745   -1.002229   2.001503  
H   -6.192836   0.586526   0.719130  




H   -2.944945   -2.392117   2.196545  
H   -1.690262   -2.403314   0.942925  
H   -1.523401   -1.317955   2.310542  
H   2.091690   -0.347696   -0.110841  
H   1.272917   -0.640935   -1.671012  
H   1.567779   1.015300   -1.108299  
 
cis 11a  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.220002  
C   1.282649   -0.000000   -0.806647  
N   -1.225137   -0.025748   -0.664891  
H   -1.983809   -0.156348   -0.004041  
C   -1.582970   -0.055899   -2.020903  
C   -2.771924   -0.723440   -2.371200  
C   -3.203789   -0.766629   -3.687898  
C   -2.450050   -0.146605   -4.699798  
C   -1.270506   0.531129   -4.353061  
C   -0.847697   0.588722   -3.030365  
H   -3.350715   -1.221500   -1.597879  
H   -4.120316   -1.288457   -3.943135  
C   -2.884548   -0.196536   -6.063035  
H   -0.694851   1.032390   -5.124438  
H   0.037854   1.160259   -2.784555  
N   -3.237526   -0.238075   -7.171184  
H   2.073015   -0.375932   -0.155007  
H   1.549178   1.020899   -1.104087  
H   1.218826   -0.614450   -1.708734  
 
trans 11a  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.220151  
C   1.289728   0.000000   -0.807110  
N   -1.151056   0.028952   -0.770295  
H   -1.015882   0.023059   -1.772225  
C   -2.491251   0.080043   -0.353979  
C   -3.477437   0.111052   -1.356607  
C   -4.823048   0.161615   -1.027295  
C   -5.216794   0.182299   0.321595  
C   -4.230675   0.150987   1.321387  
C   -2.880233   0.100215   0.997000  
H   -3.183448   0.095448   -2.403849  
H   -5.575040   0.185362   -1.809189  
C   -6.604822   0.234504   0.668804  
H   -4.528871   0.166604   2.364814  




N   -7.733918   0.277060   0.948064  
H   2.008460   -0.654899   -0.309650  
H   1.710091   1.012266   -0.809771  
H   1.163154   -0.325503   -1.844654  
 
cis 11b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.222770  
C   1.305455   -0.000000   -0.779762  
N   -1.206431   -0.031340   -0.698584  
C   -2.419839   -0.200988   0.112743  
C   -1.336429   -0.032804   -2.110034  
C   -2.128960   -1.007991   -2.739160  
C   -2.296765   -1.004295   -4.118204  
C   -1.667677   -0.023749   -4.903546  
C   -0.881878   0.958908   -4.278809  
C   -0.731437   0.960225   -2.897454  
H   -2.603958   -1.779969   -2.142484  
H   -2.905275   -1.765421   -4.595735  
C   -1.833317   -0.020678   -6.326609  
H   -0.411168   1.731103   -4.878607  
H   -0.160274   1.748294   -2.419542  
N   -1.967110   -0.018753   -7.482447  
H   2.059351   -0.451101   -0.131968  
H   1.625408   1.025564   -0.995309  
H   1.253066   -0.545714   -1.724486  
H   -2.304748   0.376622   1.030034  
H   -3.280531   0.161187   -0.452178  
H   -2.580070   -1.249658   0.391428  
 
trans 11b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.220760  
C   1.310413   -0.000000   -0.776022  
N   -1.180035   0.001560   -0.749934  
C   -1.143340   -0.082221   -2.212986  
C   -2.451949   -0.095889   -0.118691  
C   -3.472480   -0.843878   -0.730353  
C   -4.738277   -0.923656   -0.161816  
C   -5.013775   -0.257579   1.041262  
C   -3.994580   0.488535   1.657428  
C   -2.731462   0.571891   1.087597  
H   -3.278475   -1.384880   -1.649811  
H   -5.514218   -1.509171   -0.644206  
C   -6.317059   -0.335150   1.630292  




H   -1.958181   1.145940   1.576128  
N   -7.377236   -0.397447   2.106257  
H   2.112298   -0.090279   -0.042868  
H   1.449615   0.933606   -1.333923  
H   1.378282   -0.829106   -1.488346  
H   -0.292353   0.477375   -2.600420  
H   -1.073982   -1.115963   -2.577318  
H   -2.050635   0.370301   -2.617871  
 
cis 12a  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.222896  
C   1.288168   0.000000   -0.802563  
N   -1.206698   -0.013035   -0.680115  
H   -1.986811   -0.129690   -0.042838  
C   -1.509259   -0.048570   -2.061808  
C   -2.553669   -0.875147   -2.501984  
C   -2.913351   -0.906442   -3.845969  
C   -2.237149   -0.134258   -4.800504  
C   -1.202900   0.693223   -4.348422  
C   -0.848735   0.753813   -3.000994  
H   -3.079930   -1.498123   -1.782761  
H   -3.730248   -1.552319   -4.160054  
C   -2.602596   -0.205476   -6.264596  
H   -0.674367   1.324340   -5.059347  
H   -0.078117   1.445064   -2.678300  
H   2.061951   -0.444760   -0.174116  
H   1.592694   1.027830   -1.031616  
H   1.207053   -0.548270   -1.744579  
H   -2.094594   -1.041644   -6.763825  
H   -2.317228   0.709989   -6.793430  
H   -3.679229   -0.353141   -6.403161  
 
trans 12a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.222860  
C   1.301536   -0.000000   -0.792437  
N   -1.138851   -0.000616   -0.774855  
H   -0.997795   -0.000036   -1.775434  
C   -2.492141   -0.000712   -0.369036  
C   -3.468848   -0.002141   -1.375757  
C   -4.821662   -0.005485   -1.050473  
C   -5.247874   -0.005069   0.283437  
C   -4.259957   -0.007947   1.275617  
C   -2.899072   -0.004716   0.973331  




H   -5.558124   -0.010012   -1.850979  
C   -6.716392   0.023481   0.637605  
H   -4.557861   -0.014634   2.322002  
H   -2.152952   -0.009352   1.755173  
H   1.882321   -0.883800   -0.510871  
H   1.886346   0.878792   -0.503839  
H   1.169387   0.004530   -1.879153  
H   -7.078862   1.052342   0.767892  
H   -6.912853   -0.508596   1.574810  
H   -7.327384   -0.438106   -0.145750  
 
cis 12b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.225056  
C   1.296526   -0.000000   -0.797463  
N   -1.174590   0.000029   -0.732269  
C   -2.456533   0.000038   -0.029575  
C   -1.215223   -0.000282   -2.165141  
C   -1.259863   -1.206173   -2.872864  
C   -1.333270   -1.202191   -4.265167  
C   -1.367655   -0.000898   -4.985970  
C   -1.334227   1.200715   -4.265634  
C   -1.260808   1.205303   -2.873343  
H   -1.237930   -2.144242   -2.324630  
H   -1.366284   -2.148282   -4.800719  
C   -1.415480   -0.001188   -6.496162  
H   -1.367986   2.146570   -4.801558  
H   -1.239578   2.143603   -2.325477  
H   2.122273   0.000575   -0.085042  
H   1.371660   0.880631   -1.443863  
H   1.372158   -0.881276   -1.442933  
H   -1.932265   0.884133   -6.881293  
H   -0.404572   0.000174   -6.925314  
H   -1.929795   -0.888056   -6.881027  
H   -2.247643   0.000526   1.040130  
H   -3.041965   0.889210   -0.292757  
H   -3.041608   -0.889604   -0.291983  
 
trans 12b  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.222761  
C   1.313587   0.000000   -0.774485  
N   -1.170754   0.008223   -0.750295  
C   -1.139546   -0.073308   -2.211384  
C   -2.449409   -0.086938   -0.113203  




C   -4.707406   -0.978743   -0.077319  
C   -5.022754   -0.240365   1.065932  
C   -4.020070   0.579813   1.603942  
C   -2.755378   0.665222   1.031448  
H   -3.227445   -1.514776   -1.535766  
H   -5.458917   -1.626690   -0.522871  
C   -6.385858   -0.327064   1.711532  
H   -4.234865   1.173842   2.489855  
H   -2.001602   1.304153   1.470983  
H   2.115496   -0.092092   -0.041386  
H   1.454036   0.933757   -1.332161  
H   1.381256   -0.827762   -1.488820  
H   -6.805077   0.668400   1.901466  
H   -6.338748   -0.844606   2.678610  
H   -7.093662   -0.873562   1.079903  
H   -0.309033   0.511757   -2.609052  
H   -1.042935   -1.104220   -2.579693  
H   -2.065787   0.348542   -2.606558  
 
cis 13a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.223215  
C   1.287969   0.000000   -0.804893  
N   -1.199963   -0.005662   -0.687488  
H   -1.992009   -0.101752   -0.061633  
C   -1.468923   -0.024639   -2.080821  
C   -2.386471   -0.958559   -2.590776  
C   -2.705096   -0.978308   -3.940720  
C   -2.096123   -0.075060   -4.825341  
C   -1.180811   0.858995   -4.328868  
C   -0.889046   0.890790   -2.962419  
H   -2.845389   -1.677114   -1.916620  
H   -3.415379   -1.696130   -4.338621  
O   -2.465178   -0.186736   -6.134564  
H   -0.706302   1.579926   -4.984555  
H   -0.213017   1.649476   -2.581952  
H   2.060481   -0.458119   -0.184436  
H   1.599121   1.028525   -1.021608  
H   1.200817   -0.534663   -1.754148  
C   -1.885580   0.705425   -7.073025  
H   -2.133417   1.750343   -6.843483  
H   -0.793741   0.594816   -7.114348  
H   -2.311491   0.438945   -8.041936  
 
trans 13a  




O   0.000000   0.000000   1.223888  
C   1.301956   0.000000   -0.791735  
N   -1.137750   -0.000219   -0.772909  
H   -0.999094   -0.000290   -1.773657  
C   -2.491601   -0.001089   -0.362118  
C   -3.474191   -0.001790   -1.366945  
C   -4.823143   -0.002619   -1.046060  
C   -5.228560   -0.002747   0.295902  
C   -4.256203   -0.002041   1.300142  
C   -2.896117   -0.001220   0.977318  
H   -3.176986   -0.001681   -2.414258  
H   -5.582318   -0.003177   -1.821743  
O   -6.579491   -0.003579   0.510021  
H   -4.537649   -0.002106   2.347081  
H   -2.147839   -0.000716   1.757221  
H   1.885692   0.880217   -0.505127  
H   1.170182   0.001997   -1.878564  
H   1.884028   -0.882365   -0.508244  
C   -7.040890   -0.003731   1.850428  
H   -6.707719   0.890943   2.393576  
H   -8.131076   -0.004430   1.792728  
H   -6.706582   -0.897866   2.393765  
 
cis 13b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.225206  
C   1.297431   -0.000000   -0.796403  
N   -1.174144   -0.000079   -0.732824  
C   -2.455605   -0.006949   -0.029146  
C   -1.213754   0.003408   -2.165132  
C   -1.284040   -1.202719   -2.878703  
C   -1.353268   -1.202873   -4.265256  
C   -1.359516   0.010537   -4.971238  
C   -1.297605   1.220613   -4.269280  
C   -1.229420   1.205904   -2.873754  
H   -1.279916   -2.142501   -2.333230  
H   -1.403085   -2.129896   -4.827648  
O   -1.428492   -0.097050   -6.328380  
H   -1.302845   2.170671   -4.790950  
H   -1.184885   2.143744   -2.326609  
H   2.122094   -0.026602   -0.083168  
H   1.385389   0.895293   -1.420750  
H   1.362429   -0.865648   -1.463630  
C   -1.440721   1.094838   -7.099227  
H   -2.311869   1.719613   -6.862076  




H   -1.498863   0.775838   -8.141275  
H   -2.247508   -0.019879   1.040634  
H   -3.040215   0.886040   -0.281357  
H   -3.041911   -0.892338   -0.302912  
 
trans 13b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.223356  
C   1.312810   -0.000000   -0.775933  
N   -1.169723   0.011474   -0.748728  
C   -1.143889   -0.050805   -2.210571  
C   -2.447637   -0.089482   -0.108339  
C   -3.426300   -0.948060   -0.632314  
C   -4.687156   -1.031533   -0.054320  
C   -4.996961   -0.266056   1.076469  
C   -4.024936   0.587245   1.611095  
C   -2.764920   0.676278   1.017815  
H   -3.202299   -1.566987   -1.495885  
H   -5.444832   -1.694919   -0.459373  
O   -6.259756   -0.422472   1.575698  
H   -4.233997   1.193177   2.485301  
H   -2.020875   1.335668   1.444246  
H   2.115685   -0.102720   -0.045267  
H   1.457070   0.938352   -1.325010  
H   1.375091   -0.820971   -1.498575  
C   -6.619225   0.321357   2.728019  
H   -6.571111   1.403053   2.543439  
H   -7.649376   0.041303   2.956437  
H   -5.978282   0.074867   3.585036  
H   -0.321602   0.547988   -2.605882  
H   -1.038245   -1.075808   -2.593029  
H   -2.076786   0.365880   -2.595677  
 
cis 14a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.224340  
C   1.279148   0.000000   -0.778627  
N   -1.214137   0.084913   -0.676381  
H   -1.971688   0.274562   -0.028562  
C   -1.604278   -0.348650   -1.961501  
C   -2.737959   0.243008   -2.541046  
C   -3.194600   -0.173473   -3.786378  
C   -2.516535   -1.177661   -4.482236  
C   -1.389364   -1.771619   -3.908281  
C   -0.940260   -1.373482   -2.653298  




H   -4.068394   0.295453   -4.226579  
C   -3.034466   -1.662100   -5.806376  
H   -0.864826   -2.558994   -4.439572  
H   -0.080636   -1.860850   -2.209097  
C   2.378491   -0.663386   -0.215728  
C   3.615393   -0.640935   -0.855995  
C   3.771716   0.069094   -2.049139  
C   2.687392   0.755847   -2.599734  
C   1.443072   0.718250   -1.971809  
H   2.246172   -1.184587   0.726905  
H   4.459671   -1.167943   -0.420293  
H   4.738502   0.093881   -2.544751  
H   2.810700   1.323661   -3.517733  
H   0.606098   1.260472   -2.399705  
F   -3.914757   -2.681899   -5.662587  
F   -3.679652   -0.684442   -6.482589  
F   -2.038888   -2.117422   -6.600204  
 
trans 14a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.224917  
C   1.280194   0.000000   -0.787734  
N   -1.153342   -0.019046   -0.763323  
H   -1.024521   -0.151176   -1.756839  
C   -2.493189   -0.002246   -0.338079  
C   -3.483229   -0.107619   -1.330451  
C   -4.829756   -0.087562   -0.993180  
C   -5.213999   0.041670   0.344348  
C   -4.231981   0.148067   1.331850  
C   -2.878631   0.127898   1.006574  
H   -3.192988   -0.202092   -2.374778  
H   -5.583171   -0.163555   -1.770150  
C   -6.667228   0.004321   0.718883  
H   -4.524941   0.255144   2.371244  
H   -2.121151   0.207449   1.772546  
C   1.390431   0.493860   -2.096092  
C   2.618760   0.471024   -2.756742  
C   3.746811   -0.046272   -2.117904  
C   3.646848   -0.526798   -0.809607  
C   2.423361   -0.495978   -0.145638  
H   0.533387   0.939334   -2.595417  
H   2.695544   0.866439   -3.765721  
H   4.702499   -0.066278   -2.634501  
H   4.524590   -0.922682   -0.306423  
H   2.328637   -0.851183   0.875087  




F   -6.919102   0.717439   1.839714  
F   -7.453858   0.500996   -0.264295  
 
cis 14b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.226848  
C   1.295231   -0.000000   -0.761562  
N   -1.201717   -0.076668   -0.699282  
C   -2.399779   -0.265193   0.132599  
C   -1.392881   0.434720   -2.016663  
C   -2.148264   -0.298820   -2.943765  
C   -2.373583   0.199688   -4.222703  
C   -1.837175   1.434843   -4.597868  
C   -1.083237   2.170128   -3.680548  
C   -0.872033   1.679852   -2.394735  
H   -2.543172   -1.270539   -2.662719  
H   -2.949702   -0.379190   -4.937045  
C   -2.123960   1.995703   -5.963114  
H   -0.667558   3.130141   -3.968053  
H   -0.298845   2.261124   -1.680286  
C   2.383200   0.656888   -0.168901  
C   3.634338   0.642713   -0.780906  
C   3.818762   -0.052471   -1.978598  
C   2.747033   -0.733258   -2.559472  
C   1.489080   -0.704116   -1.958313  
H   2.230791   1.165210   0.777718  
H   4.467867   1.165329   -0.319639  
H   4.796167   -0.070527   -2.453332  
H   2.890081   -1.290241   -3.481378  
H   0.664053   -1.241731   -2.413529  
F   -1.137897   2.816327   -6.388218  
F   -2.268110   1.018934   -6.887119  
F   -3.268993   2.718888   -5.978307  
H   -3.236484   -0.550086   -0.506482  
H   -2.209583   -1.047566   0.868099  
H   -2.656094   0.655290   0.670996  
 
trans 14b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   -0.000000   1.222758  
C   1.309749   -0.000000   -0.740626  
N   -1.184052   0.055550   -0.752585  
C   -1.256169   -0.587428   -2.068269  
C   -2.414906   0.410774   -0.132636  
C   -3.631120   -0.095899   -0.617745  




C   -4.871036   1.214367   0.992737  
C   -3.663899   1.730592   1.477139  
C   -2.452392   1.340746   0.925043  
H   -3.650603   -0.806943   -1.433934  
H   -5.772014   -0.101651   -0.450969  
C   -6.169827   1.603689   1.636659  
H   -3.672562   2.455146   2.285062  
H   -1.532763   1.751290   1.317346  
C   1.563220   0.854377   -1.823615  
C   2.834418   0.905886   -2.395555  
C   3.858413   0.097053   -1.898789  
C   3.613919   -0.748754   -0.813831  
C   2.350784   -0.785284   -0.227333  
H   0.771347   1.494286   -2.203495  
H   3.025696   1.580789   -3.225313  
H   4.846430   0.132467   -2.349695  
H   4.411257   -1.371969   -0.418484  
H   2.156443   -1.412992   0.636573  
F   -6.156919   2.889982   2.057014  
F   -7.216754   1.464251   0.791035  
F   -6.444241   0.844697   2.725119  
H   -1.832932   0.031560   -2.762651  
H   -0.254253   -0.725642   -2.465097  
H   -1.729809   -1.574959   -2.000355  
 
cis 15a  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   1.396243  
C   1.198747   0.000000   2.108113  
C   2.420153   -0.031819   1.420573  
C   2.419675   -0.032172   0.018517  
C   1.216442   -0.006984   -0.684795  
H   -0.937700   0.011499   -0.548046  
H   -0.940111   0.019954   1.940894  
H   1.190076   0.030837   3.192062  
H   3.367403   -0.058460   -0.513332  
H   1.232385   -0.003290   -1.771336  
N   3.670045   -0.006087   2.091414  
H   4.350192   0.656902   1.734807  
C   4.043250   -0.467231   3.344982  
O   5.013236   0.030760   3.905836  
C   3.304951   -1.620553   3.956338  
C   3.267975   -1.691464   5.355911  
C   2.659414   -2.772144   5.990134  
C   2.106934   -3.806854   5.231099  




C   2.756315   -2.665456   3.199321  
H   3.729570   -0.893916   5.929079  
H   2.624694   -2.813163   7.075399  
H   1.639190   -4.654525   5.724929  
H   1.752361   -4.567306   3.243722  
H   2.803930   -2.635104   2.115856  
 
trans 15a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
C   0.000000   0.000000   1.395309  
C   1.191050   0.000000   2.121730  
C   2.414642   -0.000904   1.433855  
C   2.417108   -0.001354   0.029342  
C   1.219587   -0.000212   -0.679643  
H   -0.936004   0.000920   -0.551086  
H   -0.942255   0.001253   1.937063  
H   1.188741   0.007129   3.202190  
H   3.364221   -0.002971   -0.507593  
H   1.242883   0.000077   -1.766110  
N   3.669914   -0.013315   2.078334  
H   4.464647   0.020137   1.455334  
C   3.955244   0.057409   3.425392  
O   3.102204   0.178530   4.297984  
C   5.419880   -0.005657   3.766406  
C   6.382647   -0.629787   2.959605  
C   7.721154   -0.658038   3.351946  
C   8.110792   -0.062526   4.552601  
C   7.154565   0.548283   5.368147  
C   5.816924   0.568854   4.981706  
H   6.092720   -1.135085   2.041513  
H   8.456464   -1.154005   2.724342  
H   9.153986   -0.082649   4.856134  
H   7.452545   1.005726   6.307596  
H   5.057344   1.024629   5.608120  
 
cis 15b  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
C   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.396754  
C   1.204079   -0.000000   2.099297  
C   2.424364   0.010306   1.409842  
C   2.421220   0.028522   0.009545  
C   1.213675   0.010292   -0.688839  
H   -0.938888   -0.005959   -0.546437  
H   -0.939603   -0.010071   1.942576  
H   1.206327   -0.020003   3.185686  




H   1.224328   0.017630   -1.775369  
N   3.651513   0.050367   2.145706  
C   3.924733   1.269615   2.918524  
C   4.761432   -0.729197   1.848700  
O   5.887192   -0.355145   2.167416  
C   4.567148   -2.071769   1.199067  
C   3.463916   -2.901300   1.443849  
C   3.402614   -4.173992   0.876763  
C   4.434516   -4.626626   0.052421  
C   5.540993   -3.808460   -0.188156  
C   5.612752   -2.544719   0.393266  
H   2.658832   -2.560439   2.085686  
H   2.547801   -4.813092   1.081087  
H   4.380425   -5.616030   -0.394173  
H   6.351874   -4.159557   -0.820725  
H   6.480007   -1.909900   0.243250  
H   4.618989   1.036704   3.726497  
H   4.378954   2.046259   2.290198  
H   2.986572   1.647111   3.328442  
 
trans 15b  
C   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   1.395498  
C   1.195208   0.000000   2.114100  
C   2.420541   -0.010219   1.430596  
C   2.418556   -0.011102   0.027556  
C   1.217402   -0.003184   -0.680357  
H   -0.936886   0.002942   -0.550119  
H   -0.941097   0.007128   1.939121  
H   1.184423   -0.005904   3.194189  
H   3.357695   -0.029937   -0.516405  
H   1.238748   -0.006655   -1.766962  
N   3.681576   0.020738   2.112957  
C   4.700920   0.917580   1.554435  
C   3.885397   -0.695138   3.286046  
O   2.974835   -1.236398   3.903496  
C   5.295882   -0.826813   3.805317  
C   6.368344   -1.236229   3.001288  
C   7.625519   -1.461439   3.563259  
C   7.825855   -1.266527   4.930780  
C   6.758827   -0.867374   5.739740  
C   5.497670   -0.665847   5.183161  
H   6.216705   -1.402489   1.938587  
H   8.446577   -1.792571   2.933082  
H   8.807181   -1.434145   5.366506  




H   4.653283   -0.391310   5.807582  
H   4.208577   1.825245   1.194502  
H   5.416884   1.192313   2.328128  
H   5.253465   0.470313   0.719141  
 
cis 16a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.227020  
C   1.287481   0.000000   -0.771445  
N   -1.201715   -0.063426   -0.684319  
H   -1.977201   -0.172137   -0.038917  
C   -1.533464   0.361154   -2.001941  
C   -2.482118   -0.361463   -2.728793  
C   -2.881190   0.047986   -4.003700  
C   -2.306806   1.187837   -4.576834  
C   -1.350494   1.915417   -3.852270  
C   -0.980431   1.517573   -2.575472  
H   -2.914395   -1.258951   -2.294143  
H   -3.624999   -0.533192   -4.536409  
O   -2.607790   1.673810   -5.816554  
H   -0.923909   2.804973   -4.304835  
H   -0.259666   2.104325   -2.015693  
C   2.392729   0.618216   -0.169901  
C   3.636755   0.602678   -0.796263  
C   3.795312   -0.055619   -2.018327  
C   2.705179   -0.697200   -2.609705  
C   1.454222   -0.666141   -1.993878  
H   2.257334   1.097931   0.794008  
H   4.484737   1.094839   -0.327728  
H   4.767143   -0.075043   -2.504597  
H   2.828376   -1.224574   -3.551768  
H   0.613508   -1.171447   -2.456992  
C   -3.575629   0.983480   -6.590200  
H   -4.553330   0.963586   -6.090350  
H   -3.661305   1.537544   -7.526658  
H   -3.260863   -0.046267   -6.806282  
 
trans 16a  
C   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  
O   0.000000   0.000000   1.227429  
C   1.286908   0.000000   -0.781234  
N   -1.143100   -0.017177   -0.766249  
H   -1.009886   -0.147086   -1.759195  
C   -2.493064   -0.008057   -0.347334  
C   -3.478414   -0.118771   -1.334352  




C   -5.226270   0.018709   0.326435  
C   -4.241458   0.130215   1.317178  
C   -2.890488   0.117859   0.995865  
H   -3.188162   -0.215839   -2.379096  
H   -5.567339   -0.196042   -1.805151  
O   -6.521998   0.042569   0.763376  
H   -4.558212   0.226005   2.351136  
H   -2.138023   0.197430   1.767352  
C   2.425324   -0.500892   -0.134907  
C   3.653153   -0.532575   -0.791128  
C   3.763250   -0.047703   -2.097012  
C   2.640237   0.474934   -2.740232  
C   1.407922   0.498832   -2.086567  
H   2.322580   -0.858181   0.884353  
H   4.526753   -0.932440   -0.283546  
H   4.722245   -0.068112   -2.607659  
H   2.724071   0.874210   -3.747317  
H   0.554459   0.948010   -2.588740  
C   -7.553195   -0.069573   -0.201748  
H   -7.496877   -1.021913   -0.746631  
H   -8.491596   -0.029203   0.354594  
H   -7.525137   0.758403   -0.923355  
 
cis 16b  
C   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
O   -0.000000   -0.000000   1.228926  
C   1.303197   -0.000000   -0.752793  
N   -1.192586   -0.059418   -0.705162  
C   -2.407364   -0.188435   0.109642  
C   -1.359683   0.442002   -2.036520  
C   -2.012898   -0.340636   -3.001925  
C   -2.218235   0.142268   -4.286355  
C   -1.763179   1.421959   -4.641610  
C   -1.111601   2.210527   -3.687066  
C   -0.928022   1.721344   -2.391165  
H   -2.351634   -1.338987   -2.738619  
H   -2.720328   -0.457387   -5.038996  
O   -2.005259   1.798997   -5.930088  
H   -0.754901   3.204405   -3.931384  
H   -0.435088   2.343729   -1.650483  
C   2.386264   0.650283   -0.144254  
C   3.645303   0.637074   -0.740231  
C   3.843738   -0.051728   -1.939187  
C   2.776984   -0.725908   -2.536594  
C   1.511353   -0.696736   -1.951292  




H   4.474129   1.154844   -0.264806  
H   4.827234   -0.070150   -2.401561  
H   2.929525   -1.278109   -3.460085  
H   0.690395   -1.226277   -2.422033  
C   -1.567614   3.082775   -6.347438  
H   -2.051196   3.881573   -5.769689  
H   -0.477719   3.185071   -6.261839  
H   -1.856887   3.170992   -7.396123  
H   -2.229729   -0.906802   0.910406  
H   -2.687867   0.770349   0.564747  
H   -3.225123   -0.531406   -0.527068  
 
trans 16b  
C   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
O   -0.000000   0.000000   1.226980  
C   1.318213   -0.000000   -0.733285  
N   -1.168278   -0.023652   -0.745892  
C   -1.222343   0.319197   -2.171119  
C   -2.434046   -0.245568   -0.104458  
C   -3.338740   -1.149496   -0.681355  
C   -4.590361   -1.362599   -0.118972  
C   -4.962981   -0.681669   1.047851  
C   -4.065078   0.217799   1.633139  
C   -2.813134   0.436683   1.054244  
H   -3.058441   -1.699092   -1.575223  
H   -5.292538   -2.061995   -0.561648  
O   -6.210235   -0.963828   1.528478  
H   -4.325212   0.758339   2.536002  
H   -2.122621   1.127663   1.518843  
C   2.335701   0.827664   -0.238508  
C   3.604282   0.807834   -0.813800  
C   3.881096   -0.064652   -1.869589  
C   2.883008   -0.915591   -2.346915  
C   1.605672   -0.879305   -1.786156  
H   2.118706   1.474325   0.605827  
H   4.381313   1.464442   -0.431755  
H   4.873536   -0.087663   -2.311833  
H   3.098572   -1.611207   -3.153538  
H   0.837482   -1.553725   -2.153619  
C   -6.632693   -0.312985   2.715588  
H   -5.976812   -0.552272   3.563173  
H   -6.671249   0.777184   2.587884  
H   -7.637628   -0.686734   2.920815  
H   -0.304749   0.824895   -2.470123  
H   -1.355203   -0.560378   -2.813385  





Appendix for Chapter 7 (A7) 
 
Table A7.4.1 Crystal data table for tBu-1C-1H-NiCl2 grown by layering 
  
Formula C14 H25 Cl2 N2 Ni P 
Color Purple 
Shape Rhomboid 
Formula Weight 380.93 
Crystal System Monoclinic 
Space Group P21/n 
Temp (K) 273(2) 
Cell Constants  
a, Å 13.3605(3) 
b, Å 12.0528(3) 
c, Å 23.5480(5) 
α, deg 90 
β, deg 104.8878(12) 
γ, deg 90 
V, Å3 3664.67(15) 
Formula units/unit cell 8 
Dcal'd, gcm-3 1.382 
Absorption coefficient, mm-1 1.43 
F(000) 1592 
Diffractometer Bruker Smart ApexII 
Radiation, graphite monochr. Mo K ʎ (ʎ =0.71073 Å) 
Crystal size, mm 0.875x0.848x0.417 
θ range, deg 2.515 < θ < 31.997 
Range of h,k,l ±19, ±18, ±35 
Reflections collected/unique 13033, 9053 
Rint 0.0251 
Refinement Method 
Full Matrix Least-Squares on 
F2 
Data/Restraints/Parameters 9053/0/373 
GOF on F2 0.938 
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)] R1=0.0446, wR2=0.1311 
R indices (all data) R1=0.0728, wR2=0.1534 










A7.1.2 Crystal data table for tBu-1C-1H-NiCl2 grown by slow vapor diffusion 
Formula C28 H50 Cl4 N4 Ni2 P2 
Color Purple 
Shape Rhomboid 
Formula Weight 763.84 
Crystal System Monoclinic 
Space Group P 21/c 
Temp (K) 273(2) 
Cell Constants  
a, Å 15.919(3) 
b, Å 7.2620(15) 
c, Å 16.206(3) 
α, deg 90 
β, deg 91.844(3) 
γ, deg 90 
V, Å3 1872.4(7) 
Formula units/unit cell 4 
Dcal'd, gcm-3 1.355 
Absorption coefficient, mm-1 1.4 
F(000) 800 
Diffractometer Bruker Smart ApexII 
Radiation, graphite monochr. Mo K ʎ (ʎ =0.71073 Å) 
Crystal size, mm 1.500x0.939x0.861 
θ range, deg 2.462 < θ < 30.611 
Range of h,k,l -23<h<24, 10, -24<l<23 
Reflections collected/unique 6645, 4722 
Rint 0.0551 
Refinement Method 
Full Matrix Least-Squares on 
F2 
Data/Restraints/Parameters 6645/0/191 
GOF on F2 1.139 
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)] R1=0.0682, wR2=0.1725 
R indices (all data) R1=0.0948, wR2=0.1889 













Section A7.4 Cartesian coordinates for ground state structures calculated with 
MN15/def2tzvp 
 
Ph-1C-1H-N triplet  
Ni   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   0.000000   2.185963  
Cl   2.041330   0.000000   -0.810560  
N   -0.735275   0.833387   -1.766285  
C   -0.217346   1.930167   -2.328085  
C   -0.739993   2.470998   -3.487873  
C   -1.822441   1.835165   -4.086765  
C   -2.335825   0.685941   -3.511528  
C   -1.759497   0.208573   -2.339786  
H   0.644739   2.352695   -1.827240  
H   -0.305788   3.364782   -3.913147  
H   -2.256457   2.231688   -4.995920  
H   -3.170267   0.157176   -3.955080  
C   -2.207225   -1.063741   -1.672943  
N   -1.696099   -1.110194   -0.318564  
P   -1.562339   -2.519654   0.409800  
C   -3.122104   -3.385849   0.568280  
C   -4.290383   -2.622529   0.556172  
C   -5.522741   -3.235645   0.735743  
C   -5.590863   -4.609316   0.934448  
C   -4.428484   -5.372317   0.960283  
C   -3.194908   -4.764025   0.777666  
H   -2.288057   -5.357026   0.801585  
H   -4.483687   -6.440753   1.124126  
H   -6.552095   -5.087193   1.075250  
H   -6.427681   -2.642024   0.726544  
H   -4.218427   -1.548835   0.423851  
C   -0.366691   -3.614369   -0.336507  
C   -0.687896   -4.520658   -1.349258  
C   0.324175   -5.207252   -2.004506  
C   1.652621   -4.981194   -1.658224  
C   1.976533   -4.067599   -0.662500  
C   0.969307   -3.381149   -0.000098  
H   1.218069   -2.643193   0.757643  
H   3.010689   -3.875821   -0.409760  
H   2.440056   -5.514601   -2.175678  
H   0.079398   -5.912906   -2.788035  
H   -1.724839   -4.688826   -1.620272  
H   -3.302751   -1.119634   -1.710430  




H   -1.073561   -2.255042   1.681724  
 
Ph-1C-1H-P triplet  
Ni   -0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   -0.000000   2.203977  
Cl   1.437603   -0.000000   -1.661648  
N   -1.515412   1.336581   -0.369990  
C   -1.810545   2.238413   0.572366  
C   -2.813809   3.179269   0.403710  
C   -3.536855   3.176022   -0.778307  
C   -3.236918   2.227591   -1.745825  
C   -2.220249   1.312827   -1.513162  
H   -1.221257   2.177369   1.478972  
H   -3.015805   3.893753   1.189090  
H   -4.327286   3.896954   -0.944187  
H   -3.785393   2.185358   -2.678100  
C   -1.877223   0.226533   -2.499888  
N   -2.148947   -1.107895   -1.969310  
P   -1.476275   -1.633468   -0.545024  
H   -0.820050   0.311501   -2.762085  
H   -2.467035   0.361877   -3.405814  
C   -0.952582   -3.333115   -0.805566  
C   0.330027   -3.545112   -1.316557  
C   0.762759   -4.836107   -1.585063  
C   -0.076620   -5.917198   -1.341696  
C   -1.352232   -5.710603   -0.829326  
C   -1.790971   -4.421528   -0.559143  
H   -2.781605   -4.260787   -0.149605  
H   -2.004159   -6.553314   -0.636980  
H   0.265636   -6.923998   -1.546353  
H   1.758712   -4.998062   -1.976758  
H   0.978698   -2.694492   -1.500109  
C   -2.801745   -1.719486   0.668605  
C   -2.552489   -2.327687   1.901769  
C   -3.528024   -2.334639   2.884724  
C   -4.756602   -1.721681   2.653539  
C   -5.003867   -1.098968   1.438419  
C   -4.027242   -1.095898   0.447950  
H   -4.217626   -0.599423   -0.497368  
H   -5.955338   -0.614435   1.258524  
H   -5.515676   -1.723532   3.425632  
H   -3.326738   -2.805109   3.838431  
H   -1.583431   -2.775409   2.092309  
H   -2.918217   -1.614339   -2.386527  
 




Ni   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   0.000000   2.163600  
Cl   2.153000   0.000000   -0.074842  
N   -0.178800   0.101842   -1.929358  
C   0.782083   -0.128508   -2.832850  
C   0.546403   -0.022154   -4.192787  
C   -0.718436   0.340710   -4.632232  
C   -1.710552   0.576654   -3.694042  
C   -1.406359   0.443041   -2.348453  
H   1.748622   -0.387286   -2.420547  
H   1.349104   -0.220943   -4.888847  
H   -0.930662   0.432416   -5.689858  
H   -2.714124   0.854366   -3.989524  
C   -2.393470   0.679137   -1.247645  
N   -1.911048   -0.043976   -0.086970  
P   -2.874690   -0.274870   1.160702  
C   -3.378833   1.153297   2.108958  
C   -2.890770   1.372533   3.395324  
C   -3.267561   2.515829   4.087905  
C   -4.112330   3.444837   3.493143  
C   -4.593687   3.234226   2.204868  
C   -4.231240   2.087529   1.514867  
H   -4.622126   1.906657   0.517709  
H   -5.250361   3.960348   1.743224  
H   -4.395290   4.339482   4.033314  
H   -2.889709   2.687238   5.087298  
H   -2.198338   0.664479   3.833353  
C   -4.394918   -1.056864   0.594775  
C   -4.310659   -1.939766   -0.484703  
C   -5.435877   -2.629006   -0.912345  
C   -6.651191   -2.445771   -0.261803  
C   -6.740142   -1.574719   0.816730  
C   -5.616026   -0.880370   1.245172  
H   -5.688683   -0.201318   2.086221  
H   -7.685170   -1.434391   1.325475  
H   -7.529285   -2.984332   -0.595184  
H   -5.364640   -3.311294   -1.749602  
H   -3.355387   -2.079771   -0.979101  
H   -2.448656   1.763132   -1.064153  
H   -3.394614   0.361627   -1.569517  
H   -2.277109   -1.144763   2.053571  
 
Ph-1C-1H-P singlet  
Ni   0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
Cl   -0.000000   -0.000000   2.156700  




N   -0.177756   0.327138   -1.900271  
C   0.590600   1.314913   -2.387690  
C   0.586534   1.665748   -3.726272  
C   -0.221614   0.958820   -4.601130  
C   -1.024073   -0.050472   -4.093360  
C   -0.994122   -0.332752   -2.735725  
H   1.236234   1.803120   -1.672700  
H   1.223829   2.469860   -4.065639  
H   -0.234596   1.193049   -5.657803  
H   -1.684547   -0.618311   -4.735276  
C   -1.920734   -1.351752   -2.136532  
N   -2.799015   -0.682936   -1.175883  
P   -2.071352   -0.445262   0.327294  
H   -1.336780   -2.159741   -1.672794  
H   -2.523883   -1.795079   -2.927477  
C   -2.309993   -2.027661   1.164156  
C   -1.245910   -2.921711   1.278311  
C   -1.463590   -4.199971   1.776576  
C   -2.738254   -4.586736   2.171642  
C   -3.802495   -3.698163   2.062673  
C   -3.590315   -2.424678   1.553633  
H   -4.420191   -1.729098   1.473413  
H   -4.794595   -3.995925   2.377818  
H   -2.902780   -5.579521   2.571346  
H   -0.633363   -4.888360   1.868413  
H   -0.247173   -2.600499   1.002381  
C   -3.172116   0.726674   1.121078  
C   -3.298445   0.744715   2.511836  
C   -4.120650   1.681440   3.119442  
C   -4.816390   2.606318   2.347983  
C   -4.689259   2.594851   0.965162  
C   -3.867596   1.658552   0.350496  
H   -3.759879   1.648023   -0.727082  
H   -5.226926   3.316349   0.363184  
H   -5.456030   3.337330   2.826458  
H   -4.215019   1.692897   4.197659  
H   -2.743444   0.030175   3.106882  
H   -3.743805   -1.053465   -1.158393  
 
tBu-1C-1H-N triplet  
Ni   -0.000000   0.000000   -0.000000  
Cl   -0.000000   0.000000   2.199199  
Cl   2.024398   0.000000   -0.825082  
N   -1.946197   -0.843653   -0.044363  
C   -2.368548   -1.783794   0.808577  




C   -4.492020   -1.873642   -0.272215  
C   -4.051799   -0.892044   -1.142356  
C   -2.759636   -0.398447   -0.997368  
H   -1.661126   -2.068168   1.577516  
H   -3.944573   -3.091958   1.426256  
H   -5.493575   -2.274977   -0.361909  
H   -4.691752   -0.503251   -1.925075  
N   -0.910255   1.092875   -1.431199  
C   -2.195572   0.659750   -1.913630  
H   -2.125585   0.217930   -2.917781  
H   -2.935107   1.469815   -1.994034  
P   -0.351108   2.578476   -1.470422  
C   -1.332164   3.786845   -0.491022  
C   -0.402810   4.863792   0.076803  
C   -1.907249   2.983694   0.682066  
C   -2.473315   4.443314   -1.267081  
C   0.104436   3.143526   -3.145381  
C   0.665861   4.562750   -3.142575  
C   -1.080304   3.029053   -4.105129  
C   1.201406   2.171021   -3.597110  
H   -3.053153   5.057301   -0.572038  
H   -2.112527   5.096626   -2.063088  
H   -3.153667   3.708901   -1.703604  
H   -1.131544   2.459978   1.247725  
H   -2.629569   2.235242   0.347866  
H   -2.415984   3.678121   1.356696  
H   0.034547   5.496270   -0.695237  
H   -0.986883   5.505839   0.742035  
H   0.403089   4.420288   0.664987  
H   -1.920152   3.666242   -3.825190  
H   -1.428837   1.997634   -4.175684  
H   -0.747715   3.332488   -5.101806  
H   -0.096237   5.313895   -2.929658  
H   1.074176   4.774609   -4.134627  
H   1.479174   4.671547   -2.420598  
H   1.476471   2.415706   -4.627135  
H   2.090135   2.245220   -2.967728  
H   0.861776   1.134990   -3.553283  
H   0.867549   2.544000   -0.796164  
 
tBu-1C-1H-P triplet  
Ni   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   -0.000000   2.207367  
Cl   1.607488   -0.000000   -1.511696  
N   -1.017528   1.653661   -0.600310  




C   -1.648270   3.890771   -0.083863  
C   -2.313019   3.986854   -1.296668  
C   -2.323241   2.890633   -2.147583  
C   -1.664729   1.728043   -1.772137  
H   -0.486774   2.554763   1.166443  
H   -1.617342   4.716992   0.612191  
H   -2.820412   4.901422   -1.576006  
H   -2.836703   2.925990   -3.099961  
P   -1.735782   -1.351789   -0.621242  
N   -2.385573   -0.621527   -1.982632  
C   -1.678844   0.482861   -2.624039  
H   -0.645910   0.182703   -2.816772  
H   -2.151525   0.699517   -3.582528  
C   -1.139474   -3.028232   -1.113038  
C   -0.427884   -2.853236   -2.458403  
C   -2.222341   -4.087775   -1.287099  
C   -0.104262   -3.462314   -0.070775  
C   -3.169935   -1.411006   0.542912  
C   -2.819665   -2.257595   1.767482  
C   -4.467688   -1.929864   -0.082669  
C   -3.416313   0.031872   1.000988  
H   -0.519315   -3.532615   0.935837  
H   0.734038   -2.759866   -0.044726  
H   0.287037   -4.445180   -0.349122  
H   -2.711655   -4.352326   -0.349256  
H   -1.755509   -4.994422   -1.683882  
H   -2.980042   -3.765539   -2.006260  
H   -1.136894   -2.606503   -3.250626  
H   0.342293   -2.080536   -2.413670  
H   0.057545   -3.800706   -2.710479  
H   -3.622487   -2.146614   2.502431  
H   -1.889207   -1.920286   2.227638  
H   -2.738355   -3.318113   1.524640  
H   -4.397225   -2.955564   -0.437188  
H   -5.243324   -1.896806   0.688312  
H   -4.822074   -1.298453   -0.901741  
H   -2.557645   0.424363   1.547182  
H   -4.284692   0.037018   1.666424  
H   -3.636163   0.692286   0.156048  
H   -3.391129   -0.602822   -2.084909  
 
tBu-1C-1H-N singlet  
Ni   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   -0.000000   2.159100  
Cl   2.152582   -0.000000   -0.047206  




C   0.840798   -0.179463   -2.817267  
C   0.636210   -0.120631   -4.184696  
C   -0.628253   0.187636   -4.665879  
C   -1.648646   0.417957   -3.757995  
C   -1.374675   0.330608   -2.401234  
H   1.805022   -0.394516   -2.375474  
H   1.462584   -0.312790   -4.854417  
H   -0.817148   0.242240   -5.730473  
H   -2.652924   0.656601   -4.084664  
N   -1.925727   0.004775   -0.093478  
C   -2.408573   0.560990   -1.340033  
H   -2.567861   1.645229   -1.254634  
H   -3.365603   0.140377   -1.675211  
P   -2.816639   -0.942020   0.829023  
C   -3.369587   -2.496739   0.005959  
C   -3.497419   -3.604544   1.057287  
C   -2.224840   -2.870955   -0.942678  
C   -4.672509   -2.392167   -0.785010  
C   -4.142731   -0.039866   1.702713  
C   -5.000111   -0.964871   2.562815  
C   -5.011978   0.749900   0.723829  
C   -3.407008   0.949461   2.615456  
H   -4.853368   -3.350586   -1.280549  
H   -5.530373   -2.185680   -0.143531  
H   -4.628741   -1.625807   -1.561274  
H   -1.258251   -2.875459   -0.431164  
H   -2.152500   -2.175947   -1.781581  
H   -2.413476   -3.872796   -1.338523  
H   -4.307536   -3.425978   1.763260  
H   -3.707353   -4.546270   0.542252  
H   -2.568587   -3.729083   1.617650  
H   -5.515223   0.116511   -0.008929  
H   -4.421413   1.500291   0.196166  
H   -5.781236   1.278158   1.294046  
H   -5.631747   -1.626300   1.967797  
H   -5.656336   -0.347939   3.182900  
H   -4.387024   -1.572033   3.233567  
H   -4.151800   1.581581   3.107946  
H   -2.821438   0.433007   3.377755  
H   -2.717198   1.578368   2.050727  
H   -1.991430   -1.406780   1.844659  
 
tBu-1C-1H-P singlet  
Ni   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  
Cl   0.000000   -0.000000   2.153700  




N   -0.035935   0.401688   -1.896289  
C   0.675232   1.475630   -2.272569  
C   0.726999   1.901398   -3.588012  
C   0.044521   1.178248   -4.553986  
C   -0.688401   0.069627   -4.160920  
C   -0.719997   -0.283429   -2.820083  
H   1.224301   1.974712   -1.486851  
H   1.310015   2.775273   -3.841255  
H   0.079515   1.473995   -5.594611  
H   -1.243497   -0.521393   -4.877513  
P   -2.165238   -0.311012   0.111497  
N   -2.591735   -0.857310   -1.415808  
C   -1.570018   -1.402994   -2.299468  
H   -0.926248   -2.123444   -1.781621  
H   -2.051126   -1.919566   -3.129478  
C   -2.842433   -1.650210   1.217816  
C   -1.780784   -2.756233   1.242782  
C   -4.114545   -2.267011   0.618868  
C   -3.159661   -1.207793   2.645976  
C   -3.085711   1.282392   0.291005  
C   -2.763763   1.984911   1.611040  
C   -4.596488   1.105877   0.151911  
C   -2.584076   2.189425   -0.838075  
H   -4.037775   -0.559063   2.680410  
H   -2.317075   -0.703911   3.113977  
H   -3.393970   -2.104376   3.228357  
H   -4.897025   -1.537055   0.405820  
H   -4.516313   -2.972947   1.350824  
H   -3.899124   -2.833123   -0.289023  
H   -1.517885   -3.072530   0.228283  
H   -0.875842   -2.433747   1.754133  
H   -2.197172   -3.625320   1.761876  
H   -3.276106   2.952313   1.608439  
H   -1.692385   2.154635   1.715956  
H   -3.099809   1.427454   2.483228  
H   -5.022727   0.557278   0.992735  
H   -5.062076   2.095682   0.133162  
H   -4.869439   0.599548   -0.778426  
H   -1.525853   2.423710   -0.702453  
H   -3.145299   3.127408   -0.800723  
H   -2.721761   1.740305   -1.824206  
H   -3.541974   -1.131961   -1.619053  
 
tBu-1C-1H-N triplet (switched N and P)  
Ni   0.000000   -0.000000   0.000000  




Cl   1.420933   0.000000   -1.675618  
N   -0.748241   1.803324   -0.516156  
C   -0.209469   2.898648   0.018945  
C   -0.557499   4.166092   -0.416045  
C   -1.489110   4.279734   -1.438229  
C   -2.047239   3.132798   -1.983894  
C   -1.654198   1.894112   -1.497430  
H   0.506191   2.734103   0.815960  
H   -0.107057   5.036871   0.038324  
H   -1.782757   5.254957   -1.805257  
H   -2.782919   3.187611   -2.775775  
N   -1.679812   -1.337741   -0.027637  
P   -2.951979   -0.221687   -0.440755  
C   -2.234495   0.590094   -1.946699  
H   -1.437419   -0.026316   -2.371200  
H   -2.994733   0.744649   -2.712073  
C   -1.235025   -2.664471   -0.568710  
C   -1.056705   -2.617970   -2.076683  
C   -2.220842   -3.759153   -0.174862  
C   0.103886   -2.974677   0.099749  
C   -4.528704   -0.967996   -1.088174  
C   -5.391777   0.281423   -1.340470  
C   -5.183875   -1.725456   0.069061  
C   -4.530423   -1.796444   -2.368154  
H   0.017789   -2.929152   1.188175  
H   0.884251   -2.277452   -0.219533  
H   0.427034   -3.977932   -0.184647  
H   -2.402501   -3.744757   0.903059  
H   -1.803140   -4.733366   -0.435353  
H   -3.172081   -3.655580   -0.692379  
H   -0.792971   -3.617360   -2.428277  
H   -1.974298   -2.316695   -2.582827  
H   -0.250774   -1.936758   -2.352967  
H   -5.061050   0.848110   -2.213535  
H   -6.419903   -0.040630   -1.528795  
H   -5.395894   0.948218   -0.474903  
H   -5.304647   -1.068225   0.933541  
H   -6.176380   -2.068684   -0.238518  
H   -4.610190   -2.595382   0.386578  
H   -4.071682   -2.775791   -2.244910  
H   -5.566403   -1.959861   -2.682914  
H   -4.017622   -1.280525   -3.184308  
H   -1.690900   -1.406434   0.995956  
 
tBu-1C-1H-P triplet (switched N and P)  




Cl   0.000000   0.000000   2.208494  
Cl   1.420933   0.000000   -1.675618  
N   -0.748241   1.803324   -0.516156  
C   -0.209469   2.898648   0.018945  
C   -0.557499   4.166092   -0.416045  
C   -1.489110   4.279734   -1.438229  
C   -2.047239   3.132798   -1.983894  
C   -1.654198   1.894112   -1.497430  
H   0.506191   2.734103   0.815960  
H   -0.107057   5.036871   0.038324  
H   -1.782757   5.254957   -1.805257  
H   -2.782919   3.187611   -2.775775  
N   -1.679812   -1.337741   -0.027637  
P   -2.951979   -0.221687   -0.440755  
C   -2.234495   0.590094   -1.946699  
H   -1.437419   -0.026316   -2.371200  
H   -2.994733   0.744649   -2.712073  
C   -1.235025   -2.664471   -0.568710  
C   -1.056705   -2.617970   -2.076683  
C   -2.220842   -3.759153   -0.174862  
C   0.103886   -2.974677   0.099749  
C   -4.528704   -0.967996   -1.088174  
C   -5.391777   0.281423   -1.340470  
C   -5.183875   -1.725456   0.069061  
C   -4.530423   -1.796444   -2.368154  
H   0.017789   -2.929152   1.188175  
H   0.884251   -2.277452   -0.219533  
H   0.427034   -3.977932   -0.184647  
H   -2.402501   -3.744757   0.903059  
H   -1.803140   -4.733366   -0.435353  
H   -3.172081   -3.655580   -0.692379  
H   -0.792971   -3.617360   -2.428277  
H   -1.974298   -2.316695   -2.582827  
H   -0.250774   -1.936758   -2.352967  
H   -5.061050   0.848110   -2.213535  
H   -6.419903   -0.040630   -1.528795  
H   -5.395894   0.948218   -0.474903  
H   -5.304647   -1.068225   0.933541  
H   -6.176380   -2.068684   -0.238518  
H   -4.610190   -2.595382   0.386578  
H   -4.071682   -2.775791   -2.244910  
H   -5.566403   -1.959861   -2.682914  
H   -4.017622   -1.280525   -3.184308  






Section A7.4.2 31P NMR spectra of ligands 
 
 



















Figure A7.4.4 31P NMR spectrum of tBu-1C-1H ligand. 
 
 
 
